
Chris Harris named Broncos’ 2017 Walter Payton Man of 
the Year 
By Nicki Jhabvala 
Denver Post 
December 7, 2017 
 
The day after the Broncos returned from Buffalo, where they took their first loss of the season, 
cornerback Chris Harris hosted a coat drive at a local steakhouse to benefit Denver Children’s Home, an 
organization that helps kids who have survived trauma and abuse confront mental health challenges. 
Joined by some of his teammates, Harris raised nearly $6,000 that September evening and watched as 
nearly 350 winter coats and multiple pairs of boots were stacked high for those in need. 
 
“They never have winter clothes so I just thought this would be a great opportunity to have something 
for them, to be able to provide them, mostly the homeless, warm clothes by the time winter comes,” 
Harris said at the time. “It’s something that is very needed, so I’ll definitely try to do it every year.” 
 
The day after the Broncos returned from Miami, where they took their ninth and arguably worst loss of 
the season this past weekend, Harris joined nearly 100 families at Denver Rescue Mission for their 
annual holiday party. The initiative was once led by former Broncos cornerback Champ Bailey. Harris has 
carried the torch. 
 
“He personally told me to take over and continue to uplift these people as much as possible,” Harris 
said. “This is one of the best turnouts I think we’ve had here. We had a lot of teammates join this time, 
and it’s good seeing familiar people.” 
 
On Thursday, Harris’ years of leadership on the field and in the community were recognized by the 
Broncos, who selected him as their 2017 Walter Payton Man of the Year. He and the 31 other selections 
by NFL teams will be up for the prestigious national award announced Feb. 3, ahead of Super Bowl LII in 
Minnesota. 
 
A seventh-year cornerback and three-time Pro Bowler, Harris made the leap from undrafted player to 
one of the league’s best at his position. Last year, he was voted first-team all-pro and became just one of 
five undrafted corners in pro football history to make three or more Pro Bowls with his original team. 
 
But over the years, he’s made a habit of matching his on-field feats with off-field contributions in Denver 
and Tulsa, Oklahoma, his hometown. In 2012, Harris launched the Chris Harris Jr. Foundation to provide 
underprivileged youth opportunities to achieve their goals. His annual Underdog Academy Football and 
Cheer Camp in Tulsa has helped young athletes learn the fundamentals of the game, while his Underdog 
Success Program has helped students in the classroom. 
 
In Denver, he’s partnered with many organizations — Denver Rescue Mission, Denver Children’s Home 
and local chapters of Salvation Army and Big Brothers Big Sisters of America — and this past summer 
joined Mayor Michael B. Hancock to launch Mentor Colorado’s #MentoringFlipped campaign to improve 
the number of mentoring relationships for young people. 
 



Harris has also been a part of national and local campaigns to speak out against domestic violence and 
to go beyond raising public awareness to affect long-term change in preventing relationship violence. 
 
In 2015 and 2016, Harris received the Broncos’ Community Ambassador Awards for his help with team 
initiatives, and in 2013 was selected by local media as the team’s Darrent Williams Good Guy Award. 
 
“Chris is a team guy. His role on our team is as a leader and as a playmaker,” coach Vance Joseph said. 
“It’s unbelievable the things he’s done in the community. He takes pride in that. And he doesn’t do it for 
the awards or the attention. He does it because he cares about the community and the kids in the 
community. He’s always pushing his teammates to do more and more in the community, and that’s a 
special guy to have in your locker room.” 
 
The winner of the league-wide Walter Payton Man of the Year award will receive a $500,000 charitable 
contribution — $250,000 in his name to expand Character Playbook, the NFL’s digital education 
program, and another $250,000 for the charity of his choice. Two runner-ups will each receive $200,000 
— $100,000 for Character Playbook and $100,000 for his preferred charity. And each team-level winner 
will get $100,000, split between Character Playbook in his market and his charity. 
 
Previous Broncos nominees for the annual award were tight end Virgil Green (2016), safety David Bruton 
(2015), guard Ben Garland (2014), linebacker Wesley Woodyard (2010-11, ‘13), guard Zane Beadles 
(2012), Champ Bailey (2008-09), cornerback Domonique Foxworth (2007), receiver Rod Smith (2004, 
’06), safety John Lynch (2005) linebacker Ian Gold (2003) and receiver Ed McCaffrey (2002). 
 
Hall of Fame quarterback and current Broncos general manager John Elway (1992) is the only Broncos 
player to win the national award. 



Chris Harris to receive honor from Colorado House of 
Representatives 
By Nicki Jhabvala 
DenverPost.com 
May 11, 2016 
 
Broncos cornerback Chris Harris will be at the state Capitol on Wednesday to accept a Super Bowl 50 
tribute from the state and the Colorado House of Representatives for the team's world championship 
and its contributions to the city of Denver. 
 
Harris will speak at the adjourning session of Colorado's 70th General Assembly. 
 
In March, the house published a congressional resolution honoring the Broncos for their Super Bowl 
victory. 
 
Fullback claimed. The Broncos bolstered their fullback corps by claiming fourth-year player Toben 
Opurum off waivers from the New Orleans Saints. Undrafted tight end Anthony Norris was waived to 
make room on the 90-man roster. 
 
Opurum, a former Kansas linebacker, signed with the Chiefs as a college free agent in 2013 and has gone 
on to play on practice squads with Houston (2014) and the Saints (2014-15). 
 
He joins sixth-round pick Andy Janovich from Nebraska at the position. 
 
The Broncos experimented with a fullback last season, with James Casey, but he was cut to clear a roster 
spot for Derek Wolfe. At the NFL owners' meetings in Florida in March, Broncos coach Gary Kubiak said 
he hoped to sign a couple for training camp and possibly beyond. 
 
Ward's summer events. Broncos safety T.J. Ward will host his annual celebrity golf tournament July 18 at 
Blackstone Country Club in Aurora to raise money for his foundation, which supports programs to help 
unprivileged youth. 
 
The event is closed to spectators, but tickets to play alongside the celebrity guests can be purchased on 
Ward's website. Last year the celebrity guest list included Broncos teammates Aqib Talib and David 
Bruton and Cleveland Browns cornerback Joe Haden, among others. 
 
Ward also will host a "FUNdamentals" youth skills camp on June 4 (10 a.m.-1 p.m.) that is free and open 
to children age 8-13 at the Denver School of Science and Technology. 
 
Anderson's camp. C.J. Anderson will hold a two-day camp for players 10 and older at Regis Jesuit High 
School in Aurora from June 11-12 (9 a.m.-3 p.m.). 
 
Anderson will be joined by other Broncos players, including receiver Jordan Norwood and defensive 
lineman Phil Taylor and will conclude the camp with a question-and-answer session and an opportunity 
for autographs. 
 



Top 101. Wide receiver Emmanuel Sanders (No. 69) and former Broncos defensive end Malik Jackson 
(75) were ranked among Pro Football Focus' list of the top 101 players from 2015. 
 



Aqib Talib, Chris Harris in sync on Broncos' Super Bowl 
mission 
By Lindsay Jones 
USA Today 
February 3, 2016 
 
It might be an odd thing to remember about a first impression, but when Aqib Talib first met Chris 
Harris, way back in 2007 in Lawrence, Kan., what Talib remembers is Harris’ hips. 
 
Talib, heading into his junior season at the University of Kansas at the time, saw a 17-year-old freshman 
who could square up to a wide receiver at the line of scrimmage, press the designated opponent and 
then swivel unlike anyone he’d ever seen. 
 
“I wish I had that,” Talib told USA TODAY Sports on Wednesday. “The way he plays now was the same 
way he played when I first met him. It’s just one of them things you’re born with.” 
 
In many ways, so much has changed for both Talib and Harris in the eight and a half years since they first 
played together at Kansas. Talib was a 2008 first-round draft pick who endured a few rocky years with 
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, was traded to the New England Patriots and later signed a lucrative free-
agent deal with the Denver Broncos. Harris went undrafted in 2011 and worked his way up Denver's 
depth chart to become a starter and eventual star. 
 
But their bond remains. Together they form arguably the NFL’s best cornerback duo and will be charged 
with trying to shut down the Carolina Panthers’ passing game in Super Bowl 50. 
 
While the Panthers’ offensive strength is in their unique running game, with tailback Jonathan Stewart 
and quarterback Cam Newton's ground production – designed and otherwise – Talib and Harris know 
they will have an important role in limiting Newton’s downfield options. 
 
To former Broncos cornerback Champ Bailey, who started opposite Harris before he retired after the 
2013 season, that means playing the same brand of physical, man-to-man coverage the duo has done all 
season. 
 
“When you play a fast receiver, as a corner, I always think about, what is the easiest thing for them? 
Throw it up and let them run. So what do you do? You take that away, first and foremost. You can't let 
them run over the top of you,” Bailey told USA TODAY Sports. “If you can take that away, force them to 
make those tough 10-yard catches and get hit. The 3-yard curls, the crossing routes. Make them catch 
those and get hit. Good receivers can deal with that punishment, but these guys, I mean, they're still 
making a name for themselves, as far as good receivers. Make them earn it.” 
 
To do that, Harris said he and Talib will have to lean on their communication – something they’ve been 
doing since their year together at Kansas. It helped, Harris said, that they played roles similar to the ones 
they hold now, with Talib lined up almost exclusively on the defensive left, and Harris either on the right 
side in base defense or in the slot in the nickel package. 
 
“It kind of makes it easy for us to play together, because we know he's going to be on that left side. 
Teams know that, but they know I'm going to be everyone else,” Harris said. “It makes teams think 
about it a little bit, and me and him we just have that great chemistry out there. He understands how I 



want to play, I understand how he wants to play, and if something fast comes up that we've got to 
adjust to, he knows I can put us in the right situation.” 
 
They are somewhat of an odd couple off the field, with their side-by-side lockers inside the Broncos’ 
practice facility in Englewood, Colo. Talib is the locker room loud mouth. If the cornerbacks meeting 
room is, as reserve corner Kayvon Webster described it, “lit” first thing every morning, it’s because Talib 
makes it that way. 
 
Harris is the serious one. He’s not quiet, but he won’t be leading any dance parties. He will however be 
leading the film sessions. 
 
“You need a guy like me with Talib," Harris said. "I'm always on the film, I'm always looking for 
something I can find from the other team, I always have to do a lot of checks on the field. I kind of make 
it to where he can go out there and just do his thing and play and do this thing, and I can do all the extra 
studying.” 

  



Broncos’ Movie Buff Harris Has Been Stealing the Show 
From Opposing Receivers 
By Ben Shpigel 
New York Times 
January 16, 2016 
 
The Oscar nominations came rolling in last week, and that afforded Chris Harris Jr., the Denver Broncos’ 
resident cinephile, an opportunity to handicap the race for best picture. Of the eight films nominated, 
he had seen most, including “The Revenant” (bloody but good), “Bridge of Spies” (fantastic) and 
“Spotlight,” his pick to win — though he reserved the right to change his mind, he said, after viewing 
them all. 
 
When not watching actors, Harris, a two-time Pro Bowler in his fifth season, emulates them. He applies 
his sharp improvisational skills, keen sense of awareness and impeccable timing to mastering what is 
considered the most demanding position on defense: the slot cornerback. 
 
After diminishing receivers on the outside, Harris distinguishes himself from peers like Josh Norman of 
Carolina and Richard Sherman of Seattle by moving inside on passing downs. He does not defend the 
speedy, shifty types who tend to line up there so much as erase them. 
 
During the past two seasons, Harris, 26, has yielded the fewest yards per cover snap in the slot, 
according to the analytical website Pro Football Focus, and this year, quarterbacks have a league-low 
43.4 rating when throwing in his direction. 
 
For this award, there is no suspense. The statuette for best nickel cornerback in a leading role goes to 
him. 
 
“It’s the hardest to play, and he’s the best at it,” said the Broncos’ defensive coordinator, Wade Phillips. 
“He’s the best I’ve ever been around.” 
 
As to why, Phillips first mentioned Harris’s technique, which allows him to play taller than his listed 5 
feet 10 inches (The Big Short?). He excels at staying square longer than many cornerbacks, denying 
receivers separation. Denver’s other starting corner, Aqib Talib, a former teammate at Kansas, said he 
reviewed film of Harris to remind himself not to open his hips too soon. 
 
But as Phillips elaborated, during an interview last week at Broncos headquarters here, he cited two 
intertwined traits: anticipation and acceleration. Harris’s capacity for taking in information before the 
ball is snapped — and trusting what he believes he sees — allows him to run with conviction. There are 
times, Phillips said, when Harris decodes a screen pass so quickly that he almost intercepts it. 
 
“He always seems to be in the right place at the right time,” said the former cornerback Eric Allen, an 
analyst for ESPN. 
 
Even if the objective does not change, playing the slot accentuates — and requires — a different set of 
abilities. On the outside, where the receiver is shielded on one side by the sideline, he can run a limited 
number of routes. The cornerback can guide him to the boundary. 
 



Not so inside, where much of the time, teams deploy smaller, faster players — think of Wes Welker or 
Danny Amendola — to stress the defense. They often send a receiver in motion to tease out coverages 
— “watch how much I run on Sunday,” Harris said, referring to Denver’s playoff game against the 
Pittsburgh Steelers — and then dart left, scoot right or dash straight ahead. 
 
On any given play, Harris is, among other things, reading an offensive guard to see if he’s pulling, 
indicating a possible screen; scanning the quarterback’s eyes; processing the receiver’s split, his distance 
from the quarterback; alerting other defenders to counter any offensive adjustments; and guarding 
against being picked, in which one receiver aids another by entangling himself with his defender. 
 
If the receiver he is covering runs across the formation, Harris must beat him to the opposite side of the 
field and assume the proper fit in the run scheme. Phillips said he never isolated Harris without safety 
help in the slot, though some coverages do leave him vulnerable. 
 
“There’s so much space that if you mess up at the beginning of the play, it can be really, really bad for 
you,” Denver cornerback Bradley Roby said. 
 
During the past two seasons, Harris has played 584 snaps in the slot, according to Pro Football Focus — 
26.9 percent of his total — and only twice has it been really, really bad for him. 
 
Those two touchdowns came in a Week 15 loss at Pittsburgh, where the All-Pro receiver Antonio Brown 
— ruled out for Sunday with a concussion — scored twice to spearhead the Steelers’ comeback. Those 
two touchdowns were the first ones Harris ceded, playing inside or out, in more than two years, since 
Nov. 24, 2013, at New England, where Julian Edelman caught a pass, eluded Harris’s grasp and dashed 
into the end zone. 
 
“It wasn’t like he beat me; I just missed a tackle,” Harris said. “That stayed with me forever.” 
 
As he went on to neutralize receivers every week, Harris said he told himself, “I can’t get scored on 
again, I can’t get scored on again.” In his final six games of the 2013 season, which ended with a torn 
knee ligament sustained in a playoff victory against San Diego, Harris did not miss a tackle. Nor, of 
course, did he allow a touchdown. 
 
Harris’s position coach, Joe Woods, foretold this dominance a few years ago, when he worked in Tampa 
Bay and Minnesota with two excellent slot cornerbacks, Ronde Barber and Antoine Winfield. Woods 
would mine footage of other slot corners for teaching points, and he recalls being captivated by this 
scrappy guy wearing No. 25 for Denver. 
 
“He’s the next one,” Woods said. “I absolutely remember thinking that.” 
 
That, however, is not what the staff at Kansas thought when Harris arrived as a freshman. 
 
“We expected him to come in and be tough,” said Je’Ney Jackson, his position coach at Kansas for three 
seasons. “We just didn’t expect him necessarily to be good.” 
 
Elevated when the corner slated to start opposite Talib got hurt, Harris went on to intercept a pass in 
the Jayhawks’ victory at the 2008 Orange Bowl, the apex of his college career. Kansas’ struggles his next 
two seasons prompted a coaching change, and then a position change, to safety — ruining, he said, his 
chances of being drafted: It implied he was not fast enough to be an N.F.L. cornerback. 
 



Since during the 2011 lockout teams were prohibited from contacting undrafted players, Harris finished 
his degree at Kansas and then went home to Oklahoma. He worked at a law firm, answering phones and 
doing errands; he worked out; and he hoped for the work stoppage to end, and for a team to call. The 
Broncos did, and paid him $2,000 to sign. 
 
On his first day of training camp, Harris walked into a defensive backs meeting room loaded with 
cornerbacks. “We had 11,” Harris said, “and I was No. 11.” 
 
Struck by his diligence, veterans like Champ Bailey and Brian Dawkins championed his cause to the 
coaching staff. He earned a roster spot because of his special-teams prowess. He seized it by emerging 
as a mainstay at corner, starting five games as a rookie, including a postseason defeat at New England. 
 
Harris’s ascension eased the civic disappointment with releasing Bailey, a Broncos legend, and his 
versatility supplied Phillips, in his first season as coordinator, with an indispensable component for the 
best defense in the N.F.L. 
 
Phillips loves to blitz. He sends pressure from all angles. And with Harris, the best nickel cornerback he 
has coached, patrolling the slot, Phillips does not fret about matchups. He sends in the play call, waits 
for the ball to be snapped and then enjoys the show. 
  



Chris Harris' versatility sets him apart from NFL's top 
cornerbacks 
By Cameron Wolfe 
Denver Post 
January 12, 2016 
 
It's hard to compare the Broncos' Chris Harris to other NFL cornerbacks because he isn't quite like any of 
them. Or better yet, they aren't like him. 
 
Make your list of the NFL's shutdown cornerbacks and the Panthers' Josh Norman, Seahawks' Richard 
Sherman, Cardinals' Patrick Peterson and the Jets' Darrelle Revis are all sure to get recognition. But none 
of those players display the defensive versatility Harris does. 
 
Harris starts on the outside, but often moves inside when the defense goes with five defensive backs. 
 
Harris isn't limited to the left or right side, outside or inside. Wherever a receiver lines up, Harris will 
play him man-to-man. 
 
"He's got some real good hips, man," cornerback Aqib Talib said about Harris. "And when you have real 
good hips like that you can stay square in your off coverage and your press coverage. That's what makes 
Chris different than other corners." 
 
Broncos defensive coordinator Wade Phillips calls more man coverage than anyone in the league. The 
players take pride in it. 
 
Phillips has the confidence in Harris and Talib to dare opposing offenses to beat them. For the most part, 
they don't. 
 
Harris was the best slot cornerback in football statistically this year yielding 0.44 yards per coverage 
snap in the slot according to Pro Football Focus. 
 
"I'm kind of like the quarterback," Harris said. "Being able to orchestrate a lot of things out there on the 
field and being able to run different schemes and coverages." 
 
The last Broncos player with the versatility of Harris was 12-time Pro Bowl cornerback Champ Bailey. 
 
Harris was undrafted after starring at Kansas and earned his way onto the Broncos' roster in 2011. 
 
Talib credits his hips. Harris points to his technique. Receivers never seem to get much separation, and if 
they do Harris has the skills to get back and break it up. 
 
"That's just Chris. That's just how God put him together," Talib said. "You can either move like that or 
you can't move like that and Chris can move like that. That's his strength." 
 
Harris has been the Broncos' most dependable defensive player. He's played 1,063 or 97 percent of the 
defensive snaps, most on the team and fifth among all cornerbacks. 
 



Now, he has a deep left shoulder bruise that left his arm dead for the last three quarters against San 
Diego on Jan. 3. Harris said he'll be ready to go Sunday when the Broncos play the Pittsburgh Steelers at 
Sports Authority Field. No way he'd miss this game.” 
 
"We've matched up Chris on a lot of great players this year," Broncos coach Gary Kubiak said. "We put 
him in some tough positions." 
 
The roughest spot for Harris this season was three weeks ago when he had arguably the worst game of 
his career against Pittsburgh. 
 
Steelers receiver Antonio Brown torched Harris for 12 catches, 137 yards and two touchdowns on 13 
balls thrown his way. To be fair, Brown does it to everyone. 
 
Harris said after the game that he let a questionable pass interference call get in his head and he owned 
his role in the loss. 
 
"Wade puts all of the responsibility on us to make a lot of plays," said Harris, who was a second-team 
All-Pro and a Pro Bowl selection for the second consecutive season. "If I don't play well, we usually lose." 
 
Harris hadn't allowed a touchdown in more than two years before the loss at Pittsburgh. 
 
Harris has that bad game on his mind. He believes it kept him from being selected first-team All-Pro. 
 
Sunday Harris gets his chance for redemption. 
 
"You know what happened last time, so it's just another chance to go prove yourself," safety Darian 
Stewart said. "You All-Pro? You go handle your business." 
 
You can count on Harris 
 
A look at the consistency and production of cornerback Chris Harris during his five seasons with the 
Broncos. 
 
Year - Games played, Games Started, Tackles, INTs, Deflections, Forced Fumbles 
 
2011 — 16, 4, 65, 1, 6, 0 
 
2012 — 15, 12, 61, 3, 9, 0 
 
2013 — 16, 15, 65, 3, 14, 0 
 
2014 — 16, 16, 55, 3, 17, 1 
 
2015 — 16, 16, 58, 2, 6, 2 

  



Von Miller, Chris Harris Jr. named to All-Pro teams 
By Ben Swanson 
DenverBroncos.com 
January 8, 2016 
 
Outside linebacker Von Miller and cornerback Chris Harris Jr. were named to separate All-Pro teams 
Friday, with Miller making the first team and Harris being selected to the second team. 
 
The designations were the second time for each player, with Miller receiving first-team honors in 2012 
after his 18.5-sack season and Harris receiving second-team honors in 2014 after his breakout season. 
 
"That’s the highest honor that you can get in this business," Head Coach Gary Kubiak said of Miller's 
award. "Boy, has he played that way. You look at some of our players and I think we have a few guys 
that are deserving of that type of honor this year. When you look at Von, he hasn’t missed a snap. He’s 
been there all year long. His work habits are tremendous. I think [Outside Linebackers Coach Fred] Pug 
[Pagac] has done a great job with him. [Defensive Coordinator] Wade [Phillips] gets him position to 
make plays. [Defensive Line Coach] Bill [Kollar] has done a great job with him from a pass rush 
standpoint. We’re just very proud of him." 
 
But Miller was quick to put the credit back to those around him. 
 
"We have a great team and had great coaching this year," Miller said. "Coach Phillips, [he was] 
instrumental in my success this year. Every day, he came in, he coached me like—it’s kind of hard to 
explain. He didn’t coach me like he had been with me through four years. He coached me how I needed 
to be coached. He pushed me every single day and got it out of me this year. I’m very appreciative of my 
teammates and my coaches." 
 
Though proud of his achievement, Harris couldn't help but feel a bit disappointed that he missed out on 
a first-team selection. 
 
"Just to get All-Pro is a great honor," Harris said. "My goal at the beginning of the year was definitely to 
get first-team All-Pro. I think I just had one bad game. I was this close to getting it. It just gave me some 
motivation to come back and get it next year." 
 
The pressure ramped up for Harris this year, and for fellow starting CB Aqib Talib, because Phillips used 
them almost exclusively in man coverage, which allowed Phillips to be creative with blitzing schemes. 
 
"We were on an island every week," Harris said. "Coach Wade put a lot of responsibility on me and Talib 
to really hold up all year. […]For me, it’s definitely a lot harder. Wade puts all of the responsibility on us 
to make a lot of plays. I really had to be on my p’s and q’s every day and every game." 
 
That effort paid off for Harris at the individual level, and at the team level, as well, given how the 
defense ranked at or near the top in multiple statistical categories. 
 
With Harris' long path to the NFL and to the level he's reached, Kubiak was especially proud. 
 
"To get this far and do what he’s done, that’s really special," Kubiak said, referring to Harris. "We’ve 
matched up Chris on a lot of great players this year. We put him in some tough positions. He’s been 
there. He and Aqib both, but he’s been there every practice, every rep. It’s a great honor for him, too." 



Chris Harris Jr.: Broncos defense 'ain't sitting back' 
during big moments 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
October 15, 2015 
 
When Denver Broncos cornerback Chris Harris Jr. snatched a Derek Carr pass out of the air last Sunday 
and then toted the coveted turnover 74 yards for a game-clinching touchdown, he said it was simply one 
of the payoffs for "going for it," for being aggressive. 
 
And if the Broncos defensive players use one word over and over when they talk about defensive 
coordinator Wade Phillips’ scheme, it is “aggressive." 
 
“That’s it; that’s what it is," Harris said. “Get after quarterbacks, get picks, force fumbles, play fast, know 
your responsibilities, make plays -- that’s what we go into games thinking we’re going to do. [Phillips] is 
going to put you in spots to make plays and your job is to make them. We ain’t sitting back." 
 
On Harris’ interception, it was one of just four defensive snaps in the game when the Broncos sent at 
least six pass rushers after Carr. To that point in the game, the Broncos had largely stuck to four-man 
rush packages – three of their sacks in the game came off four-man rushes – to go with a handful of five-
man rushes. 
 
At the time, the Broncos were protecting a 9-7 lead with just over seven minutes remaining, but the 
Raiders were driving and faced a third-and-5 from the Broncos’ 31-yard line, already well within the 
range of Raiders kicker Sebastian Janikowski. Phillips said at that moment he considered sending some 
extra rushers at Carr. Broncos coach Gary Kubiak strolled by in the bench area and cast his vote as well. 
 
“Part of it was if they kick a field goal, they go ahead of us there in the fourth quarter," Phillips said. 
“They're already on the 30-yard line. Coach Kubiak walked over to me and said, 'You'd better be 
aggressive.' I said, 'OK.' It was really him, not me. He said, ‘You need to go after them here,' and I said, 
'We will.'" 
 
The Broncos got the rushers into Carr’s face and Carr rushed a throw toward two receivers running 
crossing patterns over the middle of the field, neither of whom was yet looking for the ball when Harris 
bolted in to catch it. 
 
It was the Broncos’ third defensive touchdown of the season. They lead the league in sacks with 22. The 
Broncos have 11 players with at least one sack and seven players with at least two, as Sylvester Williams 
was awarded an additional half-sack Thursday by the league when the scoring was adjusted from the 
Vikings game two weeks ago. 
 
Phillips said the Broncos have more options to be aggressive because of the team’s personnel, but also 
because the defense can pick its spots to go for it. The Broncos typically don’t have to blitz to affect 
quarterbacks – 14 of their sacks have been out of four-man rush packages – so when they do, they “get 
home," as the coaches say. 
 



“The good thing is to be aggressive; we don't have to rush six," Phillips said. “We rush five some, or 
maybe quite a bit five. We rush four, too, and get some pressure on the people. It's all what we're doing 
rush-wise as far as the passing game is concerned." 
 
“Hey man, it’s what we do," said cornerback Aqib Talib. “When you make plays with the game on the 
line, you have to go make them; you can’t wait. And if we want to play in the kind of games we want to 
play in during the playoffs, we have to keep making plays. But [Phillips] wants us to play fast and go get 
the ball." 
  



Chris Harris, Von Miller lead stellar Denver Broncos 
defense 
By Steve Wyche 
NFL.com 
October 12, 2015 
 
As Broncos and Raiders players, coaches and staff filed into the singular exit tunnel of the O.co Coliseum 
after Denver's 16-10 victory Sunday, an assistant coach made his way over to me. 
 
"I don't know how we keep doing it, but we keep winning," he said. 
 
Moments later, inside the Broncos locker room, another assistant coach approached: "All I know is we 
are 5-0," and he moved on without another word. 
 
It's as if those who know, really know that Denver is walking a fine line with its undefeated start. A 
perfect record doesn't mean this is a perfect team. 
 
There is no secret to the Broncos' success, though. Their defense is spectacular. The line, linebackers 
and secondary are good, and they know they are good -- and they aren't settling for anything less than 
excellence. 
 
"We have to be the best defense on the field," safety T.J. Ward said. 
 
That's easy to say, but the mindset has translated into production. Against the Raiders, it was on full 
display. 
 
The guys in silver and black are better than they've been in recent years. Don't doubt it. They are 
talented, hungry and nasty, and they are going to be problematic for any team they face. They just don't 
know how to win games like the one they played Sunday against the Broncos -- yet. 
 
Against Denver, Oakland wasn't intimidated. Its defense didn't need much help in making Peyton 
Manning look old -- the QB handled that quite fine on his own despite putting up decent numbers (22 of 
35, 266 yards, 0 TDs, 2 INTs). The Raiders roughed up a running game that hasn't been much of one all 
season and kept the Broncos' offense off the field for the most part. (Oakland held an eight-minute edge 
in time of possession.) 
 
Safety Charles Woodson -- who, unlike Manning, is apparently 39 going on 27 -- picked off Peyton twice: 
the first came in the end zone at the end of the first half, the second, a momentum-changing 
interception on the sideline that led to the normally stoic Woodson celebrating like it was 1999. 
 
They were the first interceptions Woodson had of Manning since they entered the NFL together in 1998. 
 
Yet, for every play Oakland made, Denver trumped it. Broncos cornerback Chris Harris intercepted a 
Derek Carr pass and returned it for a 74-yard touchdown in the fourth quarter to seal the game and let 
the Raiders know that, regardless of how hard they tried, W's aren't given for effort. 
 



After the game, Harris -- the best player in the NFL a lot of fans and especially media continually fail to 
recognize -- said the Broncos know the defense has to carry this team. It wasn't so much a shot at the 
offense as it was him stating the obvious: The playmakers are on the defense. 
 
From forcing the fumble by Kansas City's Jamaal Charles at the end of the game to claim a stunning 
victory in Week 2 to forcing three turnovers in defeating the Raiders despite not scoring an offensive 
touchdown, Denver's D is its calling card. 
 
The Broncos had a good defense over the past few years under former defensive coordinator and 
current Raiders Coach Jack Del Rio. Of course, it was overshadowed by the Presence of Peyton. 
 
Now, Manning is not the point of emphasis, at least as it pertains to why the team is winning. 
 
Linebacker Von Miller, who had a spectacular strip-sack of Carr in which he hit the quarterback and just 
took the ball from him, said there has never been a discussion from coaches or players about the 
defense carrying the team. Nobody has said, "Just hold things down while the offense figures things 
out." 
 
Miller said the defense is just playing hard and the smothering, turnover-stirring results are a result of 
that. 
 
Miller is being a good teammate by saying as much publicly. 
 
The defense is having to hold things down -- and maybe it will for a lot longer, as the offense figures 
things out. 
 
Manning might not get his groove back. The banged-up offensive line might not create holes for the 
running backs. This can be counted on: Opposing defenses will continue to crowd the box, jam the wide 
receivers and dare Manning to beat them with the deep ball. 
 
So the defense will have to keep things rolling, and there is nothing to suggest that it can't. Keep in 
mind, a lot of the damage Denver did against Oakland came without outside linebacker DeMarcus Ware, 
who sustained a back injury that is expected to sideline him a couple of weeks. 
 
The front seven is so fast and tenacious. Plus, like a strong running back, those guys get better as the 
game goes along. Then there is the secondary. With apologies to the "Legion of Boom," Denver 
cornerbacks Aqib Talib and Harris are arguably the best tandem in the NFL and safeties Darian Stewart 
and Ward are strong. Very strong. 
 
Much credit has been given to defensive coordinator Wade Phillips, who once again is creating magic in 
his first season with a team. Keep in mind, Phillips was not Denver's top choice to take over as DC. Coach 
Gary Kubiak wanted Cincinnati secondary coach Vance Joseph for that role, but the Bengals refused to 
let Joseph out of his contract. Enter Phillips. 
 
Interestingly, I asked Miller about Phillips' influence and his propensity to scheme favorable matchups 
for players to shine. Miller downplayed the X's and O's. Miller said the aggressiveness of what Denver 
does with him and Ware and other perimeter players almost always leads to teams using additional pass 
protection, having tight ends, receivers or running backs "chip" them before getting into those pass 
routes. That pretty much results in three receivers getting out on routes and, Miller said, that's easy 
pickings for the defensive backfield. 



 
As for Denver's overall record, it should be pointed out that none of the teams it has defeated has a 
winning record. It should also be pointed out that part of the reason for that is because the Broncos put 
an "L" in those teams' record column. 
 
The Broncos face Cleveland next before heading to their bye week. If they get to 6-0, they'll 
unapologetically take it. The wins they're stacking up now and the distance they're creating in the AFC 
West could play into them having home games in the playoffs. 
 
Somewhere along the way, the law of averages suggests that the offense will have its Sunday. Maybe a 
few of them. 
 
Harris, though, used an old cliché to state where this team is and hopes to be when it matters most. 
 
"Defense wins championships," he said. 
 
He might be getting ahead of himself, but it has won Denver five games to start the season. 
  



Don’t Call Me Underrated 
By Chris Harris Jr. 
The Players’ Tribune 
September 17, 2015 
 
I’ve always been an underdog. 
 
In college, I had a great career. I started every game. I had the second-most tackles in Kansas history. I 
was one of the best players, offense or defense, in the nation. 
 
When draft day came around in 2011, I sat in a room with my family and friends waiting for my phone to 
ring. 
 
But it didn’t ring. I wasn’t drafted at all. 
 
There’s a huge stigma to going undrafted. Not a lot of people talk about it, but there is. For a guy who’s 
drafted, and in particular drafted high, you’re allowed to make so many more mistakes. People want you 
to succeed, and any shortcomings you have are viewed as temporary. An “adjustment phase.” 
 
When you’re undrafted, you just don’t have that same margin for error. You have to go above and 
beyond — and then above and beyond that. 
 
Like a lot of guys who were snubbed in the draft, I play with a chip on my shoulder. Every play is an 
opportunity to prove wrong everyone who did not recognize my talent. 
 
As an undrafted player, you’re playing every game against a team that passed on you … with every single 
pick they owned. Other coaches, other players and even some members of the media assume there 
must be a reason you were not drafted. 
 
They’re looking, waiting, just hoping for you to make a mistake. 
 
Why? 
 
Because if you do make one, they can think to themselves, “Oh. That’s why he went undrafted. Okay. 
We’re fine. We did our jobs.” And that’s the stigma you don’t hear as much about. It’s not just that 
everyone thinks you’re a fringe player. It’s that, in this weird way, everyone wants you to be one. 
 
Name. Pedigree. Reputation. They’re hard to overcome. 
 
Luckily, I came in with veteran players who didn’t care about any of that. And I mean I got really lucky. I 
got two all-timers: Brian Dawkins and Champ Bailey. Out of everyone in the league, those were probably 
the two best and most professional guys to be able to play under. I got both of them. And once they saw 
I could play, nothing else mattered. They wanted to win. Pretty soon they were fighting our coaches to 
put me in. 
 
I made first-team All Rookie that year. And I’ve been playing on an elite level ever since. 
 



But still, there’s that stigma. Even after you prove yourself, it follows you around. It’s the difference 
between having and lacking pedigree: When you have it, you’re “confirming.” When you lack it, you’re 
“proving.” 
 
Sometimes, it’s in subtle ways. When I tore my ACL last January, a lot of people wrote me off. Most 
guys, if they tear their ACL at 25, people are optimistic. But with me, for whatever reason, it was like, 
“He won’t get it back. He’s on the downside now.” 
 
I came back in seven months, which shocked people. Then I put up a Pro-Bowl and All-Pro season, which 
shocked them even more. 
 
Earlier this summer, the football analytics site Pro Football Focus released their annual list of the Top 
100 players in the NFL. I came in at No. 4 — behind only J.J. Watt, Aaron Rodgers and Justin Houston. 
 
When the list came out, some people made a big deal about my ranking being so high. 
 
But to me, it honestly didn’t seem strange at all. 
 
To arrive at their rankings, Pro Football Focus uses a lot of advanced metrics — high-end stats and high-
end film. But at the same time, they really only use one metric, and it’s the simplest one there is: 
performance. I’ll quote them: “This list is based solely on 2014 play. Nothing that happened in previous 
years or may happen in the future is accounted for. This isn’t about class or talent; it’s about form 
throughout 2014.” 
 
And that’s what separates the PFF list from other lists. It’s name-blind, pedigree-blind and reputation-
blind. It asks one question: Did you perform? And it measures one thing: How did that performance 
stack up against the rest of the league? 
 
There are two main things you want from a cornerback: First, don’t give up touchdowns. And second, 
don’t give up big plays. I didn’t give up a single touchdown last year. And I didn’t give up a single play 
over 22 yards. Zero and zero. If I was a pitcher in baseball, I’d have pitched a shutout — for an entire 
season. 
 
A couple of months later, NFL Network released its own Top 100 list. In a way, it was the complete 
opposite of the Pro Football Focus list. This one, voted on by players, had no defined criteria. 
 
And when a list’s criteria are “undefined,” what that really means is they’re defined by our default 
settings — the instinctive ways that we judge people: Name. Pedigree. Reputation. 
 
So when the NFL Network list came out, I didn’t even need to look. I could already guess. And I guessed 
right. 
 
They left me off entirely. 
 
Remembered by facts and forgotten by opinions: That’s the life of the undrafted underdog in the NFL. 
 



So, yeah, I know I’m not the most famous player. I know I’m always going to rank higher on certain lists 
than others. But I know who I am. I know what I’m capable of. And I know there is only one way to make 
sure that people never forget my name. 
 
Win the Super Bowl. 
  



Though often overlooked, Broncos' Harris is now one of 
NFL's top CBs 
By Joan Niessen 
SI.com 
August 27, 2015 
 
It was supposed to be the game of Chris Harris’s career. Almost a year removed from ACL surgery, the 
Broncos cornerback was healthy, ready for the postseason and perfectly suited to defend his likely 
assignment against the Colts. “I’m made to cover a guy like T.Y. Hilton,” Harris said before Denver’s Jan. 
11, 2015 divisional round game—and he wasn’t exaggerating. Hilton is small, quick, shifty, tenacious, the 
perfect complement to the Broncos’ speedy, relentless corner. 
 
But even as the words came out of Harris’s mouth, he knew Hilton wouldn’t be his man. The Broncos 
had installed their game plan, and then-defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio had assigned Aqib Talib to 
the Colts’ no. 1 receiver. There was nothing to do or say. Talib is one of the better cornerbacks in the 
game, so Harris couldn’t question Del Rio, and he certainly wasn’t going to leak his team’s game plan, 
however harebrained it seemed. 
 
During the Broncos’ 24–13 loss, Hilton finished with a team-high 72 yards, and Harris, covering Reggie 
Wayne and Donte Moncrief, didn’t allow a touchdown. That capped his perfect season—Harris was one 
of three corners to play more than 500 snaps in coverage and not allow a score—but it mattered little. 
After the game, the cornerback told the Denver Post that he felt like the Broncos’ season had been “a 
waste of time.” 
 
In the months since, Harris’s anger has dulled, and excitement overshadows whatever disappointment 
lingers. Under new coach Gary Kubiak and coordinator Wade Phillips, Denver’s defense returns the bulk 
of its talented roster but will switch to a 3–4 scheme heavy on physicality, pressure and blitzing. That 
will in turn leave the Broncos’ corners on an island in man coverage, where Harris excels. He’s 
undersized and scrappy, fiery and competitive, the nicest guy in the locker room and the cockiest on the 
field—and he’s come out of nowhere to become one of the top cornerbacks in the NFL. 
 
-- 
 
Four and a half years ago, Kansas’s best cornerback didn’t get an invitation to the NFL Combine. Or to 
the Senior Bowl, or the East-West Shrine Game. Four years before that, the best player on Bixby 
(Oklahoma) High School’s 2006 team had exactly one offer to play in college, at a school that at the time 
had enjoyed a single winning season since joining the Big 12 in 1996. And two years before that, Chris 
Harris was a basketball player, plain and simple. 
 
On Dec. 15, 2005, Harris and his teammates held their walkthrough before the Oklahoma Class 5A 
football championship. The cornerback had just had a breakout season, but he seemed distracted. “I 
can’t wait for tomorrow night to be over,” Bixby’s defensive coordinator at the time, D.J. Howell, recalls 
Harris telling him. “Because then I can get back to basketball.” 
 
The coach was accustomed to such comments from Harris, who quit football once in middle school and 
pondered doing so again before his junior year of high school. The game had always come second, until 



the spring of 2006. By that time, Harris had offers to play basketball at Texas A&M Corpus Christi and 
Tulsa, but Howell thought he could drum up interest from football programs, especially those visiting to 
take a look at Bixby’s standout defensive end, Jared Glover. Howell wouldn’t let up, telling Harris he had 
a chance to be something special. One day, it clicked. “I’m a football player, aren’t I?” Harris asked his 
coach, and Howell sighed with relief. “Yes, you are.” 
From that moment, Harris honed in on football, developing the kind of technique only year-round 
attention to the game can grow. He’d always been the smartest player on the field, but in his senior 
year, he learned the little things: the footwork, the field placement, what to look for at the snap. 
Meanwhile, Howell lobbied to visiting recruiters, but only Kansas’s Bill Young bit. The Jayhawks would be 
Harris’s only offer, and off to Lawrence he went. 
 
Unbeknownst to Harris, Kansas was desperately seeking a second cornerback to play alongside Talib, 
then a hotshot senior. The school had brought in a junior college player it though could fill that role, but 
Kendrick Harper sustained an injury in fall camp, and soon enough, Harris, a virtual unknown, was 
getting his reps. “Chris was just the most competitive guy out there, basically,” Talib said. “He had quick 
feet, and he was just so competitive, man, that was the guy I wanted to play with. I immediately started 
vouching for him with [coach Mark] Mangino.” 
 
That year, Harris started 10 games en route to the Jayhawks’ Orange Bowl berth and win over Virginia 
Tech. “I thought we’d go to a bowl every year,” Harris said, “but everything kind of went downhill. That 
was definitely tough. I would say my last two years there were probably my hardest years, because 
you’re in school, and you’re losing, and it’s just not fun.” 
 
Over his final three seasons, Kansas went 16–21. Mark Mangino was fired after 2009, and when Turner 
Gill took over, Harris moved to safety. With an eye already on the NFL, the senior thought the switch 
couldn’t hurt; instead, he figured, it would show teams his versatility. However, February 2011 came 
and went without a combine invite, and Harris put all his stock in Pro Day, which about 10 scouts 
attended. He got good feedback, but even then, he suspected he’d go undrafted. 
 
He figured right. Thirty-nine cornerbacks heard their names called on the final weekend of April, but not 
Harris. To make matters worse, the NFL lockout resumed after the draft, so he had no chance to latch on 
as an undrafted free agent. Instead, he headed back to Oklahoma, but only temporarily. His plan was 
clear: He’d train at his high school until the lockout lifted, and if no team called, he’d go back to school, 
get a master’s degree and start coaching. 
 
The months of working out in the sticky Oklahoma summer became monotonous. Weights, 
conditioning, run stadiums on Fridays. Every night, Harris would return to his mother’s house, a college 
graduate with his life on hold. “I never wanted to go back to Oklahoma and get stuck there,” Harris said. 
“That was a lot of motivation to me.” 
 
Throughout the summer, Harris kept in touch with Howell, who, on July 26, 2011, received a text that 
read, “I’m going to work.” Howell worried Harris had given up on football, that he meant a job away 
from the game. “Where?” the coach replied. “The Denver Broncos,” Harris typed back. 
 
-- 
 
Harris arrived in Denver an undrafted nobody with a chance at the Broncos’ practice squad. Within 
weeks, he’d made the 53-man roster as the team’s nickel corner. As a rookie, he started four games, 



then 12 for the 2012 squad that lost in an upset in the AFC Championship game to Baltimore and 
boasted one of the NFL’s best defenses. Harris’s real breakthrough, though, came in 2013, when he 
allowed just one touchdown, started 15 games and was Pro Football Focus’s eighth highest rated 
cornerback. 
 
Still, the way Harris’s season ended that year in some ways negated his step into the spotlight. It was the 
Broncos’ first playoff game, against San Diego, and in the third quarter, he tore his ACL. Denver survived 
without its most reliable cornerback in the AFC Championship—thanks in part to Champ Bailey’s return 
from injury—but in the Super Bowl, it was eviscerated. Harris watched from the sidelines, and that night 
in New York, he vowed he’d be back for Week 1. 
 
Against all odds, he was. In 2014, Harris was limited for exactly one game—he played just 39 defensive 
snaps in the team’s season opener—and by Week 2, he was at full strength. Harris finished the season 
as Pro Football Focus’s highest-rated corner, with 49 tackles, one sack, five quarterback hurries, three 
interceptions and 10 passes defensed. In December, he signed a five-year, $42.5 million extension with 
the Broncos, making him the highest paid undrafted corner in NFL history, and later that month, he 
received the team’s Ed Block Courage Award. In conjunction with the honor, coaches played a tribute 
video, which is when it struck many of Harris’s teammates: Their Pro Bowl cornerback had just finished 
the best season of his career, and he’d barely participated in the preseason while finishing his rehab. 
 
“(The video showed) what he had to go through, what he had to come back from, the way he went after 
it, the tenacity that he approached it with, and the performance he’s had,” Del Rio said last winter. “It’s 
been a special year for him in a lot of different ways.” 
 
Even so, Harris’s Pro Bowl berth was by virtue of player and coach nominations after he was snubbed in 
the fan vote. When 2014’s All-Pro teams was revealed, he was again disappointed; though he made 
second team, he trailed Darrelle Revis and Richard Sherman by 33 and 32 votes, respectively, marking 
one of the biggest gaps from first to second team at any position. And last summer, when the NFL 
Network revealed its Top 100 Players list, Harris wasn’t included. “That’s just the story of my life,” he 
said with a smile. It’s also the source of his motivation. 
 
-- 
 
Harris is the nicest guy in any locker room. He’s always laughing, and his shrill voice cuts through the 
noise. He’s religious, a family man. But on the field, Harris is a terror. He talks trash. He dogs opponents. 
He’s pesky personified, and the worst part about it is he’s always smiling. Talib recalls a late-August 
afternoon at Von Miller’s house. Members of the Broncos defense were relaxing and playing an NBA 2K 
video game, most without much thought to lineups or matchups. Not Harris. “Chris, he set up his 
defense,” Talib said. “He made subs. He had double-teams going to LeBron. He set up the whole game 
plan. He wasn’t going to lose.” 
 
How did he get that competitive? Harris doesn’t know. Always been that way, he said, and 
relentlessness is his calling card. “The path that Chris had to take has made him the player and the guy 
he is today,” Howell said. “He’s always been a little underrated, below the radar, and he’s had to earn it. 
He was better in high school than he was in youth football. He was better in college than he was a high 
school player, and he’s better as a pro player than he was in college.” 
 



That’s solely a product of Harris’s work ethic. It’s funny; talk to anyone—teammate, coach, opponent—
about the cornerback, and the word “talent” rarely, if ever, comes up. It’s not that Harris doesn’t have it, 
but rather that he goes so far beyond it. “He’s got tremendous quickness, which you have to have to be 
as great as he is,” Phillips said. “And he’s got speed. But he’s such a great competitor. He doesn’t want 
anybody to catch anything on him, even in walk-through. … It didn’t take very long to see. You toss a ball 
to somebody else, and he’ll knock it down.” 
 
With one of the most stacked secondaries in football—Denver sent Harris, Talib and safety T.J. Ward to 
the Pro Bowl a year ago, and second-year cornerback Bradley Roby is one of the team’s most promising 
young players—the Broncos will make their name this season on defense as much as they will on 
Manning’s modified offense. And a full 18 months removed from his injury in a defense even better 
suited to his strengths than the Broncos’ scheme a year ago, Harris has a chance to be better than ever 
before, just as he’s been every year of his football career. 
 
Maybe the football world will take notice. Or maybe not. Harris laughs. Doesn’t matter. Being the 
underdog doesn’t mean he can’t be the best. 

  



Wade Phillips: Harris Jr. and Talib the best CB duo he's 
had 
By Ben Swanson 
DenverBroncos.com 
August 11, 2015 
 
In 38 years of NFL coaching, Defensive Coordinator Wade Phillips feels that this 2015 Broncos team has 
the best starting cornerbacks of any team he's ever been with, even rivaling those he's coached in the 
Pro Bowl. 
 
With a Pro Bowl selection apiece in 2014, Chris Harris Jr. and Aqib Talib certainly have the accolades to 
their name to justify such praise. Harris had perhaps the best season of any cornerback in the league last 
year with the highest rating by Pro Football Focus and highlighted by the fact that he didn't give up a 
touchdown all year. Talib, meanwhile, put up a terrific season of his own, punctuated by four 
interceptions, of which two were returned for touchdowns. 
 
"They're probably the best," Phillips said. "I've had a lot of really good corners. The latest, the guys in 
Houston, were really good, but these guys are the best, I think, that I've been around. They rate with the 
Pro Bowls that I've coached. They're that kind of players." 
 
Talib's big plays in camp drew rave reviews, especially from Head Coach Gary Kubiak, who said: "To me, 
the difference in this league between a good corner and a great corner is guys that have ball skills. [...] 
That's what separates him. If he gets his hands on the ball, like I told the guys the other day, 'Let's go to 
work,' that will be a touchdown, not just turnover." 
 
In turn, Talib discussed Harris' rise as a prominent defender. 
 
"I love it. It's my little brother," Talib said. "It's like my little brother getting the recognition that he 
deserves. [It’s] long awaited, so I'm as happy for him as anybody." 
 
However, the position's talent runs deep into the roster at cornerback beyond Talib and Harris, Phillips 
added. 
 
"They're really talented, and our other guys — [Bradley] Roby's coming along and [Tony] Carter's coming 
along." 
 
The skills at the position have been a big point of discussion when it comes to their abilities in helping 
the defensive line and linebackers put pressure on opposing lines and quarterbacks. They certainly seem 
poised to do that for Phillips' defense. 
 
As icing on the cake, should Harris and Talib be selected to the Pro Bowl again, it would mark the first 
time a cornerback duo made the Pro Bowl in multiple years in the free-agency era, and the first time at 
all in the last 25 years. 
  



Chris Harris Jr., Von Miller believe big years on the 
horizon 
By Jeff Legwold  
ESPN.com 
July 7, 2015 
 
Denver Broncos cornerback Chris Harris Jr. doesn’t have to think all that hard about what he did last 
summer. 
 
No, his 2014 "offseason" was pretty easy to break down. No memory helpers needed there. 
 
"Man, that’s easy, I was here, in the building, rehabbing my knee, every day, all day, week after week, 
month after month," Harris said with a laugh. "That’s it. Most every day, I didn’t go anywhere really, do 
anything. I figured I could go somewhere later, I wanted to be ready for the season." 
 
Harris did eventually go somewhere -- to the Pro Bowl -- following the ’14 season. So, too, did Broncos 
linebacker Von Miller, who also spent his offseason a year ago right next to Harris -- rehabbing a knee 
injury. Both suffered torn ACLs during the 2013 season, both had surgery and both spent the summer of 
’14 with the Broncos' trainers and strength and conditioning coaches. 
 
And both closed out the season with Pro Bowl appearances having gone from operating table to all-star 
game in a matter of months. 
 
"Me and Chris, we pushed each other, we both knew how much the other one wanted to get back," 
Miller said. "It’s funny, when this year’s offseason started I almost felt like I should be in the trainers’ 
room, in the weight room, with him." 
 
Having taken the unlikely path from ACL tear to Pro Bowl together last year, both Miller and Harris 
closed out this year’s offseason work with a new batch of optimism. Their logic was simple at its 
foundation, that with a full offseason of work in the team’s new defense, better things were still to 
come -- that if they could accomplish all they did in a year like 2014 was, then 2015 figures to be far 
better. 
 
"I think what we did last year was pretty amazing," Miller said. "We went from ACL surgery to starting 
games, doing good things, in just a few months. This year, with a whole offseason, there’s more there." 
 
Harris was not only one of the league’s best players at his position, but one of the top-shelf defensive 
players overall. He lined up all over the formation, covered every receiver he was asked to and finished 
with 55 tackles and three interceptions while playing 92 percent of the team’s snaps (987). He played in 
the regular-season opener just seven months after his surgery. 
 
"But I’ve said after games (in 2014), I was just dead after the games," Harris said. "After practices in 
OTAs and everything, I felt fresh, I felt strong, I didn't always feel like after games last year." 
 
Miller led the team in sacks (14) and tackles for loss (16), and he also topped 900 snaps in his return 
from injury (910). Miller said this year he changed his diet -- he cut out plenty of red meat and ditched 



drinks with sugar, including a certain sports drink he was once paid to endorse -- and wants to play 
lighter than last season. 
 
He said the heaviest he was in ’14 was 252 pounds, but he was at 242 pounds for most of the team’s 
offseason program this time around. Miller said he started working out for the new season just after he 
played in the Pro Bowl this past January. 
 
"I didn’t take days off really, I just worked," Miller said. "But this time, instead of working my knee, I 
could work on everything, work in California, Miami, work on the nutrition. I think if I did some good 
things last year, this year should be better. I keep saying I’m going to be in a better place this year, and 
hopefully that place is pulling down quarterbacks." 
 
"No doubt," Harris said. "Last year I think both of us just concentrated so hard on getting the knee right, 
getting back -- we did other things, did our work, but your focus is the knee, the knee, the knee. This 
time we worked on our games and I think it will show." 
  



Broncos position watch: Harris lends strength at corner 
By Mike Klis   
9 News Sports 
July 6, 2015 
 
Nothing illustrates the Denver Broncos' strength at the cornerback position better than the dual 
evaluations of Chris Harris Jr. 
 
By a wide margin, Harris was considered the best cornerback in the NFL last year by a reputable scouting 
service, yet he was the second-best corner on his team by assignment. 
 
Harris received a whopping 28.4 overall score by Pro Football Focus last year, tops among all corners. 
Indianapolis' Vontae Davis was a distant second with a 21.8 grade. 
 
The corners who are generally regarded as the league's best -- Seattle's Richard Sherman (18.2) and New 
England's Darrelle Revis (17.7), who left for the New York Jets during the offseason – ranked third and 
fourth, respectively, according to PFF. 
 
The gap was even greater in the cornerback category of pure coverage. Harris scored a league-best 27.2; 
Davis was next at 16.2. 
 
Still, Harris couldn't always convince John Fox and Jack Del Rio he was the league's best corner. Fox, the 
Broncos' head coach who now holds the same title with the Chicago Bears, and Del Rio, the Broncos' 
former defensive coordinator who is now head coach of the Oakland Raiders, usually put veteran 
cornerback Aqib Talib on the opponent's No. 1 receiver. 
 
"We're going to try and raise each other's levels even higher," Harris said in June. "He's seen that I gave 
up no touchdowns last year, so I'm pretty sure he's going to come out here and try to not give up any 
touchdowns. That competition right there between him and I is going to make us better. I like that. He's 
going to go out and try to prove that he's the best every week. I'm going to prove that I'm the best every 
week." 
 
Harris started on the outside and moved inside to the nickel spot when rookie Bradley Roby came in on 
passing downs. Roby is another example of the Broncos' impressive depth at cornerback. He played like 
the first-round pick he was last year, yet there isn't room for him in the starting lineup. 
 
Broncos general manager John Elway and head coach Gary Kubiak talked about switching Roby to safety 
to get one of their best defensive backs on the field but so far they have not carried through on that 
idea. 
 
"I think we have an exceptional group," Broncos' new (and old) defensive coordinator Wade Phillips 
said. "I think everybody knows that." 
 
Then again, cornerback, perhaps more than any other position, is one play away from disaster. Harris 
couldn't have played better last year. He played so well, the Broncos signed him to a five-year, $42.5-
million contract extension near season's end. 
 



This year, Harris will have to guard amid the harsher critique that comes with greater recognition and 
expectation. 
 
"There is always pressure playing cornerback," Harris said. "It's just a position where you're always in 
the spotlight. I remember last year after I got my deal, I was able to just play more freely and just really 
play my game. This year I feel the same way." 
 
Tailb is longer than Harris and has greater top-end speed, which is why he often draws the opponents' 
top receiver. Harris is more football player than he is corner. His instincts usually take him to the ball, 
whether in the run or pass game, which is why the Broncos like to play him in the middle of it all at the 
nickel position. 
 
The No. 4 corner spot is a battle between Kayvon Webster, a former third-round pick in his third season, 
veteran Tony Carter, and rookie Lorenzo Doss. 
 
Webster was going to be the Broncos' nickel last year but he got sick following the team's fourth 
preseason game in Dallas and lost his spot to Roby. Webster had a tough time finding his way back on 
the field. 
 
Carter is a proven No. 4 or No. 5 corner but it was mildly surprising the Broncos' gave him a restricted 
free-agent tender of $1.542 million. The Broncos won't pay that type of salary to a back-of-the-roster 
corner so either Carter returns at a reduced figure or he moves on. The Broncos did offer Carter in trade 
last year. 
 
Doss was selected in the fifth round out of Tulane. 
  



Chris Harris has motivation covered for '15 season 
By Nicki Jhabvala 
DenverPost.com 
June 5, 2015 
 
The pressure always will be there. 
 
At this point last year, Broncos cornerback Chris Harris still was rehabilitating from a partially torn 
anterior cruciate ligament he suffered in a playoff game five months earlier. He was on a one-year 
contract after signing a $2.19 million tender and was a ways from opening negotiations on a long-term 
deal with the Broncos. 
 
He was a good cornerback, hoping to prove he was much more. 
 
Now the 25-year-old who went undrafted in 2011 is, arguably, one of the top corners in the NFL. He 
didn't give up a touchdown pass in 2014 and allowed 7.7 yards per completion in coverage, the fewest 
among cornerbacks. He made the Pro Bowl and was named second-team all-pro. And in December, he 
signed a five-year, $42.5 million contract extension with the Broncos. 
 
People know Harris now. Opposing teams know Harris now. But that chip might always be on his 
shoulder. 
 
"There is always pressure playing cornerback," Harris said. "It's just a position where you're always in 
the spotlight. I remember last year after I got my deal, I was able to just play more freely and just really 
play my game. This year I feel the same way." 
 
What isn't the same is the Broncos' defense and the man leading the attack. Defensive coordinator 
Wade Phillips has brought the heat, as Harris would say, molding his 3-4 alignment around his players' 
strengths, attempting to unleash an unrelenting attack on offenses. 
 
"To be left on an island, everybody is gone. Everybody is blitzing," Harris said. "It's something that we'll 
be looking forward to in the season." 
 
Looking forward came after some looking back. 
 
A devastating 24-13 loss to the Indianapolis Colts stayed with Harris and still is in the front of his mind as 
he prepares for the start of a new season. Not only did the Broncos go out quickly and poorly, he wasn't 
matched with the Colts' leading receiver, T.Y. Hilton, who had a team-high 72 yards on four receptions in 
Indianapolis' playoff victory. 
 
The frustration has turned to motivation. And in his second season with former Kansas teammate Aqib 
Talib and safety T.J. Ward, Harris is aiming to be the best. 
 
"In my opinion, and I may always have a biased opinion, but we may probably have one of the best 
secondaries in the league," Broncos linebacker Von Miller said. "Chris Harris and Aqib Talib — they're 
just as good as anyone else." 
 



Taking advantage of an offseason when he's fully healthy, Harris has gone in attack mode with his 
training. He said he weighs about 193 pounds, but plans to get down to the 180s by the season opener. 
 
"I think overall I'm just stronger period," he said. "My legs are stronger, upper body, everything. During 
the season, I would be sore as heck after games, and really felt it in my knee. Now, I can go practice and 
I can feel 100 percent after practice." 
 
Harris is now a staple on a team. He played 1,004 snaps last season and welcomes the days off 
mandated by first-year Denver coach Gary Kubiak. 
 
He welcomes it because he sees the goal. 
 
"The main goal is winning the Super Bowl," he said. "I've been to the playoffs every year. I've had major 
experiences, and now all my focus is on doing whatever I can to lead this defense and this team to 
winning a Super Bowl." 
 
Chris Harris file 
 
Age: 25 
 
Experience: Four seasons 
 
2014 statistics: 16 starts, 1,004 snaps, three interceptions, one forced fumble, 54 tackles, zero 
touchdowns allowed, 7.7 yards allowed per completion 
 
2014 accolades: 
 
Pro Bowl, second-team all-pro, Broncos' Ed Block Courage Award winner, Henry P. Iba Citizen Athlete 
Award winner 
  



Klee: Denver Broncos' role model is in their own locker 
room 
By Paul Klee 
Colorado Springs Gazette 
June 2, 2015 
 
It was a full 24 hours after the Colts had embarrassed the Broncos in a playoff game, and Chris Harris Jr. 
was still seething. Any other reaction from Harris would have been surprising; this steely glare coming 
from the cornerback was entirely predictable. 
 
"You ask me a year from now," Harris told me in the aftermath of the most pathetic Broncos 
performance of my lifetime, "And I'll still be (ticked) off." 
 
It's said the elite cornerbacks of the NFL are blessed with a short memory. In that case, Harris is failing. 
He doesn't forget; not that 32 teams selected 53 defensive backs in the 2011 draft and he wasn't one of 
them; not the stat geeks who would slot him below his peers in online evaluations; not the daily nuggets 
of wisdom from three seasons next to Champ Bailey's locker. 
 
Dude. Remembers. Everything. 
 
That should come in handy for a Broncos roster that hollers "Championship or bust!" as if it deserves 
those levels of expectations after it rolled over and played dead against Indy. 
 
But will it? A Kent Denver choir had more soul than the 2014 Broncos when it mattered most. Forget 
talking a big game; it's time they walked one, too. 
 
Harris was walking/sprinting/leaping/intercepting/deflecting/playing only six months after he 
underwent surgery on a torn ACL. His return from a knee injury made Adrian Peterson look like a 
slacker. In May, Pro Football Focus named Harris the fourth-best player in the NFL — player, not 
cornerback — less than two years after he fought back tears with a career-threatening injury. 
 
It's not so much that he beat the injury. He elected not to lose. 
 
The perfect football role model for the Broncos is in their own locker room. Last year he signed a $42.5-
million extension and still behaves as if someone's coming to take his job. 
 
Many of the Broncos — not all of them, of course — sound like a Super Bowl run is assumed because 
Peyton Manning is the quarterback and that's the standard around here. Championship or bust? Please. 
How about don't get embarrassed on your own field? 
 
"(In 2015) I'm going to prove that I'm the best every week," Harris said Tuesday. 
 
The Broncos last season operated like a title contender on a number of Sundays, and it's not fair to 
ignore the fun that preceded January. (Whipping the Raiders twice in a season, again, never gets old.) 
But it's tough to take seriously their bravado when the last, and lasting, memory is of Jan. 11 and too 
many of their big-money athletes playing like bums against the Colts. 



 
Now Harris is one of those big-money athletes. With a nod to Emmanuel Sanders, I expect Harris will 
prove to be the best investment John Elway has made in a player since the Broncos don lured Manning 
to Colorado in March 2012. 
 
Not only is Harris a gifted talent. His voice now carries weight. When a young teammate began his own 
charity work, he asked Harris how he and his wife Leah started the Chris Harris Jr. Foundation. When 
former first-round pick Bradley Roby studied other cornerbacks as a rookie, he often scrutinized Harris. 
 
Here, get a load of this from Roby on Thursday: "When it's the fourth quarter and the game's on the 
line, (Aqib) Talib's got his guy covered, Chris has his guy covered. When they come at me, I want them to 
lose." 
 
Harris and the Broncos secondary should be under a microscope as well. With Harris and his $10 million 
signing bonus, Talib and T.J. Ward, the Broncos have more money committed to their secondary than 
any positional group aside from pass-rushing linebackers Von Miller, DeMarcus Ware and Shane Ray. 
 
Harris is so worth it. Give me 12 Chris Harrises and I'll save you a seat cushion at the Super Bowl. The 
12th can sub in for the Chris Harris who must catch his breath after a Pick 6. 
 
"I've always been a guy that people overlooked," Harris said. "I never really got the publicity for the 
work I did on the field. Now it's finally happening for me." 
 
If they follow the lead of their own No. 25, it can happen for the Broncos. Be like Chris. 
  



How Chris Harris Jr. is preparing to improve upon his 
best year 
By Allie Raymond 
DenverBroncos.com 
June 2, 2015 
 
For some, being named the top cornerback in the NFL and a top-10 player in the league from the 2014 
season might make for a daunting encore. Instead, cornerback Chris Harris Jr., feels stronger. 
 
Already this offseason, Harris sees a noticeable difference in his performance in the training room and 
on the practice field. After battling pains and fatigue in 2014 following surgery on a torn anterior 
cruciate ligament, Harris is looking forward to what he can do in 2015 feeling 100 percent. 
 
“I think overall I’m just stronger. Period,” said Harris. “Legs stronger, upper body, everything. Being able 
to feel like I’m fully 100 percent, not really worrying about my knee after practice. I mean, during the 
season I would be sore as heck after games and really feel my knee. And now I can go to practice and I 
feel 100 percent now.” 
 
That should be intimidating for any offense this season, considering in 2014 he was thrown at 89 times 
without allowing a single touchdown – all while feeling he still wasn’t quite there yet. He allowed 51.7 
percent of receptions, averaging only 7.7 yards allowed per catch, while notching 51 total tackles, three 
interceptions and 17 passes defended. 
His stats from last season were good enough to be named Pro Football Focus’ top cornerback and the 
No. 4 player last season in the entire NFL. The Pro-Bowler's prolific season following eight-months 
rehabbing from his ACL surgery also earned him a nomination for the George Halas Award. The George 
Halas Award is given to a NFL player, coach or staff member who overcomes the most adversity to 
succeed.  
 
“I’ve really had to work to get nominated for anything,” said Harris. “I’ve always been a guy that people 
always overlooked and never really got the publicity for the work that I did on the field. So now it’s 
finally happening for me, I’m definitely thankful, I’m glad people are finally seeing the work that I’m 
doing out there on the field and especially off the field.” 
 
Harris’ strength and stamina will be needed more than ever as the Broncos defense begins to work with 
first-year Defensive Coordinator Wade Phillips and Defensive Backs Coach Joe Woods. Just two weeks 
into organized team activities, Harris says that Woods has brought the secondary back to basics. 
 
“Fundamentals,” said Harris. “He’s pounding and pounding us on fundamentals every day in techniques 
everyday and he has a different way we’re learning new techniques from him, from what we did with 
Corey [Undlin]. We’re still tying to get that gel… we’re trying to build that chemistry together and right 
now things are going pretty good.” 
  



Broncos CB Chris Harris nominated for George Halas 
Award for overcoming adversity 
By Nicki Jhabvala 
DenverPost.com 
June 1, 2015 
 
Nearly eight months after tearing his right anterior cruciate ligament in a divisional playoff game, Chris 
Harris started in the Broncos’ 2014 season opener and went on to have, arguably, the finest season of 
any cornerback in the league. 
 
Pro Football Focus ranked him as the fourth-best player on the season and the best at his position. 
 
Harris played all 16 games, made the Pro Bowl and was given second-team all-pro honors. 
 
On Sunday, Pro Football Writers of America added to his list of 2014 honors by nominating him for the 
2015 George Halas Award, given to the NFL player, coach or staff member “who overcomes the most 
adversity to succeed.” 
 
 
Harris’ competition for the award: 

• Former Saints safety Steve Gleason, who in 2011 revealed he is battling ALS. He founded Team 
Gleason, an organization committed to helping those with the disease. 

• Patriots tight end Rob Gronkowski, who returned from multiple injuries to help New England to 
a Super Bowl title. 

• Cowboys linebacker Rolando McClain, who played in 13 games with Dallas and was named a Pro 
Bowl alternate after a brief stint in retirement and previous years of off-the-field incidents. 

• Bengals defensive tackle Devon Still, who has devoted his life to helping his 5-year-old daughter 
Leah battle Stage 4 cancer. 

  



Chris Harris Jr. gives keynote address at YESS Mentor 
Celebration  
By Allie Raymond 
DenverBroncos.com 
May 21, 2015  
 
Denver Broncos cornerback Chris Harris Jr. and linebacker Danny Trevathan were on hand to celebrate 
the success of 250 high-risk youth at the 2015 YESS Institute Youth Mentor Program at Sports Authority 
Field at Mile High Wednesday night. 
 
An active leader in the community, Harris not only greeted fans and signed autographs, but also took his 
turn behind the podium to open the celebration as the keynote speaker.  
 
“It’s a great opportunity to just share my story with these kids and explain how I was brought up and the 
adversity I had to overcome to where I am now,” said Harris. “I think it’s a great opportunity to speak at 
this event and be able to give them some uplift and hopefully some tips to help them in life.” 
 
Harris, a native of Tulsa, Oklahoma, spoke to the students and parents about being an underdog coming 
out of the University of Kansas and how he achieved his dreams of making it to the National Football 
League. But most importantly, Harris spoke about the importance of getting his degree and how it 
positively impacted his life after college. 
 
This year commemorates the 11th year YESS Institute has provided peer-mentoring programs in Denver. 
The event is produced by YESS Institute mentees and peer mentors from Denver Public Schools’ North, 
West and Lincoln High Schools for their parents and the community. 
 
“To be able to be a person that they can relate to and kind of share my life story with them is huge,” said 
Harris. “Growing up, I didn’t have a lot of role models, so I always wanted to share my life with other 
people and explain the adversity that I had to go through and persevered through. I’m grateful to be 
able to come up here and speak, and I’m thankful the Broncos asked me to do this and I’m glad I’m able 
to do it.” 
 
Bronco linebacker Danny Trevathan made a surprise appearance at the YESS Institute event. Trevathan, 
who brought his daughter, Danoir, assisted with announcing raffle winners from kids enrolled in the 
program. 
 
“It’s good for them to know that people see what they’re doing,” said Trevathan. “That’s a big 
accomplishment for them, for anybody to be the first in their family to do anything. I’m a guy who was 
in a similar situation and was the first to do a lot in my family, but it’s all about having a good 
perspective about yourself and feeling confident where you’re going in life.” 
 
Using the “Road to Success” curriculum, YESS provides a student-centered, pro-social peer influences 
supportive environment. For many youth, YESS is often offered as a “last resort” program to students at 
risk for dropping out or being expelled. 
 



Carolo Kriekels, co-founder and executive director of the YESS Institute spoke highly of Harris and 
Trevathan and the impact the Denver Broncos organization has on the institute and the kids involved. 
 
“We are so grateful for this partnership with the Denver Broncos and to have these tremendous athletes 
to come here and talk about their obstacles that they have overcome and their road to success,” said 
Kriekels. “It’s really what we’re teaching the kids. It doesn’t matter how many obstacles you have, you 
have a certain road to success in your life and it’s unique for you. These Broncos symbolize that you can 
be successful.” 
 



Chris Harris Jr. raised his profile, now he
wants to raise trophy
ESPN.com
Jeff Legwold
Tuesday, January 27, 2015

GLENDALE, Ariz. -- As he accepted good wishes from some of the NFL’s biggest 
names Sunday night, Denver Broncos cornerback Chris Harris Jr. took a moment to 
reflect on the season that was now officially over.

Yes, his first Pro Bowl appearance was a nice parting gift to end of the season, but 
it was not the game Harris or his seven Broncos teammates in the league's all-star 
game wanted to be playing in University of Phoenix Stadium, not with Super Bowl 
XLIX to be played on the same field this Sunday.

“Just to leave the year with a win somehow, it feels pretty good,’’ Harris said 
following his work in Team Irvin’s 32-28 win over Team Carter. “But we know what 
we wanted all year, we didn’t get there, so it won’t be everything we wanted. But it 
still was a big year for me.’’

Harris returned to the Broncos’ starting lineup in the regular-season opener just 
seven months after ACL surgery. He earned his first Pro Bowl spot, and changed 
from a player overshadowed by others with bigger reputations to one who is now 
considered one of the best at what he does.

The Broncos rewarded Harris with a five-year, $42.5 million contract extension in 
the season’s stretch run as GM John Elway offered that Harris "is everything we 
want in a Denver Bronco.'' And while the Pro Bowl is an oft-criticized affair for its 
less-than-average tempo when the game is played, the players who go often speak 
of the week’s practices being of particular interest.

“It definitely makes me more hungry to get back and try to get in again,’’ Harris. “I 
wasn’t drafted, a lot of these guys have gotten to meet me, see how I play, see 
how I practice. Like I said it’s been one of my favorite things is just getting with 
these guys, sharing ideas. All of the corners, pretty much everybody in the 
secondary, it was great to meet them. Playing by Joe Haden, Brent Grimes, Vontae 
(Davis) -- we just hung out all week. It’s been fun. And Joe Haden, getting to know 
him, that’s one person that I’ll stay in touch with for sure.’’

Like he did much of the season, Harris played all over the defensive formation, 



covering all manner of receivers either in the slot or on the outside Sunday night.

The Dallas Cowboys' coaching staff, which directed Team Irvin, moved Harris all 
over the formation, left and right, inside and outside -- “I mean, has anybody else 
done that? It was fun.’’

In the end Harris said he will now take a little time off, his first since the offseason 
following the 2012 season. Last year, coming off his surgery, Harris remained in 
Denver for the entire offseason, rehabbing his knee.

“I’m going to take a month, maybe a little longer off,’’ Harris said. “Last year, it 
was my knee, I didn’t want to miss a minute, not a day, because I didn’t want 
anything to keep me from getting back out there. I’ll be back in a little bit, ready to 
go, get to work. Because we still want to get in that last game and win it.’’



For undrafted players, first Pro Bowl 
always special
DenverBroncos.com
Ben Swanson
Sunday, January 25, 2015cos at Pro Bowl practice, Saturday

PHOENIX — Of the 88 Pro Bowlers in Phoenix this weekend, 13 of them went undrafted. Six of 
those players were selected to their first Pro Bowl this year, and two of them—C.J. 
Andersonand Chris Harris Jr.—are Broncos.

The path for them has not been easy to get to this point. Before proving himself as 
one of the league's most dominant defenders this year, Harris fought his way up 
the depth chart from a special teams role. Then when he became a starting 
cornerback on a team that would make a run to the Super Bowl a year ago, he 
went down with an ACL injury in the first game of the playoffs.

Anderson hasn't had to recover from major surgery, but breaking through to start 
in the backfield took a while. When he finally did, he broke through it like a wet 
paper bag. He exploded onto the scene with a 51-yard catch-and-run against the 
Raiders in Week 10, and when the Broncos' offense began to focus on establishing 
their run game starting in Week 12 against Miami, no one rushed for more yards or 
touchdowns in the final six games of the year. And though Anderson was a Pro Bowl 
alternate after four running backs required replacing after injury or due to a Super 
Bowl appearance, few, if any, backs played at the level he did when he broke into 
the starting lineup.

Pro Bowl selections for them were well-deserved, and they were all the more 
impressive since they had somehow slipped through the cracks in the drafting 
process and built their reputation from the ground up.

For undrafted players, recognition is hard to garner outside of their immediate area 
codes. When you think about how Pro Bowl selections are part of how people define 
football careers, to earn the acclaim of that first Pro Bowl marks a beginning of 
people—coaches, peers, fans—realizing their success.

"...With me coming in undrafted, I had to do everything above and beyond 
everybody else, just to get noticed," Harris said. "I think now people are finally 
seeing what I did the past four years, is finally what has really gotten to me here."

And as if making the Pro Bowl after being undrafted isn't impressive enough, Harris 
also recovered from his season-ending ACL injury in six months in time to make 
training camp and to be a full practice participant in preseason. Then he proceeded 



to not give up a single touchdown all year, showing great agility, body control, 
vision and tackling skills. Though he didn't get the fan vote to earn the Pro Bowl 
selection, coaches and peers across the league voted him to go to Phoenix.

"I had to really go above and beyond in play on the field to get noticed, being an 
undrafted player," Harris said. "Just to be here and to be selected by my peers, it 
just means a lot. It means they notice what I’m doing out there on the field. The 
way I got into the Pro Bowl is so different because I didn’t have any fan votes. I got 
through by the coaches and the players, so that made it even more special."

Four-time Pro Bowler Tony Romo remembers his first Pro Bowl after going 
undrafted and the excitement he had breaking through in the NFL to be considered 
among the NFL's elite.

"I think it's exciting just to see the guys you've been watching for a long time and 
just to kind of be able to hang out with them and it's funny how the whole 
spectrum [is here]," Romo said.

Whether it's excitement, joy or something else, the Pro Bowl easily evokes emotion 
for players who had to take a longer road in the league to reach elite status among 
the best of the best.

I asked Miami Dolphin and four-time Pro Bowl defensive end Cameron Wake about 
what his first Pro Bowl meant to him, and his response was "How long is this 
excerpt here? Short show? Long show? I could be here for 30 minutes," he said, 
laughing.

"It’s hard to put into words from a guy like myself who—not only did I go 
undrafted—I got signed as a free agent and got cut, and I sat out of football for a 
year," Wake said. "So to go from that to two years later being a starter in the Pro 
Bowl, that took a lot of determination, a lot of discipline, a lot of belief in myself 
and my abilities, because there were so many opportunities for me to kind of throw 
in the towel, wrap it up and go maybe in a different direction.

"But I continued to believe in myself and go after my dream. It wasn’t easy, trust 
me — and now I can laugh looking back on some of the hard times, but truly, truly 
it was probably a moment in my life that made me into who I am today and I’m 
grateful for it and I wouldn’t change it."

Going undrafted was hardly the most difficult of those times. He was signed briefly 
by the Giants in the offseason but was cut in June. After a year off from 
professional football, he returned to the sport in the Canadian Football League, 
became a standout defensive end and drew the eyes of NFL teams. Years after not 
being able to get passing interest from teams, he signed with the Dolphins and 
made his first Pro Bowl in 2010, and as a starter, no less.



"I got really emotional, actually. Shed a few tears. This is in Hawaii — when I stood 
on the sideline and sang the National Anthem, I realized I am in the Pro Bowl. This 
is an opportunity to represent your team [and] yourself, selected by players you 
played against to say you’re one of the best of the best. And to go from a situation 
when nobody would even call me to even get a workout to being recognized as 
probably one of the best players in the world in the span of a few years, that really, 
for me, was really emotional. I may be an emotional guy but it’s really rewarding, 
beyond the money, beyond the trip but just the recognition of saying 'Hey, this who 
you are and this is a reward for everything you worked for in the past.'"

Wake wasn't the only undrafted Dolphin at the Pro Bowl, either, and cornerback 
Brent Grimes also recalled the emotions of his first Pro Bowl game.

"During the season you’re just playing and you’re just going week-to-week, trying 
to get ready for each game," the three-time Pro Bowler said. "But when the 
season’s over, you realize you made the Pro Bowl, that’s when it really [hits]. You 
have your friends hitting you up, talking about like ‘Wow, man. You know, we 
played at Shippensburg University together and now you’re playing in the Pro 
Bowl.’ It really hits you around that time."

That moment hasn't hit Anderson yet, he said. That should come as no surprise 
considering his intense focus.

"I just keep my head down and keep pushing. I’m so blessed and so humble to be 
here, though," Anderson said. "I know where I’m at but I just keep my head down 
and keep grinding."

That focus, drive and continuous grinding is what gets these undrafted players 
here, so stopping that even for a moment might be a bit unfamiliar.

In fact, that could not have been made any clearer than when the Broncos' two 
undrafted Pro Bowlers came together on Friday as Harris played reporter and 
interviewed Anderson after practice.

Anderson flipped their positions and jokingly pressed Harris on his practices that 
week, saying "Rumor is, though, people say you’re going too hard on the opposite 
side of the ball."

Harris replied, "See, I only have one switch and I can’t play soft or light so I’m out 
here going hard."

And that's exactly why they're in Phoenix being honored as some of the NFL's best.



After spectacular season, Harris Jr. looks 
to stay on track

DenverBroncos.com
Ben Swanson
Friday, January 23, 2015

PHOENIX — Sometimes the more you think about something, the less sense it 
makes.

Like Chris Farley and David Spade in the movie Black Sheep breaking down the 
word "road" until it was incomprehensible, when you break down the moments that 
made up Chris Harris Jr.'s last 12 months, it's hard to fathom the path he traveled 
since having knee surgery one year ago.

And his "ro-ad" has not been an easy one.

After a meteoric rise to the starting lineup at cornerback after signing with the 
Broncos as an undrafted player out of Kansas, Harris' great 2013 season was cut 
short in the Divisional round of the playoffs last year against the Chargers, forcing 
him to the sideline and the operating room while many of his teammates continued 
on their Super Bowl run.

Doctors generally ballpark ACL recovery taking up to or around a year, but Harris 
came back at an unprecedented speed in half that time.

It was just the beginning of a stunning year for Harris, though the rehab cut into 
his offseason conditioning training. Harris would be back on the field for the 
season's start, but his early play was limited.

As the season went on, Harris quickly recovered his conditioning and progressed to 
a level that we hadn't seen before. He didn't give up a single touchdown the entire 
season, earning respect as a top cornerback in the NFL en route to his first Pro 
Bowl.

It was a whirlwind season for Harris, who had his share of prolific life events off the 
field, too. He and his wife, Leah, welcomed their first child, Aria, in October, and
less than two months later, Harris was rewarded for his outstanding play with a 
five-year contract.

All in all, it was not only a defining year for his career capped with his first Pro Bowl 
nod with this trip to Arizona, but his life, too.

“It’s a surreal moment, it’s an awesome moment," he said. "It just really motivated 
me to come back here every year. I’m going to do whatever I can to make sure 



that I’ve got a place, this spot every year.”

His selection to the Pro Bowl was no surprise to those who watch him on a weekly 
basis, but Harris doesn't have the name recognition that other cornerbacks have 
built. So his Pro Bowl addition didn't come through in the fan voting, but it came via 
his peers on the field from coaches and other players. And that's the way it's been 
his whole career working his way up as an undrafted player out of college.

"I had to really go above and beyond in play on the field to get noticed, being an 
undrafted player," Harris said. "Just to be here and to be selected by my peers, it 
just means a lot. It means they notice what I’m doing out there on the field. The 
way I got into the Pro Bowl is so different because I didn’t have any fan votes. I got 
through by the coaches and the players, so that made it even more special."

"It finally came together this year to where I can really get noticed and stand out 
for other people to notice me," he added. "That’s just something that I always 
wanted."

Now that he reached this level, his focus won't lessen but he'll just reach for 
greater heights, continuing to sharpen his game.

"I’m 25 years old. There’s still things I can improve on and get better. The past 
three years I’ve only had three interceptions three years in a row. So that’s 
something, getting over that three INT mark and so there’s things I can do to try to 
get things up next year."

A year ago, his offseason was just rehab day in and day out, working to get back in 
playing shape and getting completely healthy. Now that he'll have the entire 
offseason to build off a healthy and extremely impressive season, he'll be able to 
spend time in other ways in not recovering from injury.

And with a new addition to his family, he'll have time to spend with Aria, now about 
three months old.

"Once March comes, I usually take the whole month of March of just training to get 
better. I’m still 25 years old, so I’m still young. So I still have a lot of improvement 
to make. I’m not going to change up anything from my regular routine I’ve done in 
the past, but I’ll just hang out with my daughter a little bit more."



Broncos cornerback Chris Harris shows 
hoops skills on football field 

By Troy E. Renck 
The Denver Post 
January 10, 2015 

Chris Harris looked at the calendar and shook his head. Football practice at Bixby 
High School, located in a Tulsa, Okla., suburb, was about to start before his junior 
year. 

Harris owned remarkable skills, a big smile and growing dissatisfaction with 
football. He quit football once in middle school before returning at the urging of 
friends. This felt different. This felt like the right time to disappear for good. 

"I just didn't like playing it," Harris said. "I would run a kick back and never get the 
ball again. I use to hate that. I only played to stay active. I didn't like it. I wanted 
the ball. I was a basketball guy." 

Harris grew up on hoops. His mother, Lisa, coached him on his earliest youth 
teams, passing on her love for the sport. Harris began playing year-round 
basketball in the fifth grade. He traveled to tournaments and couldn't wait for the 
next game. He played several against future NBA star Blake Griffin. Though 
undersized, Harris possessed breathtaking quickness, which made life miserable for 
opposing point guards when he served as a playmaker. 

"Chris in basketball was always one of the fastest guys on our team," said Parker 
Frazier, a minor-league pitcher who played alongside Harris on dominant AAU 
squads. "He had great instincts. He was always one of the best defenders. He would 
full-court press, staying step for step with his man all the way up the court. And he 
knew how to put the game in his hands at the end." 

Harris looked in the mirror and saw NBA star Chris Paul. Harris' high school 
defensive coordinator saw former NFL cornerback Tito Paul. 

D.J. Howell predicted stardom for Harris in college. In football. That was not going 
to happen if Harris left the Spartans before summer practice. 

"My coach was like, 'Dude you know you are going to college for football, so you 
better focus on this,' " Harris recalled, laughing. 

Harris reluctantly agreed, triggering one of the most unlikely success stories in 
Broncos history. Harris enters Sunday's playoff opener against Indianapolis armed 



with a five-year, $42.5 million contract that includes $24 million in guaranteed 
money. 

Teams prefer to pay premium money for one shutdown defensive back. The 
Broncos ponied up for Harris and free agent Aqib Talib. They invested wisely, Pro 
Football Focus grading the duo as the best cornerback tandem in the NFL. And it 
wasn't even close. Harris and Talib totaled 36.4 points, nearly double the 19.0 
combined rating of Seattle's Richard Sherman and Byron Maxwell. 

"They are the best, no question. Both are elite, and you almost never see that," 
Broncos receiver Emmanuel Sanders said. "They have everything you look for: 
talent, ability, confidence. Chris is scrappy. He annoys you as a receiver." 

Reminding him of basketball 

The idea of Harris anchoring a top-five defense entering the playoffs strained reality 
when he was trying to discover his passion for the sport as a teenager. A critical 
change occurred his senior year at Bixby. He learned how to backpedal from 
Howell. Almost instantly, Harris no longer felt like an accidental tourist playing a 
sport he despised. Because, well, it reminded him of basketball. 

"That's what corner is to me, playing basketball defense. You are going to snatch 
rebounds, trying to steal the ball, pass breakups," Harris said. "When I truly 
learned how to backpedal, things changed." 

Harris made the Tulsa World's all-metro first-team in both sports as a senior. 

Harris refused to surrender his hoops dream, but the response by suitors to a 5-
foot-10 point guard was underwhelming. He received scholarship offers from Oral 
Roberts, Tulsa and Texas A&M-Corpus Christi. He appreciated the interest, but he 
wanted to compete at a higher level. When the University Kansas extended a full 
ride for football, Harris reacted as if jumping a sideline route. 

"I moved on it immediately," Harris said. "I thought I had to take it." 

It was in Lawrence, Kan., a Midwest hoops heaven, where Harris intersected paths 
with Talib, forming a relationship that has served them well in their first year 
together in Denver. Talib, an upperclassman, had his eyes on the Jim Thorpe 
Award, given to college football's top defensive back. Harris sought a starting job. 
They were paired together in drills, Talib working as a receiver, a position to this 
day he believes he could play in the NFL. He taunted Harris. Called him out. Called 
him scared. Then he beat him on a fade route. 

What happened next reveals much about Harris, and why Broncos defensive 
coordinator Jack Del Rio trusts him in the slot, on the right side and, if necessary, 



at safety. Harris stepped right back into Talib's personal space, and stayed with 
him, knocking him off his route, leading to an incompletion. 

"I don't remember that exactly," Talib said, understandably not willing to concede 
anything. "Maybe it was during 7-on-7. I played a lot of receiver. I beat a lot of 
guys. I don't know if he got me or not." 

Ego drives cornerbacks, remains a necessary survival skill. They are in a league 
where all factors tilt against them. Officials don't tolerate contact, and sometimes, 
it appears rolled eyes draw penalty flags. In this environment, Harris excels. He 
darts, jumps, pops. He doesn't look faster than receivers, but he's alarmingly 
deceptive, a stop sign for drives. 

"Chris does everything well," Del Rio said. 

Over the past three seasons, Harris has yielded three touchdowns. To put that in 
perspective, consider that Dallas' Dez Bryant burned Philadelphia's Bradley Fletcher 
for three scores in one game last month. 

"Chris is just so instinctive," Broncos general manager John Elway said. "He's got 
great awareness on the football field. He's not a blazer. He's not one of those 4.3 
guys. He's adequate that way, but he knows how to play guys and when he has a 
chance to make a big play, he doesn't miss it. And he's so competitive. He's a 
football player. Some guys are cornerbacks. He's a football player who plays 
cornerback." 

"Old school" in his technique 

Zero. That's how many times receivers scored against Harris this season. He wears 
it as a badge, an accomplishment that made it impossible for voters not to name 
him to his first Pro Bowl team. 

"I got targeted. And a lot of times we are in (man) coverage in the red zone. You 
want that challenge," Harris said. "To not give up one, you all see how they pass in 
this league. I am aware of that stat from the first snap of the season." 

Harris blends intelligence — he knows the defense in the same way Peyton Manning 
knows the offense — and technique. Hall of Famer Rod Woodson struggled to think 
of anyone who plays like Harris. 

"He's one of the few cornerbacks who still backpedals," said Woodson, who worked 
with Harris during training camp. "He lines up (square) to the receiver. Most guys 
are in open stance with their back to sideline. Chris is old school." 

At Kansas, Harris started 41-of-50 games, finished with 290 tackles and served as 
a captain his senior year. Then came the draft. And his cellphone never rang. 



Harris viewed the slight as motivation. He signed with the Broncos as a free agent 
for $2,000. In the NFL, big eyes and weak hearts can lose. 

Harris never wavered. 

"I think it's about the mentality," Elway said. "A lot of times you get in those first 
couple practices, especially those young guys, you see them, they get intimidated 
by all of a sudden being here and they're on the field with the Denver Broncos. And 
Chris was not a guy who looked out of place out there. He went out there, and he 
took advantage of it. Sometimes, you look at film and you see all the different 
things on tape, but can't really see what they're about in practice, how they 
practice, the mentality that they go at, and I think that's the thing that really 
jumped out on us." 

Harris admits he misses basketball. He no longer plays since tearing the anterior 
cruciate ligament in his right knee a year ago. The scar provides a reminder of 
another hurdle. 

"The playoffs are still a monkey on my back. That's when I got hurt (against San 
Diego). It was a tough situation," Harris said. "It pushed me to get back. To finish." 

Harris completed his rehab in eight months, returning faster than anyone expected. 
He couldn't wait to play football again, a delicious irony for someone who nearly 
walked away from the game. 

Top tandems in Broncos history 

The Broncos have had their share of quality cornerbacks — from Hall of Famer 
Willie Brown to likely Hall of Famer Champ Bailey. But picking the best duo at 
cornerback is tricky business. Ring of Famer Billy Thompson, for example, was a 
fine cornerback before he became a safety, but Thompson never had a terrific tag-
team partner. It's a tough debate, but reporter Patrick Saunders picks the top five 
tandems at cornerback in Broncos history: 

1. Louis Wright and Steve Foley, 1977 

Many believe Wright, with his flypaper man-to-man coverage, belongs in the Hall of 
Fame. The hard-nosed Foley remains the Broncos' all-time leader with 44 
interceptions. Together, they provided juice for the famed Orange Crush defense 
that led Denver to its first Super Bowl. 

2. Louis Wright and Mike Harden, 1986 

Wright, a five-time Pro Bowl selection, helped lead the Broncos to another Super 
Bowl in his final season. Harden, a tough, solid cornerback, made six interceptions 
and 64 unassisted tackles. 



3. Ray Crockett and Darrien Gordon, 1997 and 1998 

Neither was a star, but together they were good enough to help lead the Broncos to 
back-to-back Super Bowl titles. Over those two seasons, Gordon intercepted eight 
passes, Crockett seven. Gordon had two interceptions in the 1998 AFC title game 
vs. the Jets and two more in the 34-19 win over Atlanta in Super Bowl XXXIII. 

4. Champ Bailey and Darrent Williams, 2006 

Bailey intercepted 10 passes and was credited with 30 passes defended. Williams, 
in his second year, blossomed under Bailey's tutelage, intercepting four passes and 
making 89 tackles, fifth-most among the Broncos. Williams was murdered in the 
early hours of Jan. 1, 2007, in a drive-by shooting in downtown Denver. 

5. Chris Harris and Aqib Talib, 2014 

This marked the first time that two Denver cornerbacks made the Pro Bowl in the 
same season. Harris is one of only six undrafted cornerbacks in NFL history to make 
the Pro Bowl with his original team. Since entering the NFL in 2008, Talib has made 
27 interceptions, six of which he has returned for touchdowns. 

Top NFL cornerback tandems 

Denver Post reporter Patrick Saunders gives his list of the top NFL cornerback duos 
of all time: 

1. Michael Haynes and Lester Hayes, Raiders, 1983-86 

With 14 Pro Bowls between them, the brash, in-your-face pair ranks as the best 
ever. In their four years together, Hayes and Haynes combined for 22 interceptions 
with two returned for TDs. Their peak was the Raiders' 38-9 victory over the 
Redskins in Super Bowl XVIII. Haynes is in the Hall of Fame. Hayes was a second-
team member of the 1980's all-decade team. 

2. Hanford Dixon and Frank Minnifield, Browns, 1984-88 

Dixon and Minnifield were selected by NFL.com as the No. 2 "best cornerback 
tandem of all time." They were the heart and soul of Cleveland's defenses in the 
mid-1980s, and they put the growl in the Dawg Pound. They appeared in three 
consecutive Pro Bowls together from 1986-1988, but to Cleveland's everlasting 
regret, they couldn't beat John Elway in the playoffs. 

3. Dick "Night Train" Lane and Dick LeBeau, Lions, 1961-65 

Both cornerbacks are in the Hall of Fame and in the early '60s they gave the Lions' 
defense real teeth. Lane, one of the most ferocious tacklers in NFL history, played 



his final six seasons in Detroit (1960-65), recording 21 interceptions. LeBeau had 
62 interceptions in his 14 seasons with Detroit. 

4. Ronnie Lott and Eric Wright, 49ers, 1984-85 

During his prime, Wright was an excellent cover cornerback, and he intercepted 
passes in Super Bowl XVI and Super Bowl XIX. Lott became a full-time safety in 
1986 and was soon renowned for his thunderous hits. But first, he was a terrific 
cornerback. In 1984, both Lott and Wright made the Pro Bowl and led San 
Francisco to victory in Super Bowl XIX over the Dolphins. 

5. Deion Sanders and Eric Davis, 49ers, 1994 

Sanders was so good that pairing him with almost anyone makes for a dynamic 
duo, but his prime-time season arguably came in 1994, his only season with San 
Francisco. He intercepted six passes and returned three for touchdowns. Davis was 
a monster in the 1994 NFC championship game vs. Dallas, returning an interception 
44 yards for a touchdown and later forcing Michael Irvin to fumble. 



The Spirit of the Broncos: Pitbull 
Defender Chris Harris Jr. Can't Be Held 
Down 
By Dan Pompeii 
Bleacher Report 
January 8, 2015 

Chris Harris Jr. was not supposed to be here.  

He was not supposed to be charging out of a tunnel in an NFLstadium to the roar of 
thousands, let alone starting on the league's third-ranked defense. Less than one 
year removed from ACL surgery, he was not supposed to be able to burst and cut 
and change directions the way elite athletes can. He was not supposed to have a 
passer rating against him of 47.8—second best in the NFL, according to Pro Football 
Focus (subscription required). He was not supposed to be trying to deny Colts wide 
receiver T.Y. Hilton of the football and his dreams in a critical matchup Sunday. 

Yet here he is, all 5'10" of him, an imposing figure in the AFC playoffs and a reason 
for Broncos fans to believe. 

The unlikely story of Chris Harris became the impossible story of Chris Harris last 
January 12. It was the third quarter of a divisional playoff game against 
the Chargers. The wide receiver being covered by Harris ran a little comeback 
route. Harris broke on the play like he has done a thousand times before. Without 
ever being touched, Harris told Bleacher Report, he felt a sharp pain in his left knee 
and went down. He got up but couldn't put pressure on the leg, so he skipped and 
hopped and limped his way off the field. 

A subsequent appointment with knee specialist Dr. James Andrews showed Harris 
had partially torn his ACL, and he was no more than a good sneeze away from 
completely tearing the ligament. 

Before that appointment, Harris was a medical insurance company's dream. He 
never had been injured. Not in his previous 50 NFL games. Not in his 50 games at 
Kansas. And not in high school or grammar school. He said he had not missed a 
game or even a practice in his life because of an injury. 

He would miss his first game January 19, the AFC Championship Game against 
the Patriots. Then came Super Bowl week. The Broncos left Denver for New Jersey 
the Sunday before the game, but Harris and the other injured players had to stay 
behind. They traveled with wives and family members on Wednesday. After leading 



the defense in snaps in the regular season, according to STATS, Harris was left out 
of the Super Bowl team photo. 

"There was nothing I could do or say to make him happier," his wife Leah Harris 
said. 

As Harris watched the Seahawks crush the Broncos from the sideline at MetLife 
Stadium, he was overcome by helplessness and frustration. Surely, he could have 
made a difference. "The worst feeling ever," he said. "My low point." 

Four days later in Pensacola, Florida, Harris was lying in an uncomfortable bed 
wearing a johnny and a fluffy, light-blue cap, and surrounded by strangers whose 
faces were obscured by surgical masks. Some people freak out there. Once that 
skin is cut, they sometimes say, that knee never will be the same. But that wasn't 
what Harris was thinking about as he was waiting for the anesthesia to kick in. He 
was thinking about next September. "It was on my mind to be starting on opening 
day," he said. 

Sure it was. His chances, however, seemed to be only slightly better than his 
chances of hitting the Powerball lottery. The rule of thumb always has been it takes 
about a year to come back from this kind of surgery. The fastest previous NFL 
return from an ACL reconstruction is believed to be by Vikings running back Adrian 
Peterson in eight months. And that comeback still was considered almost mythical. 
Harris was trying to come back in seven months. 

His rehab started the next day, with simple exercises to bend the knee. Leah Harris 
still has an image in her mind of the pain in her husband's eyes as he tried to 
stretch the joint. 'Niners linebacker NaVorro Bowman, who had ACL surgery around 
the same time, was his post-op companion, as the two competed to see who could 
stretch their repaired knees the farthest. 

Seven days after surgery at the rehab center in Florida, Leah challenged her 
husband to lay down his crutches and take his first step. Leah recorded the steps 
on video, and the proud wife posted the milestone on her Instagram page. 

"I kept telling him, 'You are going to be OK,' and I believed it in my heart of 
hearts," she said. When he showed progress, she would say, "That's my Pitbull," 
using the nickname his teammates gave him. 

Throughout the process, Leah served as caretaker/cheerleader/coach for her 
husband. From sponge baths to stop watches, she was all-purpose. For every rehab 
session, every workout, his dutiful better half was there with video recorder in 
hand. Afterward, Harris would watch the tapes with Leah and his agent Fred Lyles 
to gauge his progress. She taped so many hours, she filled up her computer's 
memory and had to buy a new one. 



Harris said Dr. Andrews told him missing one day of rehab could set him back two 
weeks. So he was determined not to miss one second. Lyles said he and Harris 
spoke four times daily during his rehab, and Harris was working on his knee 
"almost around the clock." There was strength training, ice, heat, electronic 
stimulation, massage and an active compression and cold therapy machine that he 
strapped on his leg called Game Ready. 

Broncos linebacker Von Miller had his ACL repaired about a month before Harris, 
and the two worked with one another in the offseason under the direction of 
Broncos trainer Steve "Greek" Antonopulos. 

Miller told Broncos.com: 

“We did just about everything together. We were doing the exact same thing for 
the last six weeks of the treatment. We were together and it was great. Chris, he's 
a fierce competitor and working out with him, he pushed me. I like to think I 
pushed him too.” 

Performance enhancers, Harris said, never were a consideration. He did think about 
stem cell therapy, in part because Miller was undergoing the controversial 
treatment. He decided against it because he didn't want to miss a moment of 
rehab. 

"Having stem cell would mean doing nothing for two weeks," he said. "I was on a 
tight schedule and had to stick to it. If I had missed two weeks of rehab, I probably 
would not have been ready for the first game." 

Two months after surgery, he ran for the first time. 

"It was a totally different feeling, like teaching your leg how to run all over again," 
he said. "I had to learn the form, teach the leg to move again." 

By April, Harris' rehab reached another level, with more running, aggressive lifting, 
agility training and football drills. For six hours daily, he would sweat and strain. 
Harris caught 150 balls daily and never missed a day. He pushed the pace however 
he could. 

It was not surprising that Harris was not about to conform to conservative rehab 
guidelines. He never has let the expectations of others dictate his destiny. 

After an all-state senior year at Bixby High School in Bixby, Oklahoma, Harris 
received only one scholarship offer. Despite arriving in Lawrence, Kansas, with little 
fanfare, Harris started 41 games for the Kansas Jayhawks and made more tackles 
than all but two other players in school history. His senior year, Harris volunteered 
to switch to safety from cornerback because the team had problems at safety. NFL 



teams subsequently evaluated Harris as a safety, but scouts said he was too small 
to get a serious look. Harris was not invited to the scouting combine. 

Undaunted, Harris put together a personal highlight tape. He sent a copy to Lyles, 
who was impressed and agreed to represent him. In order to prepare for his pro 
day workout, Harris drove 80 miles three times a week to work with a trainer at 
Emporia State, Lyles said. At his pro day, Harris ran a 4.48 in the 40-yard dash. 

That wasn't enough to get him drafted, though. And for a time, it appeared he 
would not merit a free-agent invitation. Only the Broncos were remotely interested. 
The story, told to ESPN's Jeff Legwold, goes that they had one roster spot for a 
cornerback, and there were three players on their board. Denver scouts told head 
coach John Fox he could have the fast one, the big one or the smart one who 
started four years at Kansas. Fox chose the smart one, and the Broncos offered 
Harris a $2,000, take-it-or-leave-it bonus. 

Harris began training camp as the longest of long shots. It was two days into 
practice when the Broncos figured out Harris was better than they thought he was. 
Harris would volunteer to go to the front of the line for one-on-one reps so he could 
have a chance to cover Broncos star wide receivers Brandon Lloyd and Demaryius 
Thomas. And he would hold his own. The great Champ Bailey had seen enough 
then to tell Legwold that Harris would be playing in the Broncos secondary long 
after he was retired. 

Four years later, Harris again was a long shot to be on the field on opening day. He 
went through the offseason not participating in any practices, and he was mostly a 
spectator in training camp. Harris sat out during preseason too. Then, during an 
August visit to Dr. Andrews, Harris passed every test and received clearance to 
start playing again. 

He wore a knee brace in practice but said he found it cumbersome. When the 
Broncos opened the season against the Colts, Harris would be in the starting lineup, 
and he would not be wearing a brace. 

He acknowledges being a little fearful that day. Then, in the first quarter, Hilton ran 
a slant. Without thinking, Harris planted on his left leg to jump the route and broke 
up the pass from Andrew Luck. "That's when I realized my leg was good," he said. 

He meant relatively good. His knee was very sore after the game, and his leg was 
fatigued. The left leg remained smaller than the right until October. But Harris was 
effective on the field from the first snap, and he progressed steadily. About a month 
ago, Harris and Leah rewatched some of the offseason rehab videos. 

"Look at how far you've come," she told him. Hilton is likely to see how far Harris 
has come at Mile High Stadium Sunday. 



At a December press conference to announce Harris had agreed to a five-year, 
$42.5 million contract extension, Broncos general managerJohn Elway said Harris 
has, "probably been the fastest guy to ever come back off an ACL." No one argued. 

"You look at what he did, the time that he spent this offseason, to get healthy and 
be ready to go, and be ready to start the regular season," Elway said. "I'm not sure 
anybody has ever come back as fast as he's come back, so that kind of tells you 
what kind of guy he is." 

It was long ago when Harris figured out hard work could lead him to a better place. 
When he was five, his parents divorced. He grew up in a single-parent home, the 
oldest child feeling like he should be the man of the house. His mother, Lisa Goff, 
delivered mail during the day and worked a second job on the side. Harris wanted a 
better life. He knew in order to make his dream reality, he would have to push 
himself beyond where others were willing to go. 

That's how he ended up at Kansas. That's how he made the Broncos as an 
undrafted rookie. And that's how in December he became the first undrafted 
cornerback to make a Pro Bowl with his original team in 33 years. 

Harris didn't just come back quicker than anyone. He came back better. According 
to STATS, Harris was thrown at 89 times. Opponents caught just 39 of those 
attempts—43.8 percent. He had 18 passes defensed, tied for fourth most in the 
league, and he didn't allow a single touchdown. He also played 967 snaps. 

He might be the comeback player of the year. Or maybe even the comeback player 
of all time. 

"He believed he could come back bigger, faster, stronger, and then he made it 
happen," Lyles said. 

Broncos defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio said this has been the best year of 
Harris' career. 

"Each year, he has gotten a little better," Del Rio said. "Even coming off major 
reconstruction, he has improved. It's amazing." 

Also amazing has been Harris' versatility. It's not like there has been an aspect of 
his game that has been diminished by his knee. 

In a December game, Bills quarterback Kyle Orton found himself face down on the 
turf with Harris' arms wrapped around his legs. Harris blitzed off the right corner, 
went inside on left tackle Cordy Glenn and sacked Orton from behind. Harris lines 
up on the right and left side, and sometimes is matched up with a receiver, as he 
recently was with Keenan Allen of the Chargers. He regularly plays over the slot on 



nickel. That's where he was playing when he picked off a Russell Wilson pass 
intended for Percy Harvin last September. He even occasionally lines up as a safety. 

"He can play anywhere," Del Rio said. "All the things you ask him to do at all the 
spots, he can do it. I think he's probably underrated as an athlete. And his tenacity 
and preparation and intelligence, you add it up and it's a heck of a package." 

Harris believes he is a better cornerback because of his knee problems. He thought 
his knee would benefit if he played at a lighter weight, so he dropped 12 pounds to 
188, and it has made a difference. 

"I feel faster this year," he said. "I feel more explosive. That is what has elevated 
my game to another level. I guess it teaches you to run properly. It fixes all the 
bad mechanics in running and the things you were doing wrong technique-wise." 

Bailey told Legwold he believes Harris is playing better than any corner in the 
league. He also said Harris reminds him of himself in the way his technique is 
similar to Bailey's. 

Harris does not have Bailey's special physical traits, but he studied Bailey and 
imitated his approach. And after Bailey left Denver in the offseason, Bailey's locker 
was given to Harris. It was a symbolic gesture, but also a practical one, as now 
Harris is in the center of the room where he can be seen and heard by all. 

"It was a great situation for Chris to come in as a young player and have Champ be 
the example in terms of work ethic and how you prepare, how you get yourself 
ready each week, refine your technique each day," Del Rio said. "Now Chris is 
providing that for our younger corners." 

Once unwanted, Chris Harris now sits on the throne that belonged to the best 
cornerback of a generation. Who could have known he was supposed to be here? 

  



Chris Harris Jr. named Broncos’ 2014 Ed 
Block Courage Award recipient 
By Nicki Jhabvala  
The Denver Post  
December 31, 2014 

The Broncos announced on Wednesday that cornerback Chris Harris Jr. was 
selected as the team’s 2014 Ed Block Courage Award winner, given to players who 
show “exceptional courage, great character and inspiring effort.” 

Harris, who tore his anterior cruciate ligament in Denver’s AFC division playoff 
game last January, returned this season to make his first Pro Bowl and total 55 
tackles (51 solo), three interceptions and a team-high 18 passes defended.  

Harris was rated as the NFL’s top cornerback by Pro Football Focus and ranked first 
in the NFL with a 47.8 quarterback rating against him, not allowing a single 
touchdown this season. 
 
The Ed Block Courage Award is named in honor of Ed Block, the longtime athletic 
trainer of the Baltimore Colts. Winners of the award are selected by their 
teammates. 

  



Chris Harris, Von Miller, Demaryius 
Thomas named second-team All Pro 
By Mike Klis  
The Denver Post 
January 2, 2015 

Although the Broncos lead all NFL teams with 9 Pro Bowl selections, Denver did not 
place one player on the Associated Press All Pro team that was voted on by 50 
members of the media. 

The Broncos did place three players on the All Pro second team: Cornerback Chris 
Harris, outside linebacker Von Miller and receiver Demaryius Thomas. 

Harris got the third-most cornerback votes after New England’s Darrelle Revis (42) 
and Seattle’s Richard Sherman (41). 

Miller tied Philadelphia’s Connor Barwin for the third-most outside linebacker votes 
with 11. Baltimore and former Bronco outside linebacker Elvis Dumervil made first-
team All Pro with 13 votes and Kansas City’s Justin Houston was a near unanimous 
selection with 47 votes. 

Thomas received the fourth-most receiver votes with 11, trailing Green Bay’s Jordy 
Nelson (15) and All Pro selections Dez Bryant of Dallas (24) and Pittsburgh’s 
Antonio Brown (49). 



A bye weekend isn't an off weekend for 
Chris Harris Jr. 

By Andrew Mason 
DenverBroncos.com 
January 1, 2015 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Chris Harris Jr. has no "off" switch. 

If he did, he might not have reached the point at which he sits as 2015 dawns: in 
possession of a five-year contract extension that should yield life-long financial 
security, his first Pro Bowl invitation and with no touchdowns allowed in a virtuoso 
season that defied expectations and redefined recovery time after he underwent 
ACL surgery in February. 

His successful return helped him earn the team's Ed Block Courage Award this 
week, and a video commemorating that was shown to the team. 

"To see what he had to go through, what he had to come back from, the way he 
went after it, the tenacity that he approached it with, and the performance he's 
had," Defensive Coordinator Jack Del Rio said. "He's had the best year of his career 
coming off a major injury so it's really a great story. It's been a special year for him 
in a lot of different ways.” 

Even in his wildest dreams, he could not have imagined how his fourth NFL season 
would unfold while he recuperated immediately after the procedure -- particularly 
the no-touchdowns part. 

"No, I couldn't. That was a goal for me, but I figured coming in this year, teams 
would be after me," he said. 

"After I tore my ACL, I figured teams would be going at me like crazy from the 
jump, so I had to shut [them] down early, and that's what I did. So I kind of let 
them know early that just because I tore my knee, I wasn't going to have that this 
year." 

According to ProFootballFocus.com's calculations, teams threw at Harris six times 
per game in the first four games of the regular season. In final three weeks of 
2014, that had dropped to four, and in Cincinnati, Bengals quarterback Andy Dalton 
threw at him just once. 

Only two cornerbacks have allowed a lower quarterback rating than the 47.8 on 
passes thrown at Harris, per ProFootballFocus.com: Indianapolis' Vontae Davis and 
Seattle's Tharold Simon. 



"No Fly Zone," indeed. 

"He's been an All-Pro in my book," said Del Rio. "He's been very good." 

And he's been everywhere over the course of the season. The inside/outside role 
where he moves between the edge and the slot is nothing new; he first began 
handling that dual role in 2012, when he ascended to the first team at midseason. 
But his place in the defensive alignment is more diverse than that. 

"He's played really not only left, right and in the slot as a nickel but he's also played 
some safety,' said Del Rio. "He's done a little bit of everything. Guys that are tough 
and smart with the way he approaches and studies the game and the way he 
performs it just allows you a lot of flexibility." 

It means studying for multiple positions, but that's nothing new, and nothing that 
Harris can't handle. 

And that's why when Saturday night comes, Harris will be in front of his flat screen, 
ready to take notes on the Steelers-Ravens wild-card game. And if the Ravens lose, 
he'll be back in the same spot late Sunday morning, doing the same for Bengals-
Colts. 

"I'm watching, definitely, as a scout," Harris said, with a laugh. 

And then, when the game ends, he'll watch it again -- but not on his DVR. That's 
the only step he doesn't have to take, because the Broncos' football-technology 
department does it for him. 

"There's no need to DVR. As soon as the game's over with, they'll shoot it straight 
to my iPad. Our (football-technology) guys here, they do a great job of giving me 
the information that you need." 

And then Harris will watch and study some more. 

"I'm doing whatever I can to get a tip and get back to my teammates for this 
weekend," he said. "If they're going to have fun, I'm going to make sure I have 
some notes for them." 

It's a bye weekend. But for Harris, it's not an off-weekend. That doesn't exist for a 
man with no "off" switch. 

 

  



Chris Harris Jr. wants to keep his shutout 
going in playoffs 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
January 1, 2015 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- When it comes to cornerbacks, Denver Broncos defensive 
coordinator Jack Del Rio said "things happen." Things like, you know, touchdowns.  
 
And that, because of a pass-happy league awash in touchdowns at times, the 
defensive backs that vocationally survive to thrive "have to have a short memory."  
 
But then there's Chris Harris Jr.  
 
"I had things you move on from," Harris Jr. said. "Maybe an assignment mistake, a 
penalty, missed tackle, the things you want to always clean up and get better."  
 
But the touchdowns? How about the touchdowns?  
 
"I didn't have any of those," Harris Jr. said with a laugh. "I don't have to forget any 
of those this year."  
 
No, he didn't. Harris Jr. played 967 snaps on defense in the regular season. He 
played on the outside on the left on a variety of snaps, he played in the slot on the 
right at times and in the slot on the left at others. He covered wide receivers, tight 
ends and on a smattering of plays a running back or two.  
 
And Harris Jr. did not surrender a touchdown pass in coverage on any of those 
plays.  
 
"There are special athletes that you are going up against," Del Rio said. "I tell our 
DBs I think they are the best athletes in the world. I think to look at what they are 
asked to do to go up against supremely talented wide receivers and not touch them 
beyond five yards and how you play down the field and all the way the rules are 
slanted to be able to flourish in an environment like that, there is a credit to the 
athleticism and the abilities in some of these guys."  
 
Harris Jr. said the closest may have been an Andrew Luck to Coby Fleener attempt 
in the regular-season opener, "but I don't know if there were many that close."  
 



And toss in the fact Harris Jr. had ACL surgery in February, just after the Broncos 
returned to Denver from the team's loss in Super Bowl XLVIII, and Harris Jr.'s 
season takes on a remember-when feel.  

Harris Jr.'s teammates voted him the Broncos' Ed Block Courage Award winner this 
week for his determination in returning from his injury -- originally suffered in the 
Broncos' divisional round win against the San Diego Chargers last February. He 
made his first Pro Bowl, and while Harris Jr. expects the Patriots' Darrelle Revis and 
the Seahawks' Richard Sherman to secure the two first-team cornerback spots on 
the All-Pro team, Harris Jr.'s coaches and teammates believe he is worthy of that as 
well.  
 
"He's been an All-Pro in my book. He's been very good. A little [Ed Block Courage 
Award] tribute video was shown [Wednesday] to the squad and to see what he had 
to go through, what he had to come back from, the way he went after it, the 
tenacity that he approached it with, and the performance he's had. He's had the 
best year of his career coming off a major injury so it's really a great story. It's 
been a special year for him in a lot of different ways," Del Rio said.  
 
It's the Broncos' willingness to line up Harris Jr. all over the formation on a variety 
of receivers -- players with speed, size or both -- that puts Harris Jr. in a small 
group.  
 
"He's played really not only left, right and in the slot as a nickel but he's also played 
some safety," Del Rio said. "He's done a little bit of everything. Guys that are tough 
and smart with the way he approaches and studies the game and the way he 
performs it just allows you a lot of flexibility. It is a great asset for our defense."  
 
"But I just want to play in Super Bowls," Harris Jr. said. "I'll line up wherever they 
want me to, play wherever, I just want to help us get to big games, playoff games, 
Super Bowl. I had to stand and watch last year and I felt like I might have helped 
some. I want to help." 

  



Harris named Ed Block Courage Award 
Recipient  
By Lauren Giudice  
denverbroncos.com 
December 31, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – In less than a year, Chris Harris Jr.’s teammates have 
watched him go down during the AFC Divisional Playoff Game with a torn ACL to 
one of the top cornerbacks in the NFL. 

For that, they selected him as their Ed Block Courage Award winner for 2014. 

“You look at what Chris did last year and one of the things that kind of goes unsung 
is the fact he’s probably been the fastest guy to ever come back off an ACL,” 
Executive Vice President of Football Operations/General Manager John Elway said of 
Harris earlier this month. “You look at what he did, the time that he spent this 
offseason, to get healthy and be ready to go, and be ready to start the regular 
season. I’m not sure anybody has ever come back as fast as he’s come back, so 
that kind of tells you what kind of guy he is.” 

The award honors a player who exemplifies sportsmanship and courage. Harris 
worked his way back from his ACL tear to ranking third in the NFL this season with 
a 47.8 quarterback rating against him, according to Pro Football Focus. 

He is also PFF’s top-rated cornerback and hasn’t allowed a touchdown this season. 
Last week, it was announced that he was selected to his first Pro Bowl. 

“It’s been a roller coaster year,” Harris said. “It started bad, not being able to play 
in the Super Bowl and having to recover from an ACL. I worked extremely hard. 
People don’t really understand how hard I had to work to get to this point, and I’m 
just blessed to be able to say I’m a Pro Bowler.” 

He has started every game this season, totaling 55 tackles (51 solo), three 
interceptions (52 yds.), 18 passes defensed, one sacks and one fumble recovery. 

Von Miller, who rehabilitated his ACL alongside Harris, is not shocked by Harris’ 
success this season or his quick turnaround from his ACL tear. 

“Good things happen to good people and he’s having a great year and I was there 
to like witness it, like firsthand,” Miller said. “I probably got a better viewpoint of 
some of his success than anybody else on the team because I spent every single 
day with him. So it’s definitely not a surprise for me and I’m definitely happy for 
Chris, but I saw it all coming from way back in like March.” 



In his press conference preceding the Broncos’ game against the Dolphins, 
Defensive Coordinator Jack Del Rio had heavy praise for the fourth-year corner. 

“He competes his butt of. He prepares very hard. He’s very tenacious and that’s 
how he approached his [ACL] injury and coming back from his injury,” Del Rio said. 
“It was a major injury to come back from, but he attacked it and worked so hard 
every day. That’s the way he plays for us. It doesn’t surprise me because I watch 
the way he works, his work ethic. He’s an intelligent player, super, super 
competitive, and that’s what we love about him.” 

The award is named in honor of Ed Block, the longtime head athletic trainer of the 
Baltimore Colts, a pioneer in his profession and a humanitarian. 

  



First Pro Bowl selection part of 
'phenomenal year' for Chris Harris Jr. 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
December 24, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- A little over 10 months ago, Chris Harris Jr. had ACL surgery 
and suddenly found himself staring at what can be a long, arduous, frustrating trek 
back to the field for a player.  
 
And Tuesday, the Denver Broncos cornerback who has been among the best at his 
position in the league this season, as well as one of the quickest ever to return from 
ACL surgery, cleared another hurdle on the road beyond his recovery. Harris Jr., 
who was signed to a five-year, $42.5 million deal this month by the Broncos, was 
named to his first Pro Bowl and was one of nine Broncos selected for the all-star 
game.  
 
"This year has been a phenomenal year -- I had my daughter, making the Pro Bowl, 
and getting my contract," Harris Jr. said. "A Super Bowl is the only thing I’m 
missing. That’s the only thing I’m worried about. That’s the only thing I’m chasing 
right now."  
 
Harris Jr. has come a long way from being an undrafted rookie who made the 
Broncos, and he is the first undrafted cornerback to be named to a Pro Bowl with 
his original team since Everson Walls in 1981.  
 
For most of his first three seasons in the league, Harris Jr. had toiled in relative 
anonymity, at least in terms of the national spotlight. Because he injured his knee 
in the Broncos’ Divisional-round win against the San Diego Chargers last January, 
Harris Jr. missed out on the opportunity to play on the bigger stages of the AFC 
Championship Game and Super Bowl XLVIII.  
 
But Harris Jr. said back in the spring and summer, as he was going through daily 
workouts with the strength and conditioning staff to prepare for training camp, 
things like the Pro Bowl and another trip to the Super Bowl were on his mind.  
 
"That was the No. 1 goal I was working for," Harris Jr. said. "I wanted to come back 
a better player. I knew that I was going to have to dominate on an even higher 
level, because a lot of people always underrated me and don’t really notice my 
production. I knew I had to go above and beyond to be able to make it."  



 
When the Broncos signed Harris Jr. to his new contract this month, executive vice 
president of football operations/general manager John Elway said "I think Chris 
represents everything that we’d like to see in a Denver Bronco."  
 
Harris Jr., who plays all over the formation on defense and often matches up on the 
opponents best receiver, feels he was at a Pro Bowl level for the past two seasons.  
 
"I don’t know. I was just being consistent for the past three years. I felt like really, 
personally, this should be my second Pro Bowl," Harris Jr. said. "I was just 
motivated to come back this year and dominate, and that’s what I did this season." 

  



Harris’ big year concludes with Pro Bowl 
nod 

By Lauren Giudice 
DenverBroncos.com 
December 24, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Chris Harris Jr.’s 2014 did not start out as he had hoped. On 
Jan. 12, Harris tore his ACL during the Broncos’ AFC Divisional Playoff Game against 
the Chargers. 

He watched the AFC Championship Game and the Super Bowl from the sideline. 

Since then, he has fully recovered from his injury in a remarkably fast amount of 
time. While his knee has healed, there have been a few more momentous occasions 
in 2014: A new baby, a new contract and a Pro Bowl selection. 

This year has been one for the books for Chris Harris Jr. and he’s soaking it all in. 

“It’s a great honor,” Harris said of his first Pro Bowl selection. “Just coming back 
from an ACL and [to] get honored from this, making the Pro Bowl is a huge deal for 
me, definitely.” 

Throughout his career, Harris has overcome the odds. He signed with the Broncos 
as a college free agent in 2011. He worked his way up the ranks by shining on 
special teams and eventually earned a starting spot. 

He suffered a torn ACL in Denver’s AFC Divisional Playoff Game last season, but has 
come back to start all 15 games for the Broncos in 2014. 

“I mean, it’s been a roller-coaster year,” Harris said. “Like I said, it started bad, not 
being able to play in the Super Bowl and having to recover from an ACL. It’s just – 
I worked extremely hard. People don’t really understand how hard I had to work to 
get to this point, and I’m just blessed to be able to say I’m a Pro Bowler.” 

According to Pro Football Focus, he currently ranks second in the NFL with a 47.3 
quarterback rating allowed against him. Pro Football Focus also ranks him as the 
No. 1 corner in the league and he is often matched up with teams’ top receivers. 

Despite his lights-out play, he didn’t receive a significant amount of fan votes, 
finishing outside of the top ten in fan voting at the position. But that didn’t bother 
him at all, because to receive votes from other players and coaches is even more 
special to him. He is the first undrafted cornerback to be named to a Pro Bowl with 
his original team since Dallas’ Everson Walls in 1981. 



One of his teammates who is especially knowledgeable about the journey he’s gone 
through from sidelined to Pro Bowl is Von Miller, who rehabbed his ACL alongside 
the corner. 

“All this stuff is really not a surprise to me,” Miller said. “Good things happen to 
good people and he’s having a great year and I was there to witness it, like, 
firsthand. I probably got a better viewpoint of some of his success than anybody 
else on the team because I spent every single day with him. So it’s definitely not a 
surprise for me and I’m definitely happy for Chris, but I saw it all coming from way 
back in like March.” 

Harris said that if Miller was “halfway normal” he would be selected to the Pro Bowl. 
Like Chris, Miller has had a standout season with 55 total tackles, 13 sacks and two 
passes defensed. 

What the two went through together in rehabilitating their knees makes their two 
selections even more special. 

“But I mean this is a great honor man, just to be there with him,” Harris said. “Like 
you said, we worked so hard just to come back here and just to be better players 
and it was definitely – it was so tough, I’ll never forget, just watching the AFC 
Championship on the sideline with him. Being like, ‘This is the worst thing ever,’ 
and then coming back and making it to the Pro Bowl with him this year, it’s like 
night and day.” 

So far this season, Harris has totaled 53 tackles, one sack, 16 passes defensed and 
three interceptions. When Executive VP of Football Operations/General Manager 
Elway announced Harris’ 5-year extension earlier this month, he had high praise for 
the Kansas product. 

“Here’s a guy that in his fourth year with the Broncos, you can talk about where he 
started and where he’s come from, and it’s the same old adage that we say every 
year is that it doesn’t matter where you’re drafted or how you get here,” Elway 
said. “The bottom line is—hopefully we can coach them—but the bottom line is it 
comes from the player. It comes from the player from inside out and what he can 
do as a player. I think Chris represents everything that we’d like to see in a Denver 
Bronco.” 

The Broncos had a league-best nine players selected to play in the Pro Bowl, which 
is tied for the second most in team history. Harris said the Broncos’ roster is filled 
with playmakers and impact players. 

While he is extremely thankful for the selection, he has other goals in mind: “Guys 
want to get nominated to it, but we don’t want to play in it.” 



Chris Harris Jr. and Aqib Talib: Unlikely 
pair turned deadly duo 
By David DeChant 
denverbroncos.com 
December 20, 2014  

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – When Chris Harris Jr. and Aqib Talib first met in 2007, they 
carried slightly different football pedigrees. 

“I was like a little kid,” Harris recalls, laughing. “I was 17 when I first showed up to 
KU and [Talib] was ‘The Man’ there. 

“…I was just trying to find my way there at the time.” 

Talib had been named first-team All-Big 12 in 2006 as a sophomore after leading 
the country in passes defensed (28) and the conference in interceptions (six). He 
would go on to add five more picks (two for touchdowns) and even dabble at wide 
receiver (four TD catches) as a junior, finishing the year as Kansas’ first unanimous 
All-American selection since Gale Sayers in 1964 

But the biggest Jayhawk star in recent memory was more than willing to support 
the unheralded freshman, Harris, who had come to Kansas on his only scholarship 
offer out of high school. After JUCO transfer Kendrick Harper, who was penciled in 
as the No. 2 cornerback, went down with an injury before the season began, Talib 
took Harris under his wing. 

“Chris had to step in, and I felt like it was my job to make sure he stepped in 
right,” Talib remembers. “[I] kind of just made sure he played with that swag, 
made sure he knew everybody on the D had confidence in him. 

“That was like my little brother there.” 

The two parted ways after one season in Lawrence, but circuitous routes eventually 
reunited them in Denver. 

Talib departed Kansas after his junior year and became the first player out of KU to 
be a first-round pick in 15 years, going 20th overall in the 2008 draft to the 
Buccaneers. While Talib collected 15 interceptions in his first three NFL seasons, 
Harris was grinding away at KU, playing safety when necessary and climbing to 
second in Jayhawks history in tackles. 

The versatile, undersized corner was overlooked by teams come draft time and had 
to wait through the NFL’s lockout before he could sign with a team, picking the 



Broncos shortly before training camp. In the years since, Harris battled to earn a 
special teams role, worked his way into a starting role on defense and overcame a 
torn ACL to earn a five-year extension he signed last week. 

“It just goes to show you, it don’t really matter how you do it, you’ve just got to get 
it done,” Talib said of Harris’ path to today’s success. “My route was different than 
Chris. We’re at the same spot now.” 

“Before this [year], my cousins and my family, they used to always joke around, 
‘What if y’all play together again?’” Harris said. “It’s crazy that it actually 
happened.” 

With Talib on a six-year deal that he signed in March, the Broncos now have each 
member of the former Jayhawk duo under contract through the 2019 season. The 
likelihood of an All-KU starting cornerback pairing is beyond miniscule – only seven 
current NFL players are Kansas alums and three are on the Broncos: Talib, Harris 
and Steven Johnson. 

But Talib and Harris also represent the rarity of a team signing two cornerbacks 
long term. Outside of the Broncos, only the Cowboys (Brandon Carr, Orlando 
Scandrick) and Packers (Tramon Williams, Sam Shields) have multiple cornerbacks 
currently signed to contracts of at least four years in length (excluding rookie 
deals). 

“The passing game’s a big part of the game right now and so you cannot have 
enough good cover guys,” Executive Vice President of Football Operations/General 
Manager John Elway said Monday. “To be able to have two guys like we have in 
Aqib and now Chris to be under contract, it’s very, very important.” 

The value of the shutdown duo has been apparent this season, as the Broncos are 
tied for the league lead in passing yards per play allowed (5.74). Each corner has 
collected three interceptions – the pair even combined for one in Seattle, with Talib 
tipping a pass and Harris reeling it in – and Harris ranks as Pro Football Focus’ top 
cornerback. Perhaps even more valuable is the versatility that the pair brings in 
their body types and styles of play, which seem as different as their college 
pedigrees. 

The 6-foot-1, 205 pound Talib has excellent size for the position, with lanky arms 
that prove useful for press coverage and reaching to deflect passes away. Yet, he 
still has the athleticism and fluidity to make up ground or break on a football in a 
hurry.  

That skillset lends itself to playing with an eye on the quarterback at times, as Talib 
did when he nabbed a fourth-quarter interception of Philip Rivers last Sunday. 



Harris, meanwhile, noted Monday that he may always be “an underrated player just 
because of my size and the way I came into the league.” He measured 5-foot-9 and 
190 pounds at his pro day coming out of college, but more than makes up for it 
with an uber-competitive energy and crisp technique.  

Whether playing in the slot, at right corner or on the left, Harris is a machine at 
mirroring his counterpart face-to-face, backpedaling smoothly and driving on 
throws with ferocity. 

In those varied characteristics lies an added versatility against different offenses. 
Aided by depth with Bradley Roby, Kayvon Webster and Tony Carter, the coaching 
staff can elect to keep Talib and Harris on their traditional left and right sides 
respectively, or they can mix and match to adapt to any collection of receivers. 

A week ago, that meant Talib taking the 6-foot-5, deep-ball specialist Malcom 
Floyd, while Harris followed the well-rounded and talented Keenan Allen, leaving 
Roby on Eddie Royal. The trio caught 6-of-19 targets for just 79 yards. 

“Jack [Del Rio] uses it to his ability however he feels, with deep-ball guys or 
underneath guys or quick guys,” Talib says. “He’s got a guy who can match up with 
any receiver who he goes against.” 

“We can match them how we think, how it should work best for us,” Del Rio added. 
“They have the ability to do a lot. They can each play inside or out, left or right. 
And so that versatility frees up us defensively to do a lot.” 

With both Talib and Harris making long-term commitments to Denver – and Roby 
just getting started – the Broncos’ defense should be able to lean on that versatility 
for years to come. The old Kansas teammates have already played more games 
together as pros than they did in the Big 12, so perhaps they could even develop 
more chemistry moving forward. 

Those days at KU seem distant today, especially considering the detours each 
player confronted before their Mile High reunion. But even with seven or so years 
under their belts since their first meeting in Lawrence, the sibling-like relationship 
between Talib and Harris remains much like it once was. 

“He’s a vet in the league now,” Talib says, “but I mean it’s still the same 
relationship. He still talks to me like I’m his big bro. I talk to him like he’s my little 
bro. It’s still the same old relationship.” 

Harris agrees, saying he still looks up to Talib. Now with more than a single year to 
play together, Harris wants to see how high the old Jayhawks can fly. 



“Right now, we're the future of the secondary, and it's going to be us for a while 
here,” Harris said. “I mean right now, I think we're top five on defense, so we want 
to keep that as long as we're here.” 

  



Chris Harris impressed John Elway, 
Broncos from the start 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
December 15, 2014 

As Chris Harris stepped up to the podium as the Broncos' new $42.5 million man, 
he looked out and saw the reasons he was there. 

His wife, Leah, and 2-month-old daughter, Aria, were sitting in the front row. 

Sure, money was a factor. When Harris first signed with the Broncos as a rookie 
from Kansas during the NFL lockout of 2011, he received a $2,000 bonus — tied for 
13th in the team's 17-player undrafted class. And that was after 33 cornerbacks 
were selected in the 2011 draft. 

"I can still remember the first time we took the field, and the first two practices, he 
stood out," said John Elway, who was then in his first months as the Broncos' 
director of football operations. "And I said, 'We have something here.' " 

The $10 million signing bonus Harris received a little more than three years later 
should hold until Aria has kids. But if Harris were the type, he could have ordered 
his agent, Fred Lyles, to seek a couple more million in the free-agent market. 

Instead, Harris told Lyles he wanted to raise his family in the Denver area. The 
relentless Lyles and compromising Elway took it from there until they reached a 
deal that made Harris the league's 12th-highest paid cornerback in terms of annual 
average and highest-paid among so-called "No. 2" cornerbacks. 

Not that Harris considers himself a No. 2 cornerback. 

"I definitely could have gotten a lot more in the open market," Harris said during 
his news conference Monday. "I know that. We all know that. But it's not all about 
money. It's about being happy, and I'm satisfied. I'm happy being here. I'm not too 
big on getting top corner money or whatever. I was just focused on being here and 
getting somewhere in the market what my play was." 

The deal will pay him $18 million over two years and $24 million through three 
years. Considering that he missed the entire offseason, training camp and 
preseason to rehabilitate from a partially torn anterior cruciate ligament, the new 
contract he earned is remarkable. 



Harris helped the Broncos defeat the San Diego Chargers 22-10 on Sunday, a 
victory that clinched Denver's fourth AFC West Division title in Harris' four years 
with the team. 

"Yesterday, I felt like a cloud over me was gone," Harris said. "I could just play 
football. I just let it go. Playing yesterday was probably one of the best feelings just 
going out there and just playing free." 

  



Chris Harris Jr. signed the deal he 
wanted, where he wanted 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
December 15, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Almost as soon as Chris Harris Jr. said Friday night that he 
was “ecstatic’’ at his newly-minted five-year contract with the Denver Broncos, the 
hills and the Twitter-verse, were alive with criticisms that he and his 
representatives could have done better if Harris had simply waited and gone into 
the open market at the end of the season.  
 
And Monday, with Harris' wife Leah and daughter Aria on hand, there was a rather 
significant voice of agreement on that -- one Chris Harris Jr.  

 “Oh yeah, I definitely could have gotten more off the open market [laughing],’’ 
Harris said. “I know that, we all know that, but it’s not all about money at the end 
of the day. It’s about being happy, and I’m satisfied. I’m happy being here. I’m not 
too big on just getting top-corner money or whatever. I was just focusing on being 
here and being able to get somewhere in the market of what my play is.’’  
 
In short, when Harris signed a five-year extension worth $42.5 million, he did it 
with the same thinking he had when he made the Broncos’ roster as an undrafted 
rookie in 2011 and became one of the league’s elite at the position, at least in the 
eyes of personnel executives around the NFL. Forget the fact that Harris' peers 
have not voted him to a Pro Bowl.  
 
“Before we started talking, I told my agent [Fred Lyles], ‘Please get the deal done 
here,'’’ Harris said. “This is where my family’s happy, this is where I’m happy. And 
so that’s always where I wanted to be. I love the organization; I love the people 
around here. They’ve helped me get to this point and I just want to stay here.’’  
 
Harris' deal includes $24 million in guaranteed money, including a $10 million 
signing bonus -- he received half of the bonus when he signed the deal and will 
receive the other half next March.  
 
“He’s the type of Denver Bronco that we want, because of what he does, how he 
plays, how he attacks the field and his competitive nature when he plays,’’ Broncos 
executive vice president of football operations/general manager John Elway said. 
“But also, his giving back to the community. So he represents us tremendously 



both on and off the field, and that’s important. It’s important to this organization. 
It’s important to these fans. And having been here for as long as I have, I know it’s 
important to him and he represents all of that.’’  
 
The Broncos matched Harris on Chargers wide receiver Keenan Allen Sunday, at 
least until Allen left the game with an ankle injury. To that point had just three 
catches for 18 yards.  
 
It was Harris' first game since signing the new deal and he said it felt differently 
with the negotiations completed. The two sides, Harris said, started talking in 
earnest following the Nov. 2 game in New England.  
 
“Sunday, I felt like that cloud over my head was gone,’’ he said. “I could just play 
football and I just let it go. Playing yesterday was probably one of the best feelings, 
just going out there, just playing free and I look forward to just continuing to play 
with a clear mind like I did yesterday for the rest of the season.’’ 

  



John Elway hopes Chris Harris Jr.'s deal 
is the first of several 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
December 16, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- In many ways John Elway hopes Chris Harris Jr. is the first 
domino, the one that knocks over a few more.  
 
As the Denver Broncos' chief football decision-maker, Elway will face plenty of 
decisions in the coming offseason, with a list of impending free agents that features 
many of the team's highest-profile players.  
 
"Yeah, we have a bunch of guys coming up, and so we're hoping that we can get 
everybody," Elway said. "It's never going to be easy, but Chris was the target to 
start with and we were thankful to get that done, so we hope that we can continue 
to do that and keep this team together."  

Harris Jr., who signed a five-year extension worth $42.5 million, was signed 
because he wanted to sign. Harris Jr. said he didn't want to wait until the offseason 
and when negotiations stalled a bit in recent weeks, Elway got a little more involved 
as the two sides found some common ground.  
 
But Harris Jr., who first made the Broncos as an undrafted rookie in 2011, is just 
one of many free agents who will be part of several negotiations in the coming 
months, after whatever becomes of this season. Wide receiver Demaryius Thomas, 
tight end Julius Thomas, guard Orlando Franklin, safety Rahim Moore, wide receiver 
Wes Welker and defensive tackle Terrance Knighton are among the Broncos' 
regulars who are scheduled to be unrestricted free agents.  
 
The Broncos made a five-year offer to Demaryius Thomas this past summer, but 
the two sides could not close the gap. A gap that hasn't gotten any smaller given 
Demaryius Thomas is second in the league in receptions (96), third in receiving 
yards and tied for fourth in touchdown receptions (11).  
 
The Broncos also have a franchise player tag available with Demaryius Thomas or 
Julius Thomas being the most likely candidates. The Broncos are expected to 
expend far more energy trying to re-sign their own free agents this offseason as 
Elway continues to pursue a "homegrown" agenda with the roster.  
 



So, while last offseason's spending spree was designed to re-vamp the defense by 
bringing in players from elsewhere, like DeMarcus Ware, Aqib Talib and T.J. Ward, 
the Broncos will look at their own depth chart this time around when it comes to 
divvying up their free agency dollars.  
 
"That's key because we've obviously had a lot of success over the last four years," 
Elway said. "When you win four division titles, you've had a lot of success, and as 
soon as you've had that success, it means you've got a lot of real good football 
players on your team. So that's the battle is to continue to do that. We've got to 
continue to draft well. We've got to continue to retain the guys that we can retain 
that give us the opportunity to continue to win like this. I didn't get in here to win 
part of the time. I want to win all the time. And I think the mentality of the type of 
guys we have, they have the same mentality. So when you're good, it's tough, but 
we're going to continue to try to be as good as we can and continue to draft well 
and try to keep as many as we can, and Chris is a start for us."  
 
Harris Jr. said Monday he believed he could have likely gotten a bigger contract 
elsewhere, but that he had decided he wanted to stay with the Broncos, saying 
"this is just where I wanted to be, it was my goal and I'm happy it worked out. I'm 
happy with the whole thing."  
 
Of the Broncos' most prominent free agents, only Knighton and Welker were not 
draft picks by the team. But Knighton, in particular, has become an important 
locker-room voice despite signing a two-year deal in 2013.  
 
Knighton is a team captain and came to the Broncos after four seasons in 
Jacksonville when the Jaguars finished 7-9, 8-8, 5-11 and 2-14 without a playoff 
appearance.  
 
"I talk to a lot of guys and I told Chris, just coming where I came from, the grass is 
not greener on the other side," Knighton said. "And sometimes it means a lot more 
to be in a winning organization and making money than being in a losing 
organization and making money and playing for two years and thinking you're gone 
or you're going somewhere else. So he'll be a Bronco for the rest of his life, and 
that's good. Sometimes winning overshadows how much money you make. Because 
I'm pretty sure there are guys that wish they were on winning teams that would 
sacrifice a few million dollars to be in the position we're in … Absolutely. I don't 
want to leave. I want to be here. But I've been in the position before and I know 
how it works. So you've got to do what's right for your family. But you've also got 
to do what's right for your career." 

  



Undrafted Chris Harris now paid like elite 
cornerback 
By Arnie Stapleton 
Associated Press 
December 16, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. (AP) — The photo emblazoned on the front of Chris Harris Jr.'s 
navy sweat shirt was a tribute to his favorite Denver Broncos cornerback — himself, 
of course. 

And the "No fly zone" caption underneath the image was fitting, too, since his side 
of the field has certainly become restricted air space, with QBs shying away from 
him. 

Still, Harris' cover skills fly under the radar, hardly mentioned in the same breath as 
other elite defensive backs around the league. But he certainly got paid like one last 
week when the Broncos rewarded him with a five-year contract extension worth 
$42.5 million. 

That's actually a hometown discount for an organization that took a chance on the 
undrafted college free agent out of Kansas in 2011. Had Harris hit free agency in 
the offseason, he would've earned more. 

Just ask him. 

"I definitely could have gotten more off the open market," laughed the 25-year-old 
Harris, who had his wife and infant daughter in the audience Monday at a news 
conference to announce his extension. "I know that, we all know that, but it's not 
all about money at the end of the day. It's about being happy, and I'm satisfied." 

Well, satisfied everywhere but on the field, anyway. Because he plays with an 
attitude after going undrafted, which he thinks is the root cause as to why he 
doesn't receive as much recognition as, say, a Richard Sherman or a Darrelle Revis 
or even his teammate — in Denver and at Kansas — Aqib Talib. 

This could be the season where Harris gains more notoriety, though, possibly make 
his first Pro Bowl team. He's having that kind of year for the AFC West champion 
Broncos (11-3), with three interceptions and a team-leading 15 passes defended in 
limited chances. 

"I always thought once you get your contract, I think that's when the accolades and 
all that stuff comes," said Harris, the protege of recently retired and future Hall of 



Famer Champ Bailey. "But I think people are still going to see me as an underrated 
player just because of my size and the way I came into the league. 

"That's just something where I know my whole career I'm going to have to deal 
with that." 

Broncos boss John Elway certainly saw something in him. And after only a handful 
of practices, too. 

"He stood out and I said, 'We have something here,' Elway recounted. "Since he's 
been here, he's shown what he can do." 

Especially last season, when he turned in a standout season before tearing his left 
ACL in the Broncos' divisional playoff against the Chargers. He watched the Super 
Bowl from the sideline and then underwent surgery. 

He was back in less than seven months. Hasn't missed a step, either. 

"Chris just has something in his head and his heart — he don't like to lose," Talib 
said. "He's one of the most competitive guys I've ever come across in my life." 

The Broncos have now made quite an investment in their secondary, locking up 
Harris and Talib to the tune of nearly $100 million. 

A hefty price, but necessary in this quarterback-savvy league. 

"The passing game's a big part of the game right now and so you can't have 
enough good cover guys," Elway said. "To be able to have two guys like we have in 
Aqib and now Chris under contract, it's very, very important." 

Next up for Elway is working out deals for receiver Demaryius Thomas and tight 
end Julius Thomas. Looming on the horizon is hybrid linebacker Von Miller as well. 

"We're hoping that we can get everybody," Elway said. "It's never going to be easy, 
but Chris was the target to start with and we were thankful to get that done, so we 
hope that we can continue to do that and keep this team together. 

"I'm happy for guys like Chris. I'm happy for him because he's the type of guy you 
want around, a great competitor, tough. It just gives him confidence to know what 
we think of him but also know that he's got that ability to step up and be that kind 
of leader." 

  



Chris Harris agrees to 5-year, $42.5M 
contract extension with Broncos 
By Mike Klis  
The Denver Post 
December 12, 2014 

The Broncos have reached an agreement in principle with cornerback Chris Harris 
on a five-year contract extension. 

The deal will make Harris the NFL's highest-paid "No. 2" cornerback while the total 
value of $42.5 million ranks sixth in the league. 

It's a crowning achievement of sorts for a defensive back who received a $2,000 
signing bonus from the Broncos as an undrafted rookie free agent in 2011. 

"It hasn't sunk in yet," Harris said Friday night from his Denver-area home. "I'm 
just relieved and happy to have it over with. This has been a long process. It feels 
like I got a big monkey off my back and now I'm definitely clear-minded. I can now 
completely focus on trying to beat the Chargers and win the Super Bowl." " 

The new contract that will run through the 2019 season includes a whopping $10 
million signing bonus and $24 million in guarantees. Harris will continue to play this 
season on the $2.19 million salary he received as a second-round tendered 
restricted free agent. The new deal will then pay Harris $18 million through his first 
two seasons — the same two-year amount the Broncos are paying "No. 1" corner 
Aqib Talib. 

The Broncos opened negotiations with Harris last month, and at times it appeared 
the deal was on life support. Negotiations gained momentum when Broncos general 
manager John Elway became personally involved by engaging in dialogue with 
Harris' agent, Fred Lyles. 

"Chris is a young, ascending player who has consistently performed at a high level 
during his first four years in the NFL," Elway said in a statement. "He joined the 
Broncos as a college free agent and has worked tirelessly to become one of the 
league's best at his position. 

"It's a priority for us to develop and reward our own players as we continue 
assembling the best possible team." 

Among the points to address during negotiations was whether to classify Harris as a 
"No. 2" cornerback — or the best cornerback in the league. Pro Football Focus has 
him ranked as the league's No. 1 cornerback this season with a 22.3 rating entering 



the Broncos' game Sunday at San Diego. New England's Darrelle Revis ranks 
second with a 19.5 grade, followed by Vontae Davis at 15.9. 

Harris, 25, was ranked as the fifth-best cornerback by Pro Football Focus in 2012 
and eighth in 2013, so it's not like his performance this season has been a fluke. 

Unlike the so-called "cover" cornerbacks such as Revis, Richard Sherman and Talib, 
Harris is a more versatile defender who starts out playing outside but often moves 
inside to the nickel position, where his instincts and tackling skills can be better 
utilized. 

"I know I could have got more out in the (free-agent) market," Harris said. "I could 
have been someone else's No. 1 corner, but I decided it was best for me and my 
family to stay. I love it here. I love the fans. I love to come to work here. 
Everything about the city I love. The coaches I love. I'm just thankful to John and 
the Broncos for giving me an opportunity to come in and play and show them what 
I've got and then blessing me with this." 

The deal is well-timed not only for Harris, whose wife, Leah, delivered their first 
child, daughter Aria, seven weeks ago, but the Broncos, too. This is a team 
confronting several difficult financial decisions on impending high-profile free 
agents. As the Broncos get ready for another playoff run, the Harris deal sends a 
message to the locker room that management will reward its own. 

Harris received the third-biggest extension Elway has awarded since 2011, following 
cornerback Champ Bailey (four years, $43 million) and left tackle Ryan Clady (five 
years, $52.5 million). 

The $8.5 million annual average on Harris' deal exceeds that of Green Bay's 
Tramon Williams, who had been considered the league's highest-paid "No. 2" corner 
with an $8.25 million average. 

Among all cornerbacks, Harris' deal is 12th in annual average. 

Harris is receiving the most total dollars in the history of undrafted cornerbacks: 
The $42.5 million exceeds the $39 million deal (over four years) the Packers gave 
Sam Shields. 

"I'm excited for Chris and his family today," Lyles said. "It shows hard work pays 
off. I give the Broncos and John Elway credit. They didn't let the fact he was an 
undrafted free agent get in the way of showing a commitment to Chris." 

After pulling off an upset by making the Broncos' season-opening 53-man roster in 
2011, Harris started his rookie year as a special teams player and the team's No. 4 



cornerback. He was promoted to the nickelback role in his sixth game, and he 
became a starter early in 2012. 

Harris' deal is further impressive in that he began this season rehabilitating a 
partially torn ACLand he has yet to make a Pro Bowl, although if Pro Football Focus 
has any influence, a correction could be made in two weeks when the NFL 
announces its newest group of all-stars. 

  



From undrafted to unstoppable: Chris 
Harris Jr. got his big deal because he 
earned it 
By Andrew Mason 
DenverBroncos.com 
December 12, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- It seems that everyone around the Broncos has their story 
about when they first knew that the potential for something special existed in Chris 
Harris Jr. 

From my perspective, I remember the day well: Oct. 23, 2011. The Broncos were in 
Miami Gardens, Fla., to face the Dolphins. You might remember that as the first of 
Tim Tebow's comebacks that season. But I also recall that it was when injuries and 
circumstance shoved the undrafted rookie into the game in the final moments of 
regulation and the overtime that followed. 

It doesn't take decades of studying this sport to know that when a rookie 
cornerback with 20 snaps is on the field for overtime, he's going to see the football 
fly in his direction. 

Miami quarterback Matt Moore obliged. On the first play of overtime, he locked in 
on wide receiver Brandon Marshall, then the Dolphins' top target. Harris, lining up 
as the slot cornerback, got caught in traffic, but then sped toward Marshall as he 
stopped his route 9 yards past the line of scrimmage. Marshall turned back, and the 
ball arrived -- but Harris deflected it first. The Dolphins went three-and-out. 

One-hundred and ninety-two seconds later, Moore tested Harris again, looking for 
Davone Bess. Bess moved around and outside Harris before turning back inside 20 
yards past the line of scrimmage. But Harris seemed to have eyes in the back of his 
head; he knew how to keep a glimpse on Moore while knowing where Bess was. 
Moore's pass fell incomplete. 

Harris' coverage unsettled Miami's offense, and Moore no longer had the option he 
felt he could exploit, because Harris proved worthy of the challenge. That set up the 
strip-sack fumble that followed and pointed Denver to a win that snapped an eight-
game road losing streak. 

This was the NFL world's introduction to Chris Harris Jr., the first of so many stellar 
performances that helped him become one of the game's elite cornerbacks, a status 



often affirmed by the analytical rankings of ProFootballFocus.com, and confirmed by 
the five-year contract to which he agreed with the Broncos. 

On that typically stifling South Florida afternoon, Harris played with confidence that 
made him twice his size. And that's when I wrote in the notes I keep on every 
game, "Love 25's awareness; plays with chutzpah." 

Some noticed earlier -- as soon as the 2011 training camp, when he volunteered to 
take repetitions against Brandon Lloyd, then the team's No. 1 wideout, just months 
removed from a spectacular Pro Bowl season. That's when Champ Bailey's eyes 
caught a glimpse of Harris, then a fifth-stringer trying to make an impression and 
having little time to do it. 

"Just the hunger -- that's really what separates guys, is the attitude. A  lot of guys 
don't have the attitude," said Bailey. "They have the talent, this and that, the 
intangibles. He had the attitude, and he had the right attitude." 

That attitude sustained him through some tough times. A week after his emergence 
against the Dolphins, he started against Detroit, and found himself working against 
Megatron himself, Calvin Johnson. During the Lions' 45-10 romp, quarterback 
Matthew Stafford often audibled Johnson inside to work against Harris, on whom he 
had a 46-pound advantage. Eight Detroit receptions were at Harris' expense. 

"I played every snap as hard as I could," Harris said back then. 

Rookies have ups and downs, and Harris was no different, so the results weren't 
always there at first. But as Bailey noted, the attitude was. 

Harris persisted after that stern early test. He studied film with the vigor of a 
Harvard law student. He learned and applied that knowledge to the field. He 
improved. He only allowed one touchdown in his first regular season, and that 
shouldn't have been allowed, since Minnesota's Percy Harvin shoved him to the 
ground to set up the score for what appeared to be an obvious example of offensive 
pass interference. 

Harris' role gradually expanded, along with his abilities, whether he faced small, 
speedy targets or big, powerful ones. By the middle of the 2012 season, he worked 
as a right cornerback in the base defense and in the slot when the Broncos went to 
nickel. Teams tested him week after week, and he passed -- and made them pay 
with two pick-sixes, including a franchise-record 98-yarder at Baltimore that set the 
Broncos en route to their only win at Baltimore since 1975. 

"What really helps is his attitude toward everything," Bailey said then. "He doesn't 
think there's anything he can't do." 



And that is why his quick recovery from the torn anterior cruciate ligament he 
suffered last Jan. 12 against San Diego came as no surprise. Harris wasn't merely 
as good as he was before the injury -- he was better. He answered every question 
that lingered. 

The attitude evident in his play, his leadership, his study habits and his 
rehabilitation this year is why he now has a massive contract extension in his 
hands. 

He is the epitome of everything the Broncos want to build as an organization in 
terms of player development: an unheralded prospect who capitalized on his 
opportunity, grew from his experience and became everything his talent and 
intelligence would allow him to be. 

John Elway's goal as a personnel executive was simple: build an organization that 
sustains its momentum through young players that are cultivated. If you have a 
surplus, yes, you have to eventually let some go; the reality of a salary-cap league 
dictates it. But the best of the best will be around for the long term. 

And that is Harris. 

Three years after he first walked into Dove Valley, Harris has the locker-room stall 
that Bailey long occupied, at the corner between the wide receivers and the 
defensive backs. It's a nexus of the locker room, where the two groups who face 
each other in one-on-one drills fraternize, talk about technique and moves -- and a 
little trash, as well. 

It's appropriate that Harris calls that spot his home at the workplace. He's never 
been shy about asking for advice, and he's equally eager to share it. For years, 
Bailey offered counsel to his teammates. He made them better. 

In that regard, Harris is Bailey's heir. That spot -- and the role of shutdown 
cornerback for the Broncos -- is in good hands with No. 25. 

Perhaps the only spot in the locker room equally appropriate for Harris to hang his 
helmet would be just around the corner and in two spots. That's where Ring of 
Famer Rod Smith held court for 14 seasons. 

Smith and Harris share an undrafted pedigree. Both kept the chip on their shoulder 
even after they found NFL success. Both used their draft snub as fuel for their rise: 
that all these teams passed them up, and each would make them pay. 

Harris isn't just at the liveliest corner of the locker room; he's at the intersection of 
Broncos legends. It's his turn now to hold up the Broncos' lineage of lockdown 
cornerbacks and undrafted stars. 



Both legacies are now in secure hands. Harris is special, perhaps the best at his 
craft working today. As he showed against Buffalo last week, if teams don't avoid 
them, he makes them pay, posting the 21st sack/interception game for a Broncos 
defender since the sack became an official statistic in 1982. 

"I just go by what I see. I just look at tape. He's playing better than anybody in this 
league," said Bailey. 

And now Harris has his reward: a life-changing contract and a growing place as part 
of the Broncos' storied lore. 

  



Chris Harris inks Broncos extension 

By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
December 12, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- The Denver Broncos on Friday signed Chris Harris Jr. to a 
five-year, $42.5 million extension that will run through the 2019 season. 

"We've been talking for over a month, kind of since the New England game," Harris 
said. "I'm just ecstatic to have it done, really focus on straight football right now. 
But what a year, my wife and I having a baby, this, coming back from my surgery, 
I'm glad [the contract] is something that's done now." 

Harris, who is considered among the elite cornerbacks by personnel executives 
around the league, was one of several high-profile Broncos poised for unrestricted 
free agency at the end of this season. 

That list still includes Demaryius Thomas, Julius Thomas, Wes Welker, Terrance 
Knighton, Orlando Franklin and Rahim Moore. Harris, 25, is the first of the group to 
be retained by the team long term. 

Harris will receive a $10 million signing bonus -- half upon signing the deal and half 
in March -- and the contract includes $24 million in guaranteed money. 

"It feels great, but I still have to go out and prove it every day," he said. "I've still 
got a lot to prove, a lot of things I want to accomplish with this team, being a 
leader, helping this team accomplish big things." 

"It's a priority for us to develop and reward our own players as we continue 
assembling the best possible team. Whether it's on the field or in the community, 
we are proud to have Chris representing the Broncos for many years to come," 
Broncos executive vice president/general manager John Elway said in a statement 
Friday. 

Champ Bailey had called the impending financial shot. 

On the day last month when Bailey formally announced his retirement from the 
NFL, he said Harris was "playing better than anybody right now. ... Chris is playing 
the best of any player at his position in the league." 

Then Bailey added, "I hope [the Broncos] pay him like it. I think they will. Knowing 
John Elway, how he goes about it, I think they will." 



Last week, Harris echoed his thoughts from earlier this season that "it seems like 
people maybe rank you on the contract or whatever. ... I just want to keep 
working, be the best corner out there and everything will take care of itself. I've 
always felt like if I get the chance to show people what I can do, they'll see it and 
acknowledge it." 

Harris, who had ACL surgery in February, has 45 tackles this season and is tied for 
the team lead in interceptions with three despite rarely being tested by opposing 
quarterbacks. Singled up on Kansas City Chiefs wide receiver Dwayne Bowe for 
virtually every snap in a 29-16 Broncos win, Harris held Bowe to two catches for 18 
yards in the game. 

The deal also means that in the Broncos' secondary, Aqib Talib, who signed a six-
year, $57 million deal this past offseason, is signed through the 2019 season; 
safety T.J. Ward (four years, $22.5 million in March) is signed through 2017; and 
rookie cornerback Bradley Roby is signed through 2017. 

Harris was signed as an undrafted rookie in 2011 for a $2,000 signing bonus. He 
made the team's 53-man roster largely as a special teams standout at that point 
but has since evolved into one of the league's most versatile defensive backs. 

Harris is able to line up in the outside positions at cornerback on either side of the 
formation as well as in the slot on either side of the formation. 

"Chris just practices so hard, plays so hard," defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio 
said. "He competes every day, in practice, in games, every snap, even when he 
rehabbed his knee, and those are the kinds of guys we want in our defense." 

  



Chris Harris Jr. signs five-year deal with 
Broncos 
By Arnie Stapleton 
Associated Press 
December 12, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. (AP) — Chris Harris Jr.'s wild 2014 ride started out with a torn 
ACL in the playoffs and hit a high note Friday when he signed a five-year contract 
extension with the Denver Broncos worth $42.5 million. 

"It's been a great year and it's been a crazy year," Harris told The Associated Press. 
"It started with me tearing my ACL, a very low point in my career. And now it's just 
amazing how I feel right now." 

Despite a stellar career at Kansas, Harris wasn't one of the three dozen cornerbacks 
drafted in 2011, and his signing bonus with the Broncos that year was just $2,000. 

"I remember I bought a PS4 PlayStation with that money and I saved the rest," 
Harris said. 

And that's more than he plans to spend right away with his latest signing bonus — 
$10 million, which is 5,000 times larger than his signing bonus was 3 1/2 years 
ago. 

"I've always done a good job of saving the money I did get and really, I got 
everything I need already," said Harris, whose wife recently gave birth to their 
firstborn daughter. 

Harris has made a successful comeback this season, tallying 43 tackles, 18 pass 
breakups, three interceptions and a sack for the Broncos (10-3), who can wrap up 
their fourth straight AFC West title with a win Sunday at San Diego (8-5). 

"It's a priority for us to develop and reward our own players," GM John Elway said. 
"Whether on the field or in the community, we're proud to have Chris representing 
the Broncos for years to come." 

When camp began, Elway's dual priority was signing wide receiver Demaryius 
Thomas and tight end Julius Thomas to contract extensions. But both rejected the 
team's initial offers and while they've only seen their stock soar, the Broncos turned 
their attention to Harris, one of their defensive cornerstones. 

Harris said negotiations lagged over the last month until Elway got involved and 
helped close the deal Friday. 



"Oh man, I'm just thankful, happy, excited. Really, most of all, relieved," Harris 
said. "Just playing this season with this hanging over my head and still playing at a 
high level has been pretty hard. So, now I can just focus on playing football. This 
really just motivates me even more just to go out and play even harder for the 
coaches and this organization and this city and the fans." 

In his three-plus years with the Broncos, Harris has picked off 10 passes, scored 
two touchdowns, forced a fumble and had three fumble recoveries. 

He quickly rose through Denver's depth chart to earn playing time as a rookie and 
became a starter in 2012. But after a stellar 2013 season, Harris tore his left ACL in 
the Broncos' divisional playoff against the Chargers. 

After watching the Super Bowl from the sideline, he flew to Florida for Dr. James 
Andrews to repair his knee. 

While he was recuperating, he signed a one-year restricted free agent tender worth 
$2,187,000 this season. 

His emergence and versatility playing both the slot and on the outside helped the 
Broncos decide to bid farewell to star Champ Bailey last winter. 

When Bailey officially retired last month, he said Harris was a worthy successor. 

"He's playing better than anybody in this league right now," Bailey said at the time. 
"I just hope they treat him like it around here." 

On Friday, they did just that. 

 

  



Chris Harris Jr. is an unknown stud 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
November 28, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- It is a riddle that has yet to be answered, like some kind of 
football crop circle. 

One day it's just there, everybody sees it, but the questions remain about 
how Chris Harris Jr. went from underdog to top dog without most noticing along the 
way. 

The Denver Broncos cornerback once counted his scholarship offers on one finger. 
After four years as a starter at Kansas, he was not invited to the 2011 scouting 
combine and was not selected in the NFL draft. And now, although he's just nine 
months removed from ACL surgery, people can see what so many others missed. 

"This didn't just start this year," said the newly retired Champ Bailey, a likely future 
Hall of Famer who was Harris' teammate for three seasons. "Chris didn't just 
suddenly put it together and play. It's been building, and the fact is Chris is playing 
better than anybody right now. ... Chris is playing the best of any player at his 
position in this league." 

Mike Giddings, a former Broncos assistant coach who now operates Proscout Inc., a 
scouting service that is used throughout the league for its evaluation of every 
player on every roster, ranks Harris as "blue," the highest level given to only a 
smattering of players across the NFL. 

And this past week, one NFC personnel director, who can't openly comment about 
the future prospects of a player under contract with another team, was asked if 
there was any player in the league who plays better with less fanfare. His answer? 
"None. And not sure I've seen anything like it before. He's an upper-tier player, a 
top player, and somebody is going to pay him if [the Broncos] don't." 

The perpetually smiling Harris is also pathologically competitive, with humility 
wrapped around supreme confidence. He knows he is what an NFL cornerback 
should be. And he's still not sure why it took so long for others to figure it out. 

"My mom, she thought I was the best, my sisters maybe; but maybe that's not 
objective or anything," Harris said. "But if you believe in yourself, your family 
believes in you, you put in the work, do it right, you only need one other person to 
believe in you. That doesn't seem like a lot, but sometimes it is." 



Harris will be an unrestricted free agent at season's end. But consider what had to 
happen for him to get here from there -- there being a winding trek through other 
people's doubts. 

"It's been a long road," Harris said. "It seems like the contract, or endorsements, or 
being the guy who is talked about, from the world's standpoint, that's what rates 
people for some. But I like to say football always tells the truth, and maybe right 
now football is telling the truth. I might not go to the Pro Bowl or be the guy 
everybody knows right now, but football is telling the truth." 

Harris had exactly one scholarship offer when he finished an all-state prep career at 
Bixby (Oklahoma) High School. And that was from Kansas. "That was it. They 
offered, I said yes as fast as I could," Harris said. "It wasn't like I was sorting 
through all the letters from coaches all over the place or anything like that." 

He started as a freshman for the Jayhawks and ended up being a team captain, 
playing 50 games in his career, 41 as a starter. 

When he looks for reasons the NFL was slow to notice him, Harris points to one 
thing: "I guess it's my size. I guess everybody looked at my size.'' 

Harris measured 5-foot-9, 190 pounds on his pro day at Kansas. There was also the 
matter of a decision he made to help, when help was needed. Harris played the first 
half of his senior season at cornerback, but then moved to safety. And when the 
time for draft evaluations came, there were plenty of folks in the league who saw 
an undersized safety. 

"I had moved to safety in the middle of the season just to help," Harris said. "I 
think some people in the league saw me as a safety, not a corner, but I just 
volunteered to do it. They weren't throwing at me anyway at corner. I wanted to 
help our defense and get around the ball." 

This may have been a factor in Harris not being invited to the NFL combine. 

"It was frustrating," Harris said. "There were guys at the combine that didn't have 
anything close to my résumé. I'd see other guys didn't start as many games as I 
did, but I just told people if I got just one shot, I'll be good. I've always just wanted 
one shot, because you can turn that into something." 

The shot did not come via the 2011 draft, which included Denver's Von Miller, 
Arizona's Patrick Peterson and Houston's J.J. Watt. The Texans made Rice defensive 
end Cheta Ozougwu the 254th and final pick of that draft, and Harris' name was 
never called. 



As the Broncos put together the list of undrafted rookies they would invite to camp 
-- signing offensive tackle Adam Grant, wide receiver Mark Dell, cornerback 
Brandon Bing and linebacker Derek Domino -- the available signing bonus money 
was largely spent and all of the spots were full -- except for one. 

Former Broncos scout Dave Ziegler offered coach John Fox three choices at 
cornerback for the final roster spot and the last $2,000 available for a signing 
bonus. The third player -- as Fox puts it: "The smart guy who started four years at 
Kansas" -- was Harris. 

"One shot, that's all I need, just one," Harris said. "My shot was in that camp.'' 

The Broncos had the likes of Bailey, Brian Dawkins and Andre Goodman in that 
secondary, but Harris made a fast impression. 

"You could see it right away," Bailey said. "He didn't talk much, but he paid 
attention, didn't make mistakes, and in practice nobody competed harder than he 
did. He jumped in and went against everybody. He didn't back down, and if a guy 
made a catch on him, he came right back for more. Those are the guys who make 
it. I felt like after the first week he was making it." 

Since then, Harris has lined up wherever the Broncos needed him. He's matched up 
with any receiver, any time, in the slot or outside. He's willed himself from the 
team's most active special-teams player to a starter for the past three seasons. 

Even when he suffered a partially torn ACL in the Broncos' playoff win over theSan 
Diego Chargers this past January, Harris tried to convince the team's coaches he 
could play in Super Bowl XLVIII three weeks later. 

"And he attacked his rehab in the offseason," Broncos defensive coordinator Jack 
Del Rio said. "He competes every day, every play on the practice field, just 
competes so hard. So maybe some guys I would have wondered if they were 
coming back; I never wondered about Chris. I knew he would do everything in his 
power to get himself back to how he wants to play." 

So, here he is, a topflight cornerback with his first foray into free agency on the 
horizon if the Broncos let him reach the open market. A guy an all-time great has 
called the best at his position. 

"Champ pretty much stuck his neck out there, so I have to prove him right," Harris 
said. "I have to prove every week that I'm the best. I feel like I haven't even 
scratched the surface yet of what I can do. I'm only 25. There are still a lot of 
things I can do. Looking at it, I think I would have still done the same things, 
worked as hard, got up every day trying to be the best even if people had looked at 
me differently. 



"I'm glad I have a story to tell. It's unique, it's mine and I'm blessed to have it. And 
it's not done; no way is it done." 

  



New father Harris Jr.'s busy weekend 
By David DeChant 
DenverBroncos.com 
October 27, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — With a "mini-bye" following the Broncos' Thursday night 
game, most players had a chance to get some rest over the weekend after having 
two games in a five-day span. 

But Chris Harris Jr. was a little busy becoming a new father. 

He went home from Sports Authority Field at Mile High on Thursday night, picked 
up his wife and headed straight to the hospital to induce labor. Their daughter, 
Aria, was born over the weekend, and the couple posted a few photos and a video 
of the newborn on social media. 

"It’s an amazing feeling," Harris said of having his first child. "I can’t – it’s hard to 
describe." 

"But it just adds more motivation for me. I’ve just got to continue – I’ve got to be a 
great dad and continue to be a great teammate here.” 

After sleeping on a cot for three days, Harris said he was happy to finally go home 
and get some sleep, which will be important as the team prepares for the Patriots 
this week. At the hospital, Harris was able to watch Sunday's Patriots-Bears game 
on his computer. 

He noted that this weekend's game offers an opportunity to do something the team 
hasn't done since Harris arrived in Denver. 

"Since I’ve been here, we’ve never won (in Foxborough)," he said. "So that’s 
something, that’s a goal that I want to do. I want to win in New England. It’s on a 
list of things I haven’t done, I haven’t accomplished." 
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Chris Harris grabs interception, heads to 
hospital 
By Troy E. Renck 
The Denver Post 
October 23, 2014 

Chris Harris studies football. He loves football. But for the first time since he can 
remember, if not ever, he became distracted during a game. He had good reason. 
His wife Leah was preparing to give birth to the couple’s first child at a Castle Rock 
hospital. 

“It was hard to concentrate in the first half. I had to focus and make plays in the 
second half. My team needed me,” Harris said. 

Harris picked off a Philip Rivers pass and let the San Diego Chargers’ sideline know 
about it. The game became chippy with Rivers jawing at the Broncos earlier. 

“They were saying earlier that they were going to keep throwing at me after a 
completion,” Harris said. “I was like, ‘yeah keep throwing the ball my way.'” 

Harris finished his interviews and hustled out of the locker room. Coach John Fox 
told the players they are off until Monday. 

“I will be in the hospital the whole time,” Harris said. “It’s a new chapter in our 
lives.” 

 

  



Klee: Under the radar, Chris Harris Jr. 
and Broncos defense becoming elite 
By Paul Klee 
Colorado Springs Gazette 
October 22, 2014 

DENVER - This, under the Sony flat screen, is the confidence zone of the Broncos 
locker room. This is where the defensive backs hang out. 

It reeks of swag. Aqib Talib texts here. T.J. Ward chills here. Chris Harris Jr. is 
building a home here, in the confidence zone, complete with bravado tables, brash 
chairs and I-told-you-so drapes. 

"Oh, I'm definitely on the list of top corners in the NFL," Harris says. "That's just 
how I feel. I feel like I'm a unique player." 

So you're a top-10 cornerback? Top five? 

"Top five, for sure. I think so. Look at my numbers," he says. "The numbers have 
been there for almost four years. The numbers don't lie." 

The Broncos host the Chargers on Thursday night, and Harris won't be the first, 
second or third focal point of the CBS broadcast. If the conversation turns to player 
contracts, Demaryius Thomas and Julius Thomas will be the first ones mentioned. 
That's fair, because Team Thomas is on a roll for the record books. 

But did you know Harris is on track to become a free agent after this season, too? 
And that after Week 6 he led all NFL cornerbacks with a measly 37-percent 
completion rate, according to Sam Monson of Pro Football Focus? And that he's 
allowed only four catches in the past three games? 

Harris did. 

"My numbers speak for themselves," he says. "Everybody is gunning for that No. 1 
spot. It's very competitive at corner right now. It's a very tough position, but I've 
been sticking at the top for the past four years now." 

While the contract focus is on DT and Orange Julius, it should be on Harris, too. If 
the Broncos base pay grades on the numbers, I think Harris, who was undrafted 
out of Kansas, is barreling toward a per-year salary of $8 million-$10 million - 
either with the Broncos or another team. 

Can the Broncos keep all three players? They will have a decision to make. 



"I'm not 100 percent yet," says Harris, whose offseason recovery from knee 
surgery should place him on the short list for NFL Comeback Player of the Year. 

And while the football focus is on the Broncos offense and Peyton Manning's stirring 
run at the all-time touchdown record, it should be on the defense, too. 

I wrote in May this is the most talented Broncos roster I've seen assembled. That 
included the defense, which is playing like it much quicker than expected. 

"We're about to go on a run," cornerback Omar Bolden told The Gazette in Week 4. 
Since then, the Broncos defense has allowed 18 points per game. 

In the big picture, the current run - the one engineered by Manning over two-plus 
seasons - actually began with a night game against San Diego. Remember that? 
The Broncos faced a 24-0 halftime deficit before storming back to win, 35-24. At 
the center of the victory was Harris, who had two interceptions, including a pick-6 
that finished the comeback. 

"That's one you never forget," he says. 

Manning casts a shadow large enough to suspend spring runoff on Colorado's trout 
streams. But if the Broncos were going to finish the process with a Super Bowl 
parade, they needed a defense to finish the balancing act. 

It's all happening: Von Miller and DeMarcus Ware as the NFL's top pass-rush duo 
with 15 sacks, a group of linebackers that spied on Colin Kaepernick until the swift 
quarterback rushed for his fewest total since Week 1 (18 yards), a secondary that 
gave itself a kitschy nickname. 

"The No-Fly Zone," Harris says. 

On the Sunday night that Manning set the touchdown record, Miller and Ware 
combined for five sacks. They have 15 this season, more than 14 teams. 

"Teams are actually leaving us one-on-one, me and Von," Ware said. 

Three of their sacks actually took a moment to develop, an indication the Broncos 
secondary had blanketed the 49ers receivers long enough to form a pass rush. 

"We all knew what type of defense we were. We just kept sticking to it," Miller said. 
"We are nowhere close to where we can be." 

There's a man in Seattle who boasts he's the No. 1 cornerback in the NFL. Which 
cornerback does Harris admire to the point he watches them on Sunday? 



"There's not one specific corner that I watch. Our defense is different, because we 
play man," Harris said. "Like, there's no point to watching Seattle. There's no point 
to watching them when they play Cover 3 the whole game." 

Shots fired. But now the Broncos defense is backing up their brash talk. 

The Broncos spent big money to build a defense that could match their historic 
offense. With a powerful pass rush and a cocky secondary that believes it is second 
to none, they are on the verge of doing just that. Didn't notice? 

Harris did. Just ask him. 

  



Chris Harris' big night for revamped 
Broncos defense: INT and a baby 
By Lindsay H. Jones 
USAToday.com 
October 24, 2014 

DENVER — The text message pinged through to Chris Harris' iPhone, the one left 
unattended but plugged in inside his locker, at 7:59 p.m. MT Thursday night, within 
seconds of Harris' game-changing, third-quarter interception of Chargers' 
quarterback Philip Rivers. 

"Woo hoo a pick for Aria!" 

It a text from Harris' wife, Leah, who was watching Thursday night's game from the 
couple's home south of Denver. Leah Harris was in the final hours of her pregnancy 
with the couple's first child, a daughter they will name Aria when she is born, likely 
sometime on Friday. The couple months ago scheduled Leah's labor to be induced 
overnight after this game, giving the expanded family several uninterrupted, 
football-free days together. 

Harris pulled on a pair of jeans and a grey designer t-shirt late Thursday night after 
the Broncos' 35-21 win and hurried out of the locker room, heading right home to 
pick Leah up and drive her to a hospital in Castle Rock, Colo. 

"Crazy night," Harris said. 

He might as well have added what a crazy year it has been for him, as he has 
proven to be as important as any single player to the resurrection of the Broncos' 
defense. After Thursday's win, the Broncos' moved up one spot, to No. 5, in total 
defense, with the top-ranked run defense. The Broncos finished 2013 ranked No. 
19. 

Harris' Thursday night interception was his second of the season as he anchors 
what he and his fellow defensive backs have dubbed the "No Fly Zone." He entered 
Thursday's game holding opposing quarterbacks to a passer rating of just 33.5, 
according to Pro Football Focus, the lowest among starting corners in the NFL. 

And yet, it was 285 days ago, or nine months, one week and five days ago, that 
Harris tore the anterior cruciate ligament in his left knee during the divisional 
playoff game against San Diego, an injury that knocked Harris — who had played 
the most snaps of any Broncos defensive player last season — out of the AFC 
Championship game and the Super Bowl. 



"If I didn't get hurt, if I didn't tear my ACL, we wouldn't be having a baby right 
now," Harris said, laughing. "It just timed out. She's a Super Bowl baby." 

Harris spent the spring and summer going through the arduous rehab process, 
determined to be back on the field for the Broncos' opening day in September. To 
do so, his surgeon, Dr. James Andrews, told him he couldn't dare miss a single 
rehab session, and Harris did not. He received clearance from Andrews to resume 
practicing in early August after a grueling workout at Andrews' clinic in Pensacola, 
Fla. 

"He attacked that workout like it was a game," Harris' agent, Fredrick Lyles told 
USA TODAY Sports Thursday night. "He was determined he'd be able to step back 
on the field and be able to play with the same intensity and beat the injuries. It was 
his Super Bowl, believe it or not." 

The Broncos offered Harris a second-round restricted free agent tender in March, 
which came with a substantial pay raise to $2.1 million after he played his first two 
years on a minimum salary after signing with the Broncos as an undrafted rookie 
out of Kansas in 2011. 

Now Harris is set to become an unrestricted free agent after this season, along with 
a host of other Broncos starters, including receiver Demaryius Thomas, tight end 
Julius Thomas and safety Rahim Moore. 

"I saw him when he was 18 years old, and he pulled up and started as a freshman, 
and I knew he had it. I didn't know I was going to the NFL, but I knew he was a 
competitor, had talent. I knew he was a good player. Everybody got their own route 
that's his," said fellow cornerback Aqib Talib, a teammate of Harris' at Kansas. "But 
after this year, everyone is going to know who he is. He's going to get a nice check. 
He'll get a real nice check." 

  



Chris Harris has his own corner in NFL 
version of study hall 
By Troy E. Renck 
The Denver Post 
October 12, 2014 

Four big-screen TVs showed recent New York Jets games on a continuous loop in 
the Broncos' locker room at Dove Valley last week. Players peeked up between 
bites of lunch and text messages. For Chris Harris, the videos are reruns. 

When looking for reasons Harris has gone from undrafted to being one of the NFL's 
best cornerbacks, the film never lies. Harris studies his opponent on his iPad during 
meetings, between meals and for two hours after he leaves Broncos headquarters. 

Video makes him a gamer as he melds mental snapshots with underappreciated 
athleticism. 

"I look at a lot of film. That's what really puts me over the edge," Harris said. 
"When I get to the game, the offense might try to hide a play, but I can see it. 
Having four years experience now, the game has slowed down." 

Football becomes easier when it makes sense. Hope is not a strategy when playing 
cornerback. Harris wastes no energy, no movement, a shark in his pursuit of 
perfection. Slightly undersized at a generously listed 5-foot-10, Harris trusts his 
speed but believes the quickest way to best an opponent remains with his brain. 
He's the guy you would want on "Jeopardy." 

"He's wired in; it's very important to him. He's ultra-competitive in everything he 
does, and part of that is preparation," said Denver defensive coordinator Jack Del 
Rio. "He really understands what's coming, formations and splits, receiver locations, 
what they do with different guys — he's all over it." 

Just eight months removed from ACL surgery on his left knee, Harris has graded 
out as the NFL's second-best cornerback this season, according to Pro Football 
Focus. He ranks behind San Diego's Brandon Flowers and well ahead of shutdown 
aces Richard Sherman of Seattle and Darrelle Revis of New England. 

"Chris feels like they should be talking about him. He sees all these guys getting 
new contracts, and he's going to get his soon, and their numbers aren't even close 
to his," said Denver linebacker Von Miller. "He wears that like a sleeve. He's in 
attack mode. It doesn't matter who he's facing, he will man up and never back 
down." 



But Harris doesn't star in commercials, doesn't scream in microphones and doesn't 
have an island named for him. He remains a secret star, the mom-and-pop 
restaurant the rest of the country doesn't know about. 

"People might not notice, but you all here watching the last four years can tell I 
have been doing my job," Harris said. 

No wonder he's looking forward to playing against the New York Jets on Sunday. 
It's a big stage made more delicious by the opportunity to go against former 
teammate Eric Decker after missing the Super Bowl at MetLife Stadium because of 
a knee injury. 

"I know the team might have some flashbacks, but I love playing in New York," 
Harris said. "I know (Decker) is going to be more amped. They might try to feed 
him the ball more. There are going to be some plays out there to be made." 

Harris approached his knee rehab with ferocity, procuring advice from Miller at each 
step. Miller realized early in Harris' recovery that he would be fine. He was early to 
sessions and late leaving. 

Harris dropped 8 pounds, down to 191, during the offseason. That left him faster. 
He plans to remain lighter. He played his best game last week against Arizona when 
he shadowed all-pro wide receiver Larry Fitzgerald — "He has that swag about him, 
that confidence, man," said Denver cornerback Aqib Talib — but insists it won't be 
his best game this season. 

"It's still early from surgery. I am not playing free yet," Harris said. "The knee is 
something that I still think about. It's still in the back of my head. It fuels me. I 
want to prove I am the best. Since I have been here, nobody has given me 
anything. I have had to work for everything. Now, people don't think that I am the 
same coming off my ACL (injury). So I have to show them every week." 

Statistics provide a compelling argument of Harris' talent. After easing into the 
season against the Colts, Harris has been dominant the past two games. Groomed 
as a slot corner, he recognizes routes quickly and reads the quarterback's slightest 
nuance. His teammates' testimonials are more convincing than his numbers. Ask 
the new Broncos whose talent surprises them, and they mention Harris. 

Over and over. 

"He's amazing. He's mentally strong," said wideout Emmanuel Sanders. "He has 
that dog in him." 

Safety T.J. Ward identifies with Harris' story. Ward was a walk-on in college ball 
and was forced to silence doubters at every step of his career. 



"Chris is tough, physical, athletic, all the things you look for," Ward said. 
"Sometimes you stay under the radar no matter what you do. We know how good 
he is." 

A snapshot early in Harris' pro career, a 2012 game at Cincinnati, foreshadowed his 
stardom. Warm-ups over, Harris and Rahim Moore stood in the locker room in full 
uniform watching video a few minutes before kickoff. 

The first 15 plays matched those on their iPads. They could barely hide their grins. 

"Chris likes to study just like me. He likes to find an advantage," Moore said. "Of 
course it pays off. And the best film to watch is the one you star in on Sunday and 
they show on Monday before practice." 

  



Chris Harris brings experience, 
leadership to opener 
By Troy E. Renck 
The Denver Post 
September 7, 2014 

Chris Harris oozes confidence. He turned his torn left ACL into a challenge. Could he 
come back as quickly as Adrian Peterson? Harris returns Sunday night just eight 
months after his injury against the Chargers in the playoffs. 

He will barely recognize the players around him. The Broncos’ defense features a 
healthy Von Miller and free agent additions DeMarcus Ware, safety T.J. Ward and 
fellow cornerback Aqib Talib. 

“This is DB heaven for me right now, as long as all our D-Lineman stay healthy and 
continue to bring that rush. I’m excited for D-Ware and Von to get after them,” 
Harris said. “We know (Colts QB) Andrew Luck is a guy that likes to step up in the 
pocket, so we need huge games from our D-tackles to be able to push up the front 
and get in his face. Luck doesn’t really fade out or run out when he sees the rush 
on the outside. He likes to step up, so we’ve got to be ready for that.” 

It bears watching how defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio employs Harris. Will he be 
used inside or outside? And if he’s in the base packages will he be spelled in nickel 
by Kayvon Webster or first-round pick Bradley Roby? It would not be a surprise if 
Harris is on a play count, though that’s not something the Broncos would or should 
reveal. 

“I love it out there (on the outside). I feel great out there. It’s a lot easier for me 
because I have the sideline to help me. But I’ll be inside every once in a while, we’ll 
figure it out,” Harris said. “I feel like we did a pretty good job last year (against the 
Colts). We just had some breakdowns in our defense in the red zone. I think we 
eliminated explosive passes last year, and the only thing that really killed us was 
once we got to the red zone, we had busted coverages. They capitalized off our 
mistakes. As long as we stay tight and everybody does their assignment, we should 
be fine.” 

  



Von Miller, Chris Harris Jr. fired up for 
primetime return 
By David DeChant 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 5, 2014 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Ask any NFL quarterback and they'll tell you Von Miller is a 
pretty scary dude. 

The runner-up Defensive Player of the Year in his second season, Miller hounded 
opposing signal-callers for 18.5 sacks and six forced fumbles in 2012. 

But after a disjointed third season limited by suspension and injury, Miller almost 
sounded like a rookie when talking about his expected return to the field on 
Sunday. 

"I was super nervous in the preseason game," he said Wednesday. "That’s 
something I’ve been trying to work on in practice, getting the nerves going and just 
trying to calm myself down at practice." 

"Thinking about the game and trying to put myself in that moment in practice and 
just trying to come out of it when I’m out there on the field." 

The nerves are undoubtedly heightened by the fact that Sunday will be Miller's first 
extended action since tearing the anterior cruciate ligament in his right knee in 
December. And as he points out, he hasn't played in a season opener since the 
2012 season after missing last year's game against the Ravens due to suspension. 

Add in the amount of work Miller has put in this offseason to work back from the 
injury, progressing from individual drills to team work and eventually game action, 
and it's easy to understand why he might have some jitters. 

Encouraging for the Broncos, however, is that none of the anxiousness for No. 58 is 
related to his knee. He says he's had full confidence in the injured leg for some 
time now. 

"I mean I was there in the offseason," he said. "I was there at like 15 weeks." 

"I don’t know how many months I am now, but I’m going out there and playing. I 
can play football. I can do what I do to the best of my ability, with the knee brace 
or without the knee brace.” 



Another defensive starter making his return from an ACL injury against the Colts, 
Chris Harris Jr., doesn't quite know what emotions to expect on game night. But 
having missed all of the preseason, there's one thing the fourth-year corner is sure 
of. 

"I’m just ready to hit somebody, man," Harris said. " I’ve been waiting to hit 
somebody and just turn into a monster out there. That’s what I’m waiting for." 

Harris had surgery about a month after Miller, but progressed in his recovery fast 
enough that his timeline nearly caught up to the linebacker's. Despite not playing in 
the preseason, Harris expects to be fully ready on Sunday, "covering like how I 
usually cover." When asked about facing Andrew Luck and the Colts in his first 
game back, Harris didn't exactly sound daunted by Indy's offense. 

"I get a warmup game every day with Peyton Manning," Harris said, smiling. "So 
going against them and [Demaryius Thomas] every day, that’s been great work for 
me. I feel like if I can cover DT and Emmanuel [Sanders], I can cover these 
receivers." 

The corner's return to the field marks the final puzzle piece of the 2014 Broncos 
defense, which will be seen in its full construction for the first time this weekend. 
Even though Miller returned in the preseason, he played just nine snaps against the 
Texans, while Harris and third corner Kayvon Webster missed the game. 

After an offseason of excitement about new defensive additions and hours upon 
hours of rehab put in by Miller and Harris, Sunday's game should provide the first 
true impression of this unit as a whole. 

  



Harris Jr. 'Thankful and Blessed' in 
Return 
By David DeChant 
DenverBroncos.com 
July 30, 2014 

DENVER -- Move over Adrian Peterson. Enter Chris Harris Jr. 

After being removed from the PUP list on Tuesday, Harris made his return to the 
field at Wednesday's open practice at Sports Authority Field at Mile High, just six 
and a half months after tearing his ACL against the Chargers in the playoffs. 

"I know everyone always talks about [Vikings RB] Adrian Peterson’s comeback, but 
you all need to talk about my comeback because I came back a lot faster than 
Adrian Peterson did,” Harris said after practice, laughing. 

It wasn't exactly perfect conditions for his return -- "I would choose to come back 
on a rainy day like this," he joked -- but Harris was "thankful and blessed" to be 
back on the field. 

The fans gave him a warm welcome when he came out of the tunnel, and cheered 
as Harris worked through individual drills. Harris said he didn't feel tentative despite 
it being his first action on his repaired knee. 

"They actually had to slow me down a couple of times even in the walkthrough," he 
said. "Right now the walkthrough is like practice to me. I’m just getting back out 
there and getting my skills retuned and ready to go.” 

Perhaps a small part of Harris' speedy comeback should be credited to Von Miller, 
who suffered a similar injury three weeks before Harris. Miller's recovery, certainly 
impressive in its own right, has given Harris someone to chase and use to monitor 
his progress. 

"Just competing with him and him being ahead of me helped push me to get to 
where he was faster," Harris said. 

Harris also said it was good to get back on the field with his former teammate at 
Kansas, Aqib Talib. The chemistry is already there between the two, Harris noted, 
and his own knowledge of the defense should help him slide in seamlessly. 

It may be a few weeks before we see Harris back in full-speed action, whether it's 
in practice with his teammates or against an opponent in the preseason. But he 



seemed confident that even if he isn't ready for preseason game action, he can 
jump right in when Week 1 arrives on Sept. 7. 

For all the improvement the defense has shown through the first week of training 
camp, Harris' reassimilation could prove to be the final piece of the puzzle. 

"We are definitely aggressive and we are a totally different defense compared to 
last year with all the new faces that we have," he said. "I think you will all see a big 
difference when I get out there with everyone else on the defense.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Harris Looking Ahead During Rehab
Lauren Giudice
DenverBroncos.com
Thursday, June 5, 2014

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Even though cornerback Chris Harris Jr. is still unable to 
participate in defensive back drills due to his rehabilitation protocol, his expectations for 
himself and the defense are higher than ever. In fact, he is already thinking about the 
playoffs.

“That’s the goal is to strive for Week 1,” Harris said. “If I’m not ready for Week 1, 
there’s no negatives. This team, they need me December, January and February, when 
the big games come. If I’m not ready by Week 1, which I know I should be ready, then 
it’s no big hurt."

Harris tore his anterior cruciate ligament during the Broncos’ playoff win over the 
Chargers last season. He had surgery in February and is already running full speed, 
sprinting, backpedaling and turning. Though he feels like he can probably do more 
physically, Harris said he is on schedule and following the athletic trainers’ plan.

He is following linebacker Von Miller’s lead as he navigates the recovery process. Miller 
tore his ACL in Week 16 and had surgery approximately one month before Harris. As 
the rest of the team participates in team drills during OTA practice, the two work with 
trainers off to the side.

“I’m able to ask him a lot of questions because he’s a month ahead of me,” Harris said. 
“Like ‘how do you feel right now compared to,’ at this point, because all of the stuff that 
he’s already been through and is a pain, I’m kind of going through it. So it’s kind of a 
good thing that he’s going through it first and then I get to see which direction he took 
in it.”

Harris said it is difficult sometimes when he isn’t on the field sweating with his 
teammates. But motivation is not a problem as he aims to get back as soon as possible.

“Man I’ve got so much motivation man,” Harris said. “I was watching LeBron [James] 
and he was talking about I’ve got so much motivation he’s going to explode. I feel the 
same way.”

Harris is watching the defense, with newcomers Aqib Talib, T.J. Ward and DeMarcus 
Ware, come together from the sideline. He calls the defense “hungry” and says “It’s 
going to be pretty scary” once he and Miller are playing again.

He said it’s very realistic that they could have one of the top five defenses in the NFL. 
Individually, Harris is doing whatever it takes to get ready for the 2014 season.

“I feel sorry for the receivers when I come back, because I’m ready, I’m definitely 
motivated and they’re going to get some work every day,” he said.



Chris Harris, Wesley Woodyard to 
conduct football camp to benefit anti-
bullying campaign
By Mike Klis
The Denver Post
Saturday, May 10, 2014
 
Broncos cornerback Chris Harris and former teammate Wesley Woodyard will host a 
free football camp for 8-14 year olds on Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the 
Denver North Athletic Complex. The camp will focus on both football and life skills, with 
emphasis on taking a stand against bullying.

Harris returns for this fourth season with the Broncos. Woodyard was a Broncos 
captain, special teams standout and starting linebacker for six season from 2008-13. 
He became a free agent this year and signed with the Tennessee Titans.

It’s only fitting that Harris and Woodyard would hold their camp on the day the Broncos 
will wrap up their draft with scheduled selections in rounds four through seven before 
signing a group of undrafted free agents. Both Harris and Woodyard are undrafted 
success stories.

Kids interested in participating in the camp should show up.



Chris Harris, Jr. is focused on helping the 
underdog
By Lisa Zimmerman 
NFLPE 
April 21, 2014 

Things are going pretty well for Chris Harris, Jr. and his wife Leah. Three years after 
being signed as an undrafted rookie free agent out of the University of Kansas by 
the Denver Broncos, Harris is now a starting cornerback. The Harris’ have settled 
into the Denver community and are looking excitedly toward their future.  

However, Harris has not forgotten where he came from. Raised by a single mother 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, things weren’t always easy. His mother kept him in sports to 
give him direction and keep him out of trouble. But, Harris knows the struggles that 
others like him have. 

Harris started to plan how he would give back well before he ever arrived in the 
NFL.

“I’ve been thinking about [community work] ever since I was in college,” he said. “I 
knew that if I ever made it to the pros I wanted to give back to the next 
generation.”  

Initially, the couple got involved with other organizations in Denver like Big 
Brothers Big Sisters. They would get Christmas lists from dozens of different 
families and buy everything on the lists. They held essay contests and the winner, 
in addition to getting autographed items, got two tickets to a Broncos game and the 
opportunity to meet other players on the team. They also give an annual $1000 
scholarship. 

Once they were ready to launch their own foundation, the natural place to start was 
where Harris came from and places similar to it.  

“It’s a very low end community with a lot of violence and a lot of those kids have 
nothing else to do, so they get in trouble,” Leah explained.  

Being undrafted and then working his way up to being an NFL starter, Harris never 
had anything handed to him and views himself in that underdog role. He sees many 
others in his shoes and wants to be an example to them that anything is possible 
with focus and hard work. 

The first step was to start a football camp. But they incorporated more than just 
football instruction. They developed pledge cards that were distributed to each of 



the attendees asking them to commit to the five pledges listed: Work hard in school 
and following the direction of their teachers; Stay healthy by eating right and being 
active; Help out around the house; Be responsible by showing up to school and 
other activities on time; Volunteering in their community to help others who are 
less fortunate.  

The camp’s official name is the Chris Harris, Jr. Underdog Football Academy and 
each participant received a wristband that said, “Underdog.”  

“Chris was an underdog,” Leah said.  “He was undrafted and now he’s starting. We 
encourage them that no matter where you come from you can always come up and 
you can do anything.”  

Harris knows that his NFL status helps attract the attention of those he’s trying to 
reach and now they are hosting camps in three different cities – Tulsa, Denver and 
Dallas, where he trains in the offseason.  

They have also teamed up with another “underdog.” Linebacker Wesley Woodyard, 
also undrafted, runs a foundation that presents football camps like Harris’. The two 
became close friends playing together in Denver, and although Woodyard has now 
signed with the Tennessee Titans, they have joined forces on some of their camps 
to provide a bigger reach and an even better experience for the camp attendees. 
Both players want to teach more than just football. They want to reach children and 
educate them on overall life skills to help them succeed. 

Leah is an equal partner in everything they do. After graduating from Kansas, 
where she and Harris met, she started a career in marketing. However, once the 
wheels were in motion for their foundation, she decided to put her expertise to use 
in supporting and helping to build it. So, she quit her job and became fully invested 
in The Chris Harris, Jr. Foundation.  

Together they make decisions about each event and about everything involved with 
the foundation as they continue to grow it.  

And Harris has an even bigger dream. Someday he wants to start his own private 
school in Tulsa to help pave the way for more children from his neighborhood to 
make their way to college and into successful careers, rather than succumbing to 
the difficulties and violence they are surrounded by on a daily basis.  

In everything he does, Harris is helping to turn today’s underdogs into the success 
stories of the future. 

For more information on the Chris Harris, Jr. Foundation, visit 
www.chrisharrisjr.com.



Inside a Day of Rehab with Chris Harris 
Jr.
Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
April 2, 2014

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – While much of the NFL enjoys some R&R during the early 
portion of the offseason, those two letters stand for something different in the eyes 
of Chris Harris Jr.  

For the fourth-year cornerback, his offseason R&R isn't rest and relaxation — it's 
rise and rehab. 

Harris’ mornings begin at 7:30 a.m. at the Broncos’ Dove Valley headquarters. Five 
days a week, Harris spends five hours a day at the team’s facility rehabbing from 
the ACL injury he suffered during the Broncos’ Divisional-Round win vs. San Diego. 

“Oh, I haven’t missed a day,” Harris said. “I just wanted to make sure I come back 
next year better physically, mentally and everything. I knew that in order to come 
back, I had to be in here every day and put the work in and follow their 
instructions.” 

Upon arrival, the first step in Harris’ daily rehab regimen is pool work. Then he hits 
the bike for a bit before working on strengthening his knee. Last on the agenda is 
core work. 

“I’ve done so much core work now, it’s ridiculous,” Harris laughed. “Just really 
maintaining all the other muscles and strengthening this left leg. So whenever they 
say it’s time for me to run, I’ll be ready to go.” 

Harris is hoping to come back and build upon a 2013 campaign that saw him tie for 
the club lead with three interceptions. His 65 tackles a year ago were second-most 
among Broncos’ defensive backs 

His injury came away from the ball during Denver’s 24-17 win vs. San Diego in the 
AFC Divisional Round. Since then, Harris’ focus has been on doing everything he 
can to get back on the field in 2014. 

“It’s coming along great,” he said of the rehab. “Just taking it day-by-day and 
following the instructions of the trainers. I’m feeling fine, I’m feeling great. I think I 
should be ready by the season.” 



While many players chose to train or rehab away from Denver, Harris has done of 
all his work at the team’s facility. 

“The reason why I did train here is because I know that ‘Greek’ (Head Athletic 
Trainer Steve Antonopulos) and them have our best interest in mind," he explained. 
"A lot of people do train away and do rehab other places, but I just feel like our 
trainers are the best out there.” 



Harris Jr. officially a high-value signing 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com
April 1, 2014 

There are few players in the NFL who have out-performed their contracts over the 
past three years the way Denver Broncos cornerback Chris Harris Jr. has since he 
battled his way on to the Broncos’ roster as an undrafted rookie in 2011.  

And over those three years, Harris Jr. has gone from a scrappy rookie with potential 
who was just looking for a spot to the do-it-all, competitive leader who is now 
officially one season away from his first trip into the open market as a player the 
Broncos will try, very hard, not to lose.  

Harris Jr. signed his one-year tender Tuesday as the most important restricted free 
agent the Broncos have. The one-year deal is worth $2.187 million in the coming 
season. The Broncos had placed a second-round pick on Harris Jr. as compensation 
had he signed an offer sheet from another team.  

But the Broncos had the right to match any offer Harris Jr. would have received 
from another team and would have quickly done so had anybody else tried to sign 
him.

“Chris is just so competitive, he battles on every play and he has the flexibility to 
go inside and or outside for us, plays in all of our sub packages, he’s just a good, 
good, focused player," is how Broncos defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio has 
described him.  

Now that Harris Jr. has signed the tender, he can also participate in any offseason 
workouts he is cleared for by the medical staff. The Broncos are set to open their 
offseason conditioning program on April 21.  

And while Harris Jr.’s signing was expected by the Broncos' decision-makers, it is 
formally just another offseason loose end that has been tied up by the Broncos in 
recent weeks. He is currently recovering from ACL surgery -- an injury he suffered 
in the divisional round win against the San Diego Chargers this past January -- but 
still projects as a starter at corner alongside Aqib Talib.  

Harris Jr. also has the skillset to move down inside in the nickel and dime packages 
to work the slot, which makes him one of the most valuable players on the defense.  



Broncos’ executive vice president of football operations/general manager John 
Elway said this past week at the NFL owners meetings that Harris Jr. was 
progressing quickly in his recovery from his knee surgery. Elway added that the 
timeframe for Harris Jr. to get back to full speed was not the same as other players 
who have had ACL surgery because he did not damage any other ligaments or 
cartilage and the ACL was not completely torn.  

Harris Jr. has maintained in recent weeks he could have played in the AFC 
Championship Game and the Super Bowl, but team officials did not want to risk him 
playing on a structurally compromised knee. Harris Jr. fits into their long-term plan 
and if he plays as expected in the coming season he will be on a growing list of 
players the Broncos will have to work to re-sign in free agency next year.  

Demaryius Thomas, Julius Thomas, Von Miller and Harris Jr. will all be poised to be 
unrestricted free agents next March if the Broncos aren’t able to get any of them on 
long-term deals before then. But in terms of Harris Jr., the Broncos have enjoyed 
his high-value work.  

He counted $470,626 against the salary cap as a 12-game starter in 2012 and 
$555,668 against the salary cap as a 15-game starter in 2013 because he was still 
on the income schedule set when he opened his career as an undrafted rookie.  

If Harris Jr. had not been coming off knee surgery and was unquestionably going to 
be ready for the entire 2014 seaso,n the Broncos would have likely had to consider 
using the highest tender on him -- a one-year deal worth $3.113 million that 
carried a first-round pick as compensation.  

Harris Jr. has started 31 games over the past three seasons and has three playoff 
starts. He has played in 47 games overall to go with four total playoff games. 



Chris�Harris�Jr.�still�a�rare�find�for�Broncos�
By�Jeff�Legwold��
ESPN.com��
April�4,�2014�

The�Denver�Broncos�watch�the�recoveries�of�all�of�their�surgically�repaired�players�with�great�interest,�
but�the�recovery�timetable�of�one�of�those�players�will�have�the�most�significant�impact�on�the�kind�of�
defense�the�Broncos�will�play�in�the�2014�season.��
�
Is�it�Von�Miller?�Well,�the�Broncos�certainly�want�their�Pro�Bowl�linebacker�back�to�his�2012�production�
level�self�when�he�returns�from�ACL�surgery�because�an�elite�edge�rusher�is�a�foundation�player�in�roster�
building.�But,�no,�it's�not�him.��
�
Is�it�Derek�Wolfe?�The�Broncos�would�like�Wolfe,�who�did�not�play�after�suffering�seizure�like�symptoms�
in�late�November,�to�return�to�their�defensive�line�rotation�and�be�the�impactful�player�up�front�they�
believed�he�could�be�when�they�took�him�in�the�second�round�of�the�2012�draft.�But,�no,�it's�not�him.��
�
It's�cornerback�Chris�Harris�Jr.�By�all�accounts�Harris�Jr.�is�progressing�well�from�his�ACL�surgery.�Harris�
signed�his�one�year�tender�offer�this�week.�The�one�year�deal,�now�guaranteed�since�Harris�Jr.�has�
signed�it,�is�worth�$2.187�million�in�the�coming�season.��
�
The�Broncos�had�placed�a�second�round�pick�on�Harris�Jr.�as�compensation�had�he�signed�an�offer�sheet�
from�another�team.�But�the�Broncos�had�the�right�to�match�any�offer�Harris�Jr.�would�have�received�
from�another�team�and�would�have�quickly�done�so�had�anybody�else�tried�to�sign�him.��

But�in�a�pass�happy�league,�Harris�Jr.'s�ability�to�play�both�outside�at�cornerback�and�inside�in�the�slot�
against�any�receiver�makes�him�a�rare�player�in�the�league.��
�
In�fact�there�are�some�in�the�league�who�believe,�after�a�franchise�quarterback,�the�cornerback�who�can�
play�effectively�down�inside�at�the�nickel�spot�may�be�the�most�difficult�to�find.�Broncos�executive�vice�
president�of�football�operations/general�manager�John�Elway�says�there�is�only�a�short�list�to�work�from�
when�you�look�at�draft�prospects�each�year.��
�
“And�that's�where�it's�really�getting�difficult,�and�maybe�the�most�valuable�guy�right�now�is�the�guy�who�
can�come�down�and�play�in�the�slot,''�said�ESPN's�Herm�Edwards,�a�former�NFL�defensive�back�who�has�
also�coached�the�secondary�and�called�plays�on�defense�in�the�league.�“When�you�get�that�guy�he�can�
play�a�long�time.�He's�got�to�do�everything,�a�unique,�valuable�guy,�who�can�cover,�blitz,�tackle�and�play�
outside�and�inside�and�do�all�of�that�while�being�technically�sound.''��
�
It�is�how�Harris�Jr.�has�gone�from�inexplicably�going�undrafted�as�a�rookie�in�2012�to�such�a�key�role�in�
the�Broncos'�defense.�He's�ultra�competitive,�quick,�rebounds�from�the�few�mistakes�he�does�make�



quickly�and�can�cover�bigger�receivers�outside�as�well�as�the�smaller,�fast�twitch�quick�players�on�the�
inside.��
�
Former�Broncos�cornerback�Champ�Bailey,�a�12�time�Pro�Bowl�selection,�said�the�nickel�corner�has�one�
of�the�toughest�jobs�because�things�happen�quickly�in�the�middle�of�the�field�and�there�is�no�benefit�of�a�
sideline�“where�you�can�force�a�guy�to�cut�him�off�from�the�ball.�Inside�you're�always�in�the�open�and�if�
you�make�a�mistake�the�quarterback�can�pounce�fast.''��
�
“When�you�play�outside�the�boundary�is�your�friend,�you're�always�playing�to�a�boundary,''�Edwards�
said.�“It's�there�to�help�you.�When�you�play�the�nickel�you're�in�the�middle�of�the�field,�and�there's�
always�a�void�in�the�defense�between�the�numbers,�between�the�hashes,�there's�always�an�empty�spot.�
If�a�guy�beats�you�there,�you're�done�on�defense�the�guy�catches�it�and�now�he's�running�...�And�it�all�
happens�fast�in�there.''��
�
It's�why�Harris�Jr.�was�easily�the�Broncos'�most�important�restricted�free�agent�and�also�may�have�been�
their�most�important�player�from�their�own�roster�who�was�poised�for�some�kind�of�free�agency.�
Replacing�Harris�would�have�likely,�in�the�opinion�of�many�personnel�executives�around�the�league,�been�
more�difficult�for�the�Broncos�than�replacing�Eric�Decker,�Knowshon�Moreno,�Zane�Beadles�or�Shaun�
Phillips����all�players�who�signed�elsewhere.��
�
Harris�Jr.�is�still�on�track�to�return�to�full�speed�from�ACL�surgery����an�injury�he�suffered�in�the�divisional�
round�win�over�the�San�Diego�Chargers�this�past�January����and�projects�as�a�starter�at�corner�alongside�
Aqib�Talib.�And�while�Talib�has�played�inside�at�times�in�his�career,�Harris�Jr.�still�projects�to�move�into�
the�slot�when�the�Broncos�go�to�the�nickel�and�if�they�haven't�matched�Talib�on�a�receiver�who�has�
moved�into�the�slot�to�try�and�escape�him.��
�
Elway�said�last�week�at�the�NFL�meetings�that�the�timeframe�for�Harris�Jr.�to�get�back�to�full�speed�was�
not�the�same�as�other�players�who�have�had�ACL�surgery�because�Harris�Jr.�did�not�damage�any�other�
ligaments�or�cartilage�and�the�ACL�was�not�completely�torn.��
�
“But�when�you�have�that�guy����and�I've�coached�guys�who�it�took�a�year�and�half�to�even�get�
comfortable�in�the�nickel�role����and�you�can�rely�on�that�guy�to�move�wherever�you�need�him�to,�you�
have�to�keep�him,''�Edwards�said.�“Because�if�you�don't�you're�going�to�have�to�spend�a�lot�of�time�trying�
to�get�yourself�another�one.''�

�



Harris Jr. Looking to Extend Leadership 
Role
By Stuart Zaas
DenverBroncos.com
Saturday, April 12, 2014

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Entering 2014, only one defender on the Broncos’ roster 
has appeared in more regular-season games with the club than cornerback Chris 
Harris Jr. – safety David Bruton.

Harris has played 47 games, including 31 starts since joining the team as a college 
free agent in 2011.

As a veteran on the Denver defense, he plans on expanding his leadership role this 
year.

“Yeah, I feel like last year, I definitely took a step up in the leadership role and was 
involved with a lot of the film work and gameplanning and stuff like that,” 
Harris said. “I definitely feel like I could take another step in doing that and being 
a little bit more vocal in the locker room and making sure everyone is ready.”

Both of last year’s defensive captains are no longer Broncos, as the team released 
cornerback Champ Bailey and linebacker Wesley Woodyard signed with the Titans 
as an unrestricted free agent.

That leaves openings for leaders to step up and fill.

“Going into my fourth year here, learning under Champ, he kind of passed me the 
baton,” Harris said. “I’m just excited to be able to step up into that role.”

Although he’s not the most experienced player in the Broncos’ locker room, he is 
one of the longest-tenured with the club. He joins fellow class of 2011 rookies 
Rahim Moore and Von Miller as the defensive starters who have been with the 
team the longest behind Kevin Vickerson, who joined the team in 2010.

“Well, (cornerback Aqib) Talib has been in the league a little bit longer, but with this 
team, I’ve been here the longest,” Harris said. “I feel like it’s my secondary and 
that I’m definitely one of the leaders on the defense.”



Broncos Q&A: Cornerback Chris Harris: 
Good guy having great season 
By Joan Niesen 
The Denver Post 
January 5, 2014 

On Dec. 27, cornerback Chris Harris was presented with the Broncos' Darrent 
Williams Good Guy Award. Selected by local media, the award recognizes a Denver 
player who best exemplifies enthusiasm, cooperation and honesty when dealing 
with the media. Harris fits the bill. The third-year pro from Kansas never declines 
an opportunity to talk, and he's been gracious with his time all season. After going 
undrafted, he's worked his way into the Denver starting lineup on defense; one 
could even say he's been the team's defensive MVP this season. To learn more 
about Harris off the field — and out of the locker room — keep reading. 

Q: What are your hobbies? 

A: I watch a lot of movies. I'm always at the movie theater. I play PlayStation 4. 
Out of season, I play golf. 

Q: Do a lot of your teammates play golf? 

A: A lot of guys play golf. My neighborhood has a golf course. I started playing my 
sophomore year of college. Nike gave me some free gloves too. 

Q: You mentioned movies. Have you seen all the popular ones this winter? 

A: I've seen the one with Walt Disney and Mary Poppins ("Saving Mr. Banks"). That 
one was actually pretty good. Now I've got to look at the movie list. (He pulls out 
his phone to look.) That's all I do. I watch a lot of movies. I go to theaters. I've 
seen "Anchorman 2." That was pretty good. That's probably it. 

Q: What's your favorite movie of all time? 

A: I would say "The Dark Knight," the one with the Joker. 

Q: What about PS4? What's your favorite game? 

A: NBA 2K. I play (as) the Thunder. 

Q: Is that your team? 

A: No, the Lakers are my team. But on the game, I'm the Thunder. 



Q: You grew up in Oklahoma. Shouldn't the Thunder be your team? 

A: Growing up, they weren't there. Once I got into high school, they were there. So 
now Lakers, then Thunder. My family's Thunder fans. I play Thunder because the 
Lakers aren't very good. They're not good anymore. Kobe (Bryant) is hurt. He came 
back (from his injury) too soon. 

Q: What about your wife? I know you're married, and I heard she has a cool hobby. 

A: She has her own business. She blings a lot of stuff. (She covers it in 
rhinestones.) She can design a lot of things, a lot of different types of jerseys, 
hoodies, really anything. Anything unique, she can make. 

Q: Does she wear her bling to your games? 

A: Not all the time. Sometimes. 

Q: Have you worn any of it? 

A: No, nah. But my mom, she has it, and she'll wear it every game. 

Q: Do the other players' wives wear it too? 

A: Oh, yeah. She's made it for (Wesley Woodyard's) wife, for Danny Trevathan's 
(girlfriend) and his little baby. She's made stuff for a bunch of the wives. She's 
been doing it since I was in the league, about two years. 

About Chris Harris 

2003-07: Attended Bixby (Okla.) High School, where he played football and 
basketball and ran track. 

2007-11: Attended the University of Kansas. Finished with the second-most tackles 
in school history, but he didn't receive an invitation to the NFL scouting combine in 
Indianapolis. 

2011: Signed with the Broncos as an undrafted rookie. 

2011-13: Playing for the Broncos; gradually earned a starting job in their 
secondary. 



Harris Jr. Earns Darrent Williams Good 
Guy Award 
By Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
December 27, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Cornerback Chris Harris Jr. has been selected by the Broncos’ 
local media as the 2013 Darrent Williams Good Guy Award recipient. 

"It definitely means a lot," Harris Jr. said. "I try to set an example. I try to set the 
standard for how you are supposed to be on and off the field and I’ve always been 
told to not be like a chicken, soar above like an eagle. So that’s something that I 
try to do.” 

The award, which was created in memory of former Broncos cornerback Darrent 
Williams, who passed away on Jan. 1, 2007, is given annually to the player who 
best exemplifies Williams’ enthusiasm, cooperation and honesty while dealing with 
members of the press. 

"(Champ Bailey) said he was a very classy guy and he was guy that tried to be a 
leader on and off the field too," Harris Jr. said when asked what Bailey had told him 
about Williams. "That’s a little bit of the things that Champ has told me.” 

Throughout the 2013 season, Harris Jr. has consistently made himself available to 
the media on a daily basis. During both the highs and lows of the season, Harris Jr. 
has answered questions asked of him by the media. 

Jeff Legwold of ESPN.com will present the seventh-annual award to Harris Jr. after 
the team’s practice on Friday on behalf of the Denver chapter of the Pro Football 
Writers of America. 

Harris Jr. is the seventh different player to receive the honor, joining  Wesley 
Woodyard (2012), Champ Bailey (2011), Mario Haggan (2010), Elvis Dumervil 
(2009), Ebenezer Ekuban (2008) and John Lynch (2007). 

"He’s a standup guy even when times aren’t going real well," Head Coach John Fox 
said of Harris. "He’s, I think, mature beyond his years. I think he’s done a 
tremendous job just where he came from and what he’s accomplished in a short 
time here with the Broncos. It doesn’t surprise me.” 



Harris Jr. wins Good Guy Award 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com
December 27, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Denver Broncos cornerback Chris Harris Jr., who has steadily 
risen from undrafted rookie in 2011 to a lynchpin player in the Broncos defense this 
season, was selected as the 2013 winner of the Darrent Williams Good Guy Award.  

The award is voted upon by the Denver chapter of the Pro Football Writers of 
America.

The award is named for Williams, a former Broncos cornerback who was murdered 
in a drive-by shooting the early-morning hours on New Year’s Day 2007 in 
downtown Denver.  

Harris Jr. is the seventh consecutive defensive player to win the award and is the 
third defensive back. John Lynch won the award in the first year -- 2007 -- and 
Champ Bailey, a player Harris Jr. has always considered a mentor, won the award 
in 2011.  

Other past winners have been: linebacker Wesley Woodyard (2012), linebacker 
Mario Haggan (2010), defensive end Elvis Dumervil (2009) and defensive end 
Ebenezer Ekuban (2008). 



Broncos' Chris Harris Jr. to receive 
Darrent Williams Good Guy Award 
The Denver Post 
December 27, 2013 

Broncos cornerback Chris Harris Jr. will be presented with the seventh-annual 
Darrent Williams Good Guy Award, as selected by the team's local media, the team 
announced Friday morning. 

The award was created in memory of former Broncos cornerback Darrent Williams, 
who passed away on Jan. 1, 2007, after completing his second season with the 
team. The award is given annually to the Broncos player who best exemplifies 
Williams' enthusiasm, cooperation and honesty while dealing with members of the 
press.

Jeff Legwold of ESPN.com will present the award to Harris Jr. after practice on 
Friday on behalf of the Denver chapter of the Pro Football Writers of America. 

Previous winners of the Darrent Williams Good Guy Award: Wesley Woodyard 
(2012), Champ Bailey (2011), Mario Haggan (2010), Elvis Dumervil (2009), 
Ebenezer Ekuban (2008) and John Lynch (2007). 



Trading Places 
By Brandon Moree  
DenverBroncos.com  
December 26, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Chris Harris Jr. is in his third season as an NFL cornerback, 
and most of that time he has been covering slot receivers. 

Conversely, Champ Bailey has been a cornerback in this league for 15 seasons – 
spending most of that time covering receivers on the outside. But recently, the two 
have traded places and the veteran Bailey has been looking to Harris for a little 
advice. 

“You know, it’s funny because I find myself asking him little things about 
coverages, mostly,” Bailey said. “Just what is he looking at, this and that. He’s had 
so much time in there and he’s been so good at it, I’d be a fool not to look at him 
and ask him a few things.” 

Harris Jr. agreed that it was an interesting twist, but one that makes sense given 
the two cornerbacks’ personal experience. 

“That is kind of funny now that I think about it, but it’s a new position,” Harris Jr. 
said. “He’s always been outside. I’ve always been playing it in (Defensive 
Coordinator Jack Del Rio's) system, so I know it the best out of anybody. That’s the 
reason why he comes to me.” 

While the two positions are similar, both Harris Jr. and Bailey noted the same 
differences. The slot corner has to be prepared for a wider variety of routes and has 
to be able to communicate with the linebackers and the safeties.   

On the outside, Harris Jr. said, a cornerback is more on his own and gets a little 
help from the sideline. 

The difference is enough to require a slightly different approach and Harris Jr. has 
been a helpful resource for Bailey. 

“When you play in the slot you have to look at the whole formation and that kind of 
tells you what routes are coming, and there are some things I try to tell him about 
it,” Harris Jr. said. “When you’re outside at corner you can just cover your man and 
kind of understand what routes you’re getting, but in the slot you want to be 
familiar with the whole landscape of the formation.” 

The switch for the two cornerbacks, though effective against the Texans, may not 
necessarily be a permanent one.  



“Right now it’s what we do,” Bailey said. “That’s what we’re going to do right now. 
Moving forward we’ll do what’s best for our team that week. The good thing is it 
creates some versatility across the board because now I can go in, Chris can go 
back in there at any moment. It just depends on matchups and things like that. If 
we want to switch it up we could.” 



Chris Harris Jr.: Tenacious DB 
By Mike Morris  
DenverBroncos.com 
December 14, 2013 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following was the cover story in the Gameday program from 
Dec. 8, when the Broncos defeated the Titans 51-28. 

Before the ear-splitting roar shook Sports Authority Field at Mile High, before 
momentum changed hands like bus fare being exchanged, before a lightning bolt of 
energy exploded through the Denver sideline – there was, for a split-second, an 
image that encapsulated everything Chris Harris Jr. embodies each time he takes 
the field for the Broncos. 

Sprawled out – his body completely parallel to the ground three feet below him and 
just a ruler’s length in front of Ravens wide receiver Brandon Stokely – Harris Jr.’s 
arms extend and the football sticks to his hands like a dart hitting a dartboard. 

Bull’s-eye. 

Harris Jr.’s interception of Ravens quarterback Joe Flacco in the second quarter of 
the Broncos’ 49-27 victory in the 2013 season opener was just one of many plays 
that he has made in his three-year career that helped turn the tides of momentum 
dramatically in the Broncos’ favor. 

And it was also just one of many plays where Harris Jr. demonstrated the very 
characteristic that his teammates constantly cite as setting him apart on the field. 

“Tenacity,” cornerback Quentin Jammer said. “He’s a tenacious guy. He likes to get 
after people. And once he has it in his mind that he’s going to do something, he’s 
going to do it.” 

Harris Jr. hasn’t wasted time in carving out his niche as a key playmaker in the 
Broncos secondary – totaling 185 tackles, 26 passes defensed, eight interceptions, 
2.5 sacks and a pair of fumble recoveries in his career – but it’s his unremitting will 
to compete that defines his play not only on Sundays, but every single time he 
steps onto a football field. 

“He practices harder than anybody on this team,” cornerback Champ Bailey said. “I 
think it just pays off when you work that hard.” 

That’s the product of a burning passion for the game of football – and an intense 
competitive drive that Harris Jr. circled as a source of his confidence on the field. 

“Really, I don’t care who is in front of me,” Harris Jr. said. ‘I’m always going to go 
100 percent against that person and compete. 



“I pretty much am playing with no fear.” 

It’s the type of relentlessness that enabled Harris Jr. to become one of only two 
cornerbacks in the NFL during the 2012 season who recorded multiple interceptions 
(3) and sacks (2.5). And it’s the type of relentlessness that has pushed Harris Jr. to 
continue to elevate his play in 2013 – he’s recorded 52 tackles, eight passes 
defensed and three interceptions so far this season. 

“He’s just one of those guys who maintains a focus that’s almost unheard of,” 
safety Mike Adams said. “He locks in and knows what he really wants to know. 

“And he goes for it.” 

Undrafted, Unrelenting 

Whether it’s the lockdown coverage, the interception returns for touchdowns – he’s 
done it twice in his career – or the immeasurable leadership and presence he brings 
to the defense, the impact Harris Jr. makes for the Broncos is earned through 
tireless work and attention to detail.   

“I bring my 100 percent to practice every day and go all-out,” Harris Jr. said. 
“That’s the only way you can continue to get better in this league. That’s who I am. 
And that’s how I made my way into this league.” 

It’s an accurate way of summarizing how Harris Jr. literally willed his way into the 
NFL.

Despite tallying 290 tackles, four sacks and three interceptions during a decorated 
collegiate career at the University of Kansas, Harris Jr.’s ability to compete at the 
next level was overlooked by many. He wasn’t invited to the 2011 NFL Combine, 
nor was his name called at the draft two months later – and with the league in the 
midst of a lockout, Harris Jr. wasn’t certain where or when he would even get his 
opportunity. 

“It definitely gave me a lot of drive. I had to make sure I wasn’t listening to that,” 
he said regarding his unheralded status as an NFL prospect. “It was a lockout so I 
never knew when I was going to get that chance. I just focused on making sure 
that I was ready when I did get the chance.” 

That chance finally came with the Broncos – and in spite of the long odds of making 
the team as a college free agent, his immutable competitiveness and desire once 
again led him to success on the field as he battled for a roster spot during training 
camp. 

Harris Jr. made the active 53-man roster – and then he started making an impact 
on Sundays. He led all rookie defensive backs in the NFL with 65 tackles during the 
2011 season. 



At that point, however, he was only getting started. 

He shined as a slot cornerback during the 2012 season – returning interceptions for 
touchdowns off of both Chargers quarterback Philip Rivers and Flacco – and as he’s 
taken on an even larger role in the defense in 2013, Harris Jr. continues to illustrate 
that his tenacity remains constant no matter where he lines up on the field. 

“Last year, I guess he was projected a starter and ended up playing nickel – and 
dominating nickel,” Adams said. “And then, coming back this year, he’s projected a 
starter. He played nickel, dominated nickel and ended up being the starter – like 
last year, he ended up being a starter. You can’t say enough about that, man. Just 
his will to win and his will to compete.” 

Taking the Next Step 

With the offseason addition of cornerback Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie, the 
integration of young playmakers in second-year safety Duke Ihenacho and rookie 
cornerback Kayvon Webster, 12-time Pro Bowler Champ Bailey sidelined for much 
of the season with a nagging foot injury and starting safety Rahim Moore also going 
down to injury in Week 11, Harris Jr.’s leadership and continuity have been key in 
helping solidify the Broncos secondary. 

As that group now takes aim at finding championship form late in the season, 
Harris Jr. noted that it’s the camaraderie throughout the secondary that has pushed 
the entire unit to compete at a higher level.    

“It’s just a very tightly knit group,” he said. “All the guys, they know how I’m going 
to play. If something particular in the offense is doing something, they know I’m 
going to attack it – and I know how they’re going to play. So that’s something 
that’s huge in how we play on the field.” 

Amidst that group’s competitiveness is Harris Jr.’s own ironclad will to get better – 
and to succeed. 

“I think his experience is starting to pay off,” Bailey said. “He’s a smart, young 
player with a lot of energy. Plays with a lot of passion. That’s really what makes 
him a great player. He’s going to be around for a long time.” 

It’s the mark of a true competitor – a player whose physical attributes and on-field 
statistics can be measured, but whose heart and desire cannot. And it’s what has 
allowed Harris Jr. to live his dream, day-in and day-out. 

“Follow your dream. You have to believe in yourself first – and if you don’t believe 
in yourself first, you won’t make it because there will be a lot of odds against you,” 
Harris Jr. said. “That’s the reason why I made it – because I always believed in 
myself.” 



Broncos cornerback giving baskets to 
needy Tulsans 
Associated Press 
November 23, 2013 

TULSA, Okla. (AP) — A cornerback for the Denver Broncos who grew up in Tulsa is 
providing Thanksgiving dinner gift baskets to 125 needy families this weekend. 

Chris Harris' wife, Leah, will be in town Saturday to distribute the baskets on behalf 
of her husband, who is on the road for a game. 

Harris' foundation partnered with Cornerstone Community Center and Arvest Bank 
to identify families who were in need of assistance. 

Twenty-five of the baskets will be handed out to selected families at Cornerstone 
Community Center Saturday morning. The remaining 100 families will receive their 
baskets at an Arvest Bank branch later in the afternoon. 

Harris says he feels fortunate to be able to come back home and help families at 
Thanksgiving. 



Denver Broncos Cornerback Looking Out 
for the Underdogs 
Big Brother Big Sisters 
BBSBS.org 
October 2013 

Chris Harris Jr. has been noticed for his work as a cornerback for the Denver 
Broncos. A talented athlete, it is no surprise that he is a key part of the Denver 
Broncos when he takes the field.   

Off the field, Harris continues to demonstrate his prowess in another area: 
mentoring. For the past couple of years, both he and his wife have actively 
participated as Big Brother Big Sister mentors and have organized and run 
programs with Big Brothers Big Sisters of Colorado. 

Harris recognizes that much of his success stems from mentor figures he had in his 
life growing up. Participating in Big Brothers Big Sisters has allowed him to give 
back to his community and provide mentorship and positive opportunities for 
children and young people in the area. He sees the kids who need mentoring as 
“underdogs.” 

Each year, Chris and his wife organize various activities and programs, including a 
yearly essay contest for local kids participating in Big Brothers Big Sisters. The 
winner and his Big have the opportunity to attend a Broncos game as Chris’ special 
guests, getting the chance to meet several players in a fun filled day. This years’ 
winner, Matthew, wrote an essay titled “What makes a leader?” The runner up, 
Jaeden, will receive a t-shirt and autographed football for his essay, “What does 
being an underdog mean to you?” 

“Chris and his wife Leah represent the best of professional athlete role models in 
our community today. As Chris attributes much of his success to the mentorship he 
had growing up, he and Leah have been deeply involved in Big Brothers Big Sisters 
of Colorado, sponsoring wonderful activities and youth challenges, such as this 
essay contest. Their dedication to us and our matches and to the power of one-to-
one mentoring is unprecedented. We’re grateful and honored to have them as 
friends.” 



Broncos CB Chris Harris ready for Giants 
WR Victor Cruz 
By Lindsay H. Jones 
USA TODAY Sports 
September 13, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – The Brothers Manning might be the star attractions in 
Sunday's game between the Denver Broncos and New York Giants, second-
generation NFL royalty quarterbacking their teams against each other maybe for 
the final time. 

But there might be no better on-field matchup than Giants receiver Victor Cruz and 
Denver cornerback Chris Harris, a duel between two former undrafted players who 
have blossomed into NFL starters. 

To Harris, it is clear Cruz is Eli Manning's favorite receiver, with 22 career 
touchdowns one game into his fourth season, a Super Bowl ring, a signature 
touchdown celebration, and a new $45 million contract. 

"He's a complete receiver. And not a lot of receivers are complete," Harris told USA 
TODAY Sports on Friday. "He shows a lot of downfield threat and is an immediate 
route threat, too, so I've got to be ready." 

Harris has watched Cruz's career closely, despite their respective teams not playing 
each other until this season. Harris studied the way Cruz plays, where he lines up, 
how he runs his routes, and his timing with Manning. 

"He had to battle and show everyone that he's an elite receiver," Harris said. "I'm 
in the same situation now. I'm trying to show everyone what I can do at corner." 

Harris also watched how Cruz cashed in on a lucrative contract. 

Heading into this offseason, Cruz received a one-year restricted free agent tender 
from the Giants that would have paid him $2.879 million. Cruz skipped all of the 
Giants' offseason workouts in April, May and June absent a new contract. 

Cruz received that new contract, worth $45.9 million over six years, in July. 

Harris, who received a $2,000 signing bonus when he joined the Broncos as a 
rookie free agent from the University of Kansas in July 2011, will make $555,000 in 
the final year of his rookie contract this season and will become a restricted free 
agent in March. 



"I looked at [Cruz's] situation to see what he did, what he did wrong or what he did 
good to see how I can use it for mine," Harris said. "I don't like confrontation, and I 
know he held out and all that. I'm just being patient, and I always want to be here, 
in OTAs and all that, and in camp. I want to keep it like that, really." 

The Broncos, certainly, would like to keep him, even though they signed Dominique 
Rodgers-Cromartie to a one-year contract this year to start opposite Champ Bailey, 
and drafted cornerback Kayvon Webster in the third round. 

In Harris, the Broncos believe they have a rare type of cornerback who has the 
flexibility to play outside and in the slot. 

He was guarding Baltimore Ravens receiver Brandon Stokley in the slot last week 
when he dove in front of Stokley to intercept a pass from Joe Flacco. It was Harris' 
fifth career interception. 

While the Broncos wait for Bailey to fully recover from the foot injury that has kept 
him out of practice for nearly a month, Harris is playing outside corner in the base 
defense and then moving into the slot when opponents use three wide receivers. 

It's the same role he played last year when he took over as the Broncos' starting 
right cornerback in mid-October. 

"It's easier because I'm getting more in the flow of the game, because I'm already 
in the game instead of just coming in on third downs or something and having to 
just jump in and play," Harris said. "It helps me out a lot." 

Now he's hoping that his experience he got practicing against Wes Welker nearly 
every day in training camp will help him against Cruz, who scored three 
touchdowns last week against the Cowboys. 

The uniqueness of a matchup between undrafted stars isn't lost on Broncos 
defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio. The Broncos defense features two other starters 
that were not drafted – middle linebacker Wesley Woodyard (2008) and strong 
safety Duke Ihenacho (2012). 

"It doesn't matter how you arrive in the league, really," Del Rio said. "I think some 
guys are more heralded, some guys get a little more money to start their career, 
but once you're in the league, once you're here, once you've earned your way it's 
about competing, going out there and preparing yourself. Competing hard and 
taking advantage of your opportunities. Clearly in this game, there are a few guys 
that fall into that category." 



Klee: For Chris and Leah Harris, it takes 
two 
By Paul Klee 
Colorado Springs Gazette 
September 11, 2013 

Editor's note: The "Broncos Roots" series takes you off the field and into the lives of 
the Broncos. Denver columnist Paul Klee will profile one individual every Thursday 
until the Broncos' bye in Week 8.  

DENVER - On the field, Chris Harris is an ornery pest, really, like a brave squirrel 
that believes the Halloween pumpkin is on the front porch for his sake. 

He doesn't wait for an invitation. If Harris wants a tackle or the ball, he goes and 
gets it. 

"Always been that way," the Broncos cornerback says. "I was playing tackle football 
at like 5 years old." 

So what happened with the most important first move of his life? 

There was this girl, you see. There's always a girl. As a freshman at Kansas, Chris 
had met her in a Bible study. He didn't ask her out then. He waited. And when four 
years had passed, Chris Harris still couldn't get Leah Brown off his mind. 

"It was after college. I just remember he sent me a little email and said, 'Hey, I 
haven't talked to you in a while," says Leah, who was also a student at KU. "And he 
gave me his phone number. 

"I said, 'Oh, I don't call guys. Here's my number. You call me.'" 

So much for that quick first move, Chris. 

But nice work. 

"Hey, it worked out!" he says, laughing. 

This is not your typical love story, not by today's standards. Chris' friends couldn't 
even figure out whom he was dating. Leah didn't party. She wasn't in the club 
Saturdays. 

"I was in church," she says. 



One year ago, Chris and Leah Harris were married. You will see Mrs. Harris, or hear 
Mrs. Harris, hooting and hollering in the friends and family section at Broncos 
games. How a voice that loud can come from a person so small, well, that's a 
Biblical miracle. 

Six days later, Leah's voice is still hoarse from the Broncos' 49-27 beatdown of the 
Ravens. Her leg is bruised, too, presumably from bashing it against the seat when 
her husband made the highlight-reel interception of Joe Flacco that ushered in a 
Broncos rout. He went and got it. 

"I promise you, I was praying for that interception," Leah says. "I said 'Lord this is 
it.' And 20 seconds later he got the interception. I said, 'Thank the Lord! We got 
it!'" 

Against the Ravens, Harris earned the second-highest grade on the Broncos 
defense, according to Pro Football Focus. Only linebacker Shaun Phillips had a 
higher grade. 

Over a stretch of 220-plus pass attempts, which included Baltimore's playoff run to 
a Super Bowl title, Flacco threw two interceptions. Both were to Harris. 

Harris' performance showed he has the instincts to be the kind of playmaker that 
litter Super Bowl rosters. 

Put it this way: Harris is far better than almost anyone outside the NFL realizes. 

His is a classic story of a football underdog. In high school in Oklahoma, Harris 
didn't earn a scholarship offer from the state schools (or the University of Tulsa, a 
few miles from his home). A four-year starter at Kansas, Harris wasn't selected in 
the NFL draft. 

"The amazing thing is that he came to us as a college free agent," coach John Fox 
says. 

Champ Bailey, with a foot injury, worked with a strength coach on the sideline but 
didn't practice again Wednesday. His absence would be more pronounced on the 
road against the Giants, who had three wide receivers eclipse 100 yards receiving 
in their season opener. Eli Manning passed for 450 yards. 

"They've got some serious talent over there on offense," Broncos safety Rahim 
Moore says. 

So why write about Chris and Leah Harris? What I've learned is that one does not 
come without the other. This is a package deal. 



Ask about Leah's clothing business, Timeless Impression, Chris whips out his iPhone 
to show off photos of her blinged-out Broncos shirts and ballcaps. 

"When you get married, it's a covenant between me, her and God. That's the only 
thing that makes it work," he says. "It's kind of cool that I met her at Bible study. 
Meeting her there, that was a pretty big sign, really." 

Ask about her upcoming plans, Leah rattles off the couple's charity work: Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters, the Chris Harris Foundation and the Chris Harris Student 
Success Challenge. 

"Chris, he's a true underdog," Leah says. "When we're working with Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters, I think that's what encourages those kids the most. You don't 
have to be the big star to make it.  

"Chris made it. Not only did he make it, he's shining bright." 



Harris Ends Flacco's Streak 
By Brandon Moree 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 6, 2013 

Chris Harris picked off Joe Flacco Thursday night and it was the first time Flacco 
had been picked since the last time Harris did it 210 passes ago. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Entering Thursday night’s game, Ravens quarterback hadn’t 
thrown a interception since the last time they played the Broncos – nearly 200 
passes ago.  

The last player to intercept a Flacco pass in a regular season game was Chris Harris 
and he did so while simultaneously turning the game on its head with a 98-yard 
touchdown return on the pick. 

Harris struck again in Thursday’s 49-27 win when he made a diving pick of Flacco’s 
attempt to find Brandon Stokley in the second quarter.  

"Every time I play the Ravens, I've always had pretty good games against them,” 
Harris said Thursday night. "Flacco knows me pretty well now. He tries me, so I just 
try to take advantage of it." 

The pick was the first in 210 pass attempts for Flacco and the Broncos took 
advantage by scoring on the next play to tie up the game. 

"I knew that he didn't throw an interception in the playoffs,” he said. “So it's kind of 
crazy that I was his last one to throw one and now I'm his first one to throw one in 
the regular season. So that's kind of funny." 

Harris has had plenty of experience working against Stokley as he matched up with 
him in practice when the two were teammates. Now he’s been working against Wes 
Welker, and Head Coach John Fox said Friday that experience has been beneficial to 
him. 

“The amazing this is that he came to us as a college free agent and competed, 
made a name for himself, earned some respect from his teammates on special 
teams,” Fox said. “ We slotted him in there and he played really consistent for us a 
year ago with some injuries pressed him more into playing time. With Champ 
(Bailey) down, he got the start and he goes inside on third down which he pretty 
much does all the time.  



“He’s learned a lot from some veteran guys, going against them in practice – 
Brandon Stokley, a year ago, and Wes Welker in this camp. The guy’s extremely 
competitive and we’re proud to have him.” 

 



Broncos cornerback Chris Harris feels 
stronger, better than in 2012 
By Christopher Dempsey 
The Denver Post 
September 9, 2013 

Chris Harris dragged himself out of bed during the offseason and hit the Allen 
(Texas) High School track most days at 5:30 a.m., alongside trainer Ronnie 
Braxton. 

The goals? 

"Work on my speed, get stronger and really just get more physical," Harris said. 

Check. Check. And check. He's faster. And he's playing at 197 pounds, up from 190 
a year ago. 

"I can run with receivers easy now," Harris said. "And now I'm so much stronger. 
When I get my hands on receivers, they are pretty much locked on." 

And when the Broncos' third-year cornerback gets his hands on the ball, he catches 
it, such as his diving interception of a Joe Flacco pass in Denver's season-opening, 
49-27 victory over the Baltimore Ravens on  

Thursday night. Harris' pick led to a Broncos touchdown. 

Harris has proved his big-play ability. Of the Broncos' last four interceptions 
returned for a touchdown in 2012, he had two. He had three picks during last 
season. 

"The amazing thing is that he came to us as a college free agent and competed, 
made a name for himself and earned some respect from his teammates on special 
teams," Broncos coach John Fox said. "We slotted him in there, and he played 
really consistent for us a year ago when some injuries pressed him more into 
playing time. He's learned a lot from some veteran guys, going against them in 
practice — Brandon Stokley a year ago and Wes Welker in this camp. The guy's 
extremely competitive." 

Harris, who attended Kansas, is one of two undrafted players in the Denver 
secondary who started this season strong. Lost in the shuffle of Peyton Manning's 
historic seven-touchdown night, Julius Thomas' eye-opening season debut and a 
defense that had four sacks and two interceptions was safety Duke Ihenacho's 
Herculean effort (12 tackles, 11 of them solo, and three passes defensed). 



While Ihenacho, a second-year player from San Jose State, has forced his way into 
the lineup, Harris' versatility is what will keep him on the field even after Champ 
Bailey returns to action. Although Harris was widely assumed to be taking over for 
the injured Bailey on Thursday night, in fact Tony Carter started in Bailey's left 
cornerback spot on the first play from scrimmage. The Broncos opened the game in 
a nickel package, with five defensive backs, and Harris started the game as the 
nickel back. 

A season ago, Harris played nickel back, outside cornerback and safety. In those 
roles, he was one of just two defensive backs to record multiple sacks and 
interceptions. 

And he said he didn't really know what he was doing all the time. 

He sees the game differently now. He understands better how offenses are trying to 
place him in tough situations and how to adjust, be it as a nickel back or a 
cornerback. 

"The game's been slowing down for me," Harris said. "It's really slow out there for 
me now. I understand route concepts. I understand how teams are trying to attack 
me — with pick routes and double moves. So knowing what I'm going to get is 
making it a lot easier for me." 

And that's making it much scarier for opposing quarterbacks. 

 



Broncos' Chris Harris likes to be go-to 
guy 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com 
August 19, 2013 

When the seventh round of the 2011 draft had already drawn to a close, when the 
Denver Broncos had already tossed around some offers for some of the undrafted 
rookies they wanted, so much so they had spent all but $2,000 of their budget for 
signing bonuses for the undrafted players they liked, scout Dave Ziegler had the 
names of three cornerbacks to review. 
 
One had sprinter’s speed, one had some size and one was Chris Harris, a savvy 
player who had started four seasons at Kansas, including splitting time at 
cornerback and safety as a senior. 
 
And that has turned out to be the best $2,000 the Broncos, or anyone else, could 
have spent. Because with Champ Bailey now battling a left foot injury he suffered in 
Seattle Saturday night, Harris is again the Denver secondary’s version of the Coast 
Guard. The Broncos make the call and Harris dives in. 
 
“I feel like I can play anywhere they need me to, inside, outside, maybe a little 
safety if they needed that,’’ Harris said. “I feel confident in what I do and want to 
be a guy they look to.’’ 
 
Bailey’s X-rays showed no fracture in his foot and an MRI exam Sunday showed no 
major tears. But the 12-time Pro Bowl selection was plenty sore when he arrived to 
the Broncos’ Dove Valley complex for treatment. He will not play for the remainder 
of the preseason and will miss some practice time. 
 
The Broncos are still hopeful Bailey will be at his left cornerback spot by the time 
Sept. 5 rolls around, when they open the league’s regular season against the 
Baltimore Ravens. If he isn’t and the Broncos aren’t in their nickel defense Harris 
will likely be there. And if Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie couldn’t play at right 
cornerback and Bailey was in the lineup, Harris would be on the right side. And 
when they need a guy in the slot, Harris is that guy too. 
 
And that is a full resume for a guy many thought was a tick slow, a few inches too 
short and who got lost in the draft shuffle when he changed position in a struggling 
defense at Kansas because the team needed him to. 



 
"That probably did hurt me a little bit with the draft,'' Harris said. "I still thought I 
would get picked, I mean I thought people could see I moved to safety because 
they needed me to, not because I couldn't play corner. But I think about it all the 
time, and I think I don't take anything for granted.'' 
 
“The thing that makes Chris so tough is he will fight you on every play,’’ is how 
Bailey has described it. “You could see it right away even when he was a rookie, in 
those first workouts, just mentally tough, he just lined up and played every play. 
He made plays right from the start.’’ 
 
With Bailey entering his 15th season, having just turned 35 in June, he has said he 
knows “no week’s a given, no season’s a given,’’ and that “people are going to 
come after you.’’ Injuries are always a concern at this point as well, even for a 
player who has been a durable as Bailey has been over his career. 
 
He has played in 16 games in nine of his seasons, played in at least 13 games in 13 
seasons. The only year Bailey has lined up fewer than 13 times in his team’s 
defense was in 2008 when he missed seven games with a groin injury. In his 
previous nine seasons with the Broncos, they are 8-6 in games Bailey did not play – 
2-0 in 2005, 1-0 in 2007, 4-3 in 2008, 0-1 in 2010 and 1-2 in 2011. 
 
“I always feel like I’m going to look out there and see Champ out there,’’ Harris 
said. “But if he’s not, I have to make sure I’m ready. We always want to hold up, I 
want to be somebody they can count on." 

 



Bixby's Chris Harris Ready for 3rd 
NFL Season 

Doug Eaton 
Greater Tulsa Reporter 
July 24, 2013 

“From Rags to Riches” is a term that describes how a person elevates from 
obscurity to fame. 

This analogy could aptly describe the rapidly rising career of Bixby native Chris 
Harris as he enters his third season in the National Football League. The young 
cornerback for the Denver Broncos finds himself on a meteoric rise on the 
professional football stage. 

Harris, a three-sport star (football, basketball and track) at Bixby High School, 
moved on to the University of Kansas, where he was a four-year starter for the 
Jayhawks and also served as a team captain. 

After receiving All-Conference and All-American honorable mention honors, Harris 
suddenly found himself on the outside looking in when his name was not called 
during the 2011 NFL player draft. 

In hindsight, that apparent oversight by NFL scouts and player personnel directors 
perhaps worked to Harris’s advantage.  

Obviously disappointed that his name was not called during the draft, Harris 
refused to give up on his dream of playing professional football. Compounding his 
despair was the fact that the NFL was at that time involved in a player lockout with 
the players’ association. As a consequence, free agents such as Harris, were not 
being signed. 
Despite these obstacles, Harris set out to be ready just in case the opportunity of a 
lifetime came. 

During the spring semester his senior year at KU, Harris made arrangements to 
work out with a trainer in Emporia, Kansas, requiring a two-hour round-trip drive 
from Lawrence each Saturday. 

After that spring semester was completed, Harris returned home to Tulsa for the 
summer and continued working out relentlessly every day – conditioning, lifting 
weights, running – anything to get better and to improve his chances of playing at 
the next level. That is, if he ever received the opportunity. 

But then the player lockout was lifted and Harris’s world suddenly became a 
whirlwind of action. 



Harris recalls the details vividly. “The lockout was settled at 2 o’clock on that (July 
2011) afternoon and by 6 p.m., my agent had called me and told me that Denver 
was interested,” Harris explains. At 10 o’clock that night, the Bronco’s coaching 
staff called and invited Harris to their training camp. Another call came from Denver 
at 8 o’clock early the next morning with details for Harris’s travel arrangements to 
Denver. 
By 11:30 a.m. that morning, Harris found himself on a plane headed to the Mile 
High City. 

Once there, Harris quickly signed to a free-agent contract with the Broncos. He was 
on his way to complete his dream – to play in the NFL. 

Exhibiting his outstanding work ethic, Harris quickly captured the eyes of the 
Bronco coaching staff, who took note of Harris’ give-it-all attitude. Surviving the 
initial player cuts, Harris suddenly found himself on the Broncos’ opening day 
roster. “I tried to work harder than anyone else. I knew I was the last spot, 
because I got the smallest signing bonus,” Harris told the Denver Post at the time. 
Through perseverance and hard work, Harris worked his way up on the Bronco 
depth chart. From his efforts on special teams in preseason games, Harris made the 
53-man opening day roster. 

“I knew my best chance of getting playing time was on the special teams. I made 
sure the coaches knew that I could play,” Harris explained of his strategy. From 
there, Harris received playing time in the Denver defensive secondary at 
cornerback, continuing to impress the Bronco coaching staff with his positive 
attitude as well as his coverage skills. Harris finished his rookie year with 72 tackles 
and a pass interception, excelling against the run and in slot coverage. 

Harris also harvested a handful of honors and awards – being voted to Denver’s All-
Rookie team, named the Breakout Player of the Year and the Overachiever of the 
Year. He capped the season off by being named to the Professional Football Writers 
of America 2011 All-Rookie team, 

The 2012 season brought even more success for the 5 foot 10 inch, 195 pound 
dynamo. Finishing the year with 61 tackles and three pass interceptions, two of 
which he returned for touchdowns. The highlight was Harris’ 98 yard interception 
return for a touchdown against the Baltimore Ravens in week 15. This was after 
Harris had returned another interception for a touchdown earlier against the San 
Diego Chargers. To add frosting on the cake, Harris also recorded 2.5 sacks in 
2012, which led all cornerbacks in the league. 

Harris has already set his sights on the 2013 season – and a warning to Bronco 
opponents: he has his sights set high. “I always set goals and I always want to 
improve each year. I would like to get five to seven interceptions and score three 
touchdowns this year,” Harris explained.  

Harris has another reason to be optimistic for the upcoming season. One of the top-
ranked receivers in the game, Wes Welker (who by the way played his high school 



football at Oklahoma City Bishop McGuiness High School) left the New England 
Patriots and signed in the off season with the Broncos. 

This translates as great news to Harris in two ways; Welker’s offensive skills will 
help Bronco quarterback Peyton Manning by providing another receiving threat, but 
more importantly from Harris’s perspective, he won’t have to face Welker from 
across the line of scrimmage and defend the former Patriot receiver. 

Speaking of optimism, the Broncos have already been established as a preseason 
favorite to reach the pinnacle of professional football, playing in Super Bowl.  
“We have a lot veteran guys on the team. We’re in a ‘win now’ phase,” Harris said. 

Harris takes pride in being in “game-shape” at all time. After completing several 
days of OTA’s (“Off-season Training Activities”) and mini-camp in Denver in mid-
June, the former Bixby Spartan then moved on to Dallas where he worked out at 
his “boot camp” with several other teammates and other NFL players. Working out 
with Darrell Stuckey, one of Harris’s former teammates from the University of 
Kansas and current safety for the San Diego Chargers, Houston Texans cornerback 
A.J. Bouye and other players, Harris honed his physical conditioning, weight 
training and speed work by putting in three or four workouts per day. “I feel a little 
stronger and faster than last year, so I’m looking forward to the upcoming season. 
I played last year at 195 pounds and I expect to play this year right at 200 pounds, 
so hopefully I will be stronger,” Harris explained during his Dallas workouts.  

Harris’s stature continues to rise in the eyes of football analysts and commentators. 
The web site, Profootballfocus.com, recently named the list of the “Top 100 Players” 
in the National Football League. Harris was ranked by the web site as the 64th best 
player in the league. “It feels good to get recognized in such a way. Those rankings 
are based upon performance and production during the past season, so it is good to 
receive that kind of recognition,” Harris said.  

Besides the on-field successes, Harris also enjoys helping others through the 
activities of his charitable foundation, the Chris Harris, Jr. Foundation. In that 
regard, he conducted a football clinic for children ages 8-14 in Plano, Texas in July. 
As for the upcoming season, fans of the Broncos and Harris will enjoy several 
opportunities to see Harris in action. 

The Broncos enjoy the honor of playing in the opening game of the 2013 N.F.L. 
season as they host the defending Super Bowl champion Baltimore Ravens on 
Thursday, September 5 at Sports Authority Field at Mile High Stadium in Denver. 
The game will be nationally televised on NBC. Local fans will have several chances 
to watch Harris in person as the Broncos play a couple of games within driving 
distance. 

On Sunday, October 6, the Broncos will travel to Dallas to play the Cowboys in “The 
House that Jerry (Jones) Built” – Cowboy Stadium. Kickoff time is 3:30 pm. “The 
Cowboys were my favorite team as I was growing up so this game will be very 
interesting. I’m looking forward to it,” Harris said. 



Sunday, December 1 has the Broncos going to Kansas City to face the divisional 
rival Chiefs with kickoff scheduled for 3:05 pm. “I always love playing at Kansas 
City as most of my family have been able to come to that game since it’s so close,” 
Harris explained. 

When asked if he had any advice to youngsters who might entertain a dream of 
someday playing in the NFL, Harris had this to say: “You need to be 100% 
committed to what you want to do. If you want to play football, be committed to be 
a great football player. Just do what you love to do.” 

Despite all the accolades, the recognition and the attention, Harris considers 
himself very fortunate to perform in a line of work that he loves so much.  
“I play football because I love to play the game.”  

  



Chris Harris: Practicing against Wes 
Welker has made me better 
 

By Josh Alper 
Pro Football Talk 
July 2, 2013 
 
The Broncos signed wide receiver Wes Welker to help their offense. 
According to one member of their defense, though, Welker’s presence is benefitting 
Denver on the other side of the ball as well. Cornerback Chris Harris spent the 
spring facing off with Welker during drills and says that the experience has caused 
him to improve as a player heading into his third NFL season. 
 
“We definitely have great battles each day and we’ve made each other way better,” 
Harris said, via the Broncos website. “I feel like, at this time compared to last year, 
I’m light years better than I was. I know he’s gotten a lot better, too. I’m excited to 
be able to cheer him on and not have to play against him.” 
 
A better Harris should serve Denver well. With Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie in 
town, Harris will see less time on the outside of the defense and it’s hard to think of 
many slot receivers that have been more troublesome matchups for defensive 
backs in recent years than Welker. With plenty more work ahead of them in camp, 
Harris should be able to polish his game even more before the Broncos spring him 
on unfriendly competition. 
  



Chris Harris Still A 'Hungry Player' 
Being undrafted out of college still motivates Chris Harris. 

Brandon Moree 
DenverBroncos.com 
Jul 1, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Even though cornerback Chris Harris ranked fifth in the NFL 
for the fewest receiving yards allowed last year and was the only cornerback to 
record multiple sacks and interceptions in 2012, he still has feels like he has 
something to prove. 

 

Being undrafted out of Kansas University left Harris with a chip on his shoulder. 

 

“That’s who Chris Harris is,” Harris said during OTAs. “That’s who I am. I can’t 
change who I am. I’ve always been a hungry player, always been a guy that always 
fights for the team. Once that chip is off, that’s not Chris Harris out there.” 

 

After playing in all 16 games – recording four starts – in his rookie season, Harris’ 
role increased in 2012. He started 12 games, recorded 61 tackles, 2.5 sacks and 
picked off three passes. 

 

He took two of his three interceptions to the house, including a franchise record 98-
yard touchdown return against Baltimore in Week 15. 

 

It’s his competitiveness that earned him that increased role and keeping him there. 

 

”The guy just competes at a very high level,” Secondary Coach Cory Undlin said 
during minicamp. “It doesn’t matter what position you play him. Heck, you could 
probably play him at linebacker. Size-wise, he’s not big enough, but he’d probably 
make it work somehow. He’s just a competitive guy who wants to win. It’s why he’s 
been on the field ever since he’s been here. 

 

“He’s an undrafted kid who loves the game and is very, very smart. He understands 
routes and understands how the game works, so I think that allows him to play the 
game at a higher level and he’ll be effective.” 

 

This offseason, Harris has been challenged by one of the new additions to the 
offensive unit. In OTAs and minicamp, Harris often found himself lined up across 
from fellow undrafted, Oklahoma-native Wes Welker. Those battles, as one might 
expect from two players like Harris and Welker, have been competitive. 

 



“We definitely have great battles each day and we’ve made each other way better,” 
Harris said in May. “I feel like, at this time compared to last year, I’m light years 
better than I was. I know he’s gotten a lot better, too. I’m excited to be able to 
cheer him on and not have to play against him.”  

 

Welker agreed and pointed to Harris’ awareness as one of his strengths. 

 

“He’s very strong,” Welker said during OTAs. “He uses his help very, very well. He 
understands it. He knows when to take chances, when not to. He’s done a really 
good job this whole camp and I think we’ve definitely made each other a lot better 
out on the field.” 

 

Not only is he matched up against Welker, he’s working against quarterback Peyton 
Manning. 

 

Whether it’s in a game or in practice, picking off passing never gets old for Harris. 
Harris is making himself better by treating those passes from Manning in practice 
just like he would on game day. 

 

“You can never get tired of getting interceptions,” Harris said during OTAs. “I have 
to prove myself every day. I’m undrafted, I have a slim opportunity and I have to 
take advantage of my opportunity every day. 

 

“That’s just how I approach every day that I have to get better and if Peyton is 
going to throw that ball out there, I have to make a play on it.” 

  



Harris Striving to Be 'One of the Best' 
Cornerback Chris Harris has gone from undrafted free agent to key contributor, and now the 
third-year player considers himself 'one of the best slot corners' in the league.  

Gary Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
May 21, 2013 

 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Chris Harris has come a long way from leading a 3-9 Kansas team 

and signing with the Broncos as an unheralded college free agent. 

 

"My senior year was unfortunate, I wasn’t on a good team and then I’m coming from a 

basketball program and my coaches didn’t help me," Harris said of going undrafted. "When 
you get put in a situation like that, it’s hard. It’s easy for someone to fall through the 
cracks, and that was just my situation.” 

 

But the cornerback didn't take his opportunity for granted. He fought his way onto the 

roster, going on to play in all 16 games in 2011 to make the PFW/PFWA and Football 
Outsiders' NFL All Rookie Team. 

 

Now entering his third season, Harris is coming off a year in which he tied for the team lead 
with three interceptions and was the league's only corner to record multiple picks and sacks. 

 

"I feel like I am a starting corner in this league, easy," Harris said Tuesday. "I’m an 

undrafted guy that’s taking advantage of the opportunity. That’s the easiest way that I can 

describe it to you. I’m just taking advantage of the playing time I get.” 

 

Harris was a starter last season, opening a career-high 12 games. This offseason, the 
Broncos added another cornerback in Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie, who might end up as 
the starter opposite Champ Bailey at outside cornerback. But even if Harris is designated as 

the team's nickel cornerback, he'll still see plenty of playing time -- nearly 70 percent of the 

snaps, in Defensive Coordinator Jack Del Rio's opinion -- and might even grab a handful of 
official "starts" if the opposing offense opens with three wide receivers. 

 

But "starter" or not, Harris knows what he can do. 

 

“You play with the Broncos, they’re bringing in good guys every year -- you always have to 

be ready to play," he said of raising his game to compete with veterans. "Now I feel like I’m 

one of those guys. I’m going into my third year. I’ve played a lot and experienced a lot. 
Playoffs each year that I’ve been here and I’ve played well. That’s definitely helped put me 

out there.” 

 

In 2013, Harris will have a chance no other corner that defends the slot has -- the 
opportunity to match up with arguably the best slot receiver in league history every day in 

practice. 

 



"He’s one of the best slot receivers, and I think I’m one of the best slot corners," Harris said 
of his daily battles with Wes Welker. 

 

One of the most important traits that has helped him succeed as an inside cornerback, 

Harris said, is his knowledge of the game. It's a position that demands intelligence, as he'll 

have to communicate with the outside cornerbacks, safeties and linebackers. 

 

"I have a lot of responsibility in this defense," Harris said. "Coach Jack (Del Rio), he puts a 
lot of responsibility on me and it comes easy to me because I know the whole system.” 

 

Now that the third-year cornerback has come into his own and has the trust of his coaches 

and teammates, he's looking to improve on his speed and strength to continue playing at a 
high level. 

 

No matter where he lines up on the field, Harris is confident in what he can bring to the 

Broncos. 

 

"I really see myself as a true corner that can play slot," he said. "The reason why I’m good 
at slot is because I know what I’m doing. I know the defense. I know the system. That’s 

where I can communicate with linebackers, communicate with the safeties and put 
everybody in the right coverage. That’s something that really sets me apart compared to a 

lot of DBs.” 

  



Harris' Play Earns Bonuses 
Cornerback Chris Harris was among the top 15 players in the league to benefit from 
performance-based pay bonuses. 

Andrew Mason 
DenverBroncos.com 
Mar 21, 2013 

 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- The NFL announced its performance-based bonuses Wednesday, and 

no Bronco cashed in like cornerback Chris Harris. 

 

Harris, whose league-minimum contract is rooted in his undrafted status upon breaking into 

the NFL in 2011, received $254,164 from a league-wide bonus pool of $110.72 million (an 
average of $3.46 million per team). That figure placed him 14th among all NFL players; he 
was the only Bronco to rank among the league's top 25. 

 

Harris earned the bonus by becoming a first-teamer at right cornerback and playing 84.5 

percent of the Broncos' defensive snaps in 2012. He tied for the club lead with three 
interceptions -- returning two for touchdowns -- and broke up 12 passes, which matched 
Tony Carter for the most among the Broncos. 

 

The performance-based system is designed to reward players -- particularly young ones 

from the lower rounds or from outside the draft altogether. It does sometimes help aging 

veterans; Atlanta center Todd McClure, who just announced his retirement last week at 36 
years old, pocketed an extra $251,204 beyond his base salary last year. 

 

According to the league, bonuses are calculated by what the league calls a "player index," in 
which his total number of plays are divided by his regular-season compensation, which 

includes contract incentives and the signing bonus. The "player index" is subsequently 
measured against his teammates to calculate the bonus. 

 

Cincinnati linebacker Vontaze Burfict led all players with a performance bonus of $299,465 
in 2012. Since he was an undrafted rookie free agent after a troubled college career at 

Arizona State, Burfict made the league minimum rookie base salary of $390,000, so his 

salary was boosted by 76.8 percent. 

 

Burfict's bonus wasn't as high as the league-high bonuses in each of the last four seasons of 
the bonus program under the old CBA (2006-09). Chargers offensive tackle Jeromey Clary's 
performance bonus of $405,859 for the 2008 season remains the league record. 

 

Harris' total exceeds those of guard Chris Kuper in 2008 ($208,937) and offensive tackle 
Tyler Polumbus in 2009 ($237,237), the last two years of the previous performance-based 

bonus program. 

 

There was no league-wide bonus system for the 2010 or 2011 seasons, the last year of the 
previous collective bargaining agreement and the first of the new CBA. Any performance 



bonuses received for those two seasons were under terms of the player's individual 
contract. 

  



Harris Readies For Another Jump 
Chris Harris will look to continue his ascent this offseason.  

Sam Davis 
DenverBroncos.com 
Feb 6, 2013 
 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- In 2011, cornerback Chris Harris went from an undrafted 
rookie to a role player on the Denver defense. 

 

In 2012, he became a starter and every-down player. 

 

If the trend continues, who knows what 2013 has in store for Harris? 

 

"I just want to come back next year and make another leap," Harris said. "I'm able 
to guard anybody and I went against some tough battles this year and I held my 
own. Next year, I'll be able to do the same, even better." 

 

The 23-year-old seems to have found the recipe for steady improvement. His 
offseason routine has worked in the two years prior, so he'll approach this one 
exactly the same. It begins with some time away from the game, rest and 
relaxation. In a couple months, he'll train by himself in Dallas, where some of his 
family resides. 

 

"I'm definitely going to take a break mentally and physically," he said. "Around 
March is when I start getting back into the swing of things. I'm pretty much going 
to do the same thing I did last offseason. I had great results with what I did in the 
offseason this year. I'm going to do the same thing and just work a little bit 
harder." 

 

Harris is coming off a season in which he started 12 games at the corner spot 
opposite Champ Bailey, while also seeing time at nickel corner and safety. He tied 
for a team-high three interceptions and was the only cornerback in the league to 
record multiple interceptions and sacks. 

 

Harris showed shut-down ability by piling up 12 passes defensed and allowing just 
400 yards receiving on the year, the third-lowest total in the NFL among players 
targeted at least 60 times. 

 

The University of Kansas alum also had a nose for the big play, returning two 
interceptions for touchdowns at clutch moments, including a 98-yarder that was the 
longest pick-six in franchise history. 



 

"I believe I'm definitely an elite cornerback coming off this season," Harris said. 
"There aren't too many DB's that can play outside, inside and play safety, just 
pretty much line up anywhere. I want to continue to develop. Being young, 23, I'm 
going to continue to grow, continue to improve." 

 

In addition to showing improvement in 2013, Harris wants to take on "a higher 
level of responsibility." He believes he has earned the right to be a starter on the 
defense. The next step is to be a leader. 

 

"That's the goal, to be a core guy for this team, to be a leader for this team," Harris 
said. "(Head) Coach (John) Fox, he just put me in a situation to where I could be a 
face in this locker room, be a contributor. I just thank them for the opportunity 
they gave me." 



Chris Harris provides big bang for 
Broncos' free-agent bucks 
Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
December 23, 2012 

All of the draft picks had been selected, the lockout had finally ended, the new 
collective bargaining agreement had just expanded training camp rosters from 80 
to 90 players and the Broncos were in a two-hour fury of trying to sign undrafted 
rookies. 

They outbid several NFL teams for Adam Grant by giving the offensive tackle a 
$12,000 signing bonus. They gave $10,000 bonuses to wide receivers Mark Dell 
and Jamel Hamler, running back Mario Fannin and quarterback Adam Weber. 
Offensive lineman Curt Porter received $5,000 and $3,000 went to cornerback 
Brandon Bing and linebacker Derek Domino. 

The Broncos had just $2,000 remaining in their budget for undrafted rookies and 
they needed one more cornerback. 

Broncos scout Dave Ziegler walked into the office of the team's new head coach 
with some options. One cornerback had track speed. Another had some size and 
played in a big college program. Yet another was smart and a four-year starter at 
Kansas. 

"Take the smart one who started four years at Kansas," John Fox said. 

And that, ladies and gentlemen, is how the Broncos acquired Chris Harris. Or, as 
NFL quarterbacks Philip Rivers and Joe Flacco might call him, "Pick Six" Harris. 

"I knew I was the last spot," Harris said, laughing as he was reminded of how his 
pro career started, "because I got the smallest signing bonus." 

Through a determined competitive spirit in training camp and outstanding special-
teams performances in the preseason, Harris went from the unofficial 90th man to 
"starting" nickel back by Game 7 of his rookie season a year ago. The next week, 
the Broncos began a six-game winning streak that carried them to the AFC West 
title. 

The 5-foot-10, 190-pound Harris became the Broncos' starting right cornerback in 
Game 6 this season and his two interceptions off San Diego's Rivers, including a 
game-clinching touchdown return, ignited a nine-game winning streak and another 
division championship. 

Harris and the Broncos will try to make it 10 wins in a row while solidifying a No. 2 



playoff seed when they play the Cleveland Browns at Sports Authority Field at Mile 
High on Sunday. 

Harris now plays for good money at the NFL minimum, but all that was promised to 
him was $2,000. 

"It didn't last too long, I know that," Harris said, smiling. "I think I got some travel 
clothes. A PS3 (PlayStation 3), just so I could have something." 

Shudder to think what would have happened had the league's new CBA not bumped 
training camp rosters from 80 to 90 players. Shudder to think what would have 
happened if Fox reflexively preferred speed or size. 

"You take the guy with production," Fox said last week. "You want the football 
player." 

Broncomania reaches Oklahoma 

Bixby, Okla., is a booming suburb of Tulsa. The town's population was about 9,500 
in 1990, when Harris was an infant there and is about 21,000 now. 

"There's Denver mania in Bixby," said Pat McGrew, Harris' high school football 
coach. "All the coaches I know, all the players, they all have his jersey and watch 
him. He brings a part of the NFL to us." 

Harris' parents divorced when he was young, and he and younger sister Brittany 
were raised by their mother, Lisa. Mom worked at the local post office and let her 
son's coaches know that if his grades weren't kept up, he wouldn't be playing for 
his AAU basketball team or in the football game. 

Harris said he graduated from Bixby High School with a 3.8 grade-point average. 

"The discipline she provided at home is a big reason Chris is like he is," McGrew 
said. "You didn't have to worry about Chris. He was as good as his mother." 

A receiver and defensive back in high school, Harris was starting cornerback as a 
freshman at Kansas opposite Aqib Talib, who after that season became a first-round 
draft pick of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. 

At that point, Harris thought he too had what it takes to play in the NFL. But by his 
senior year, his new Jayhawks coach, Turner Gill, moved Harris to safety. 

"It was good for the team, because Chris was so smart and he could pretty much 
tell everybody else where they should be lined up," said Broncos rookie linebacker 
Steven Johnson, a teammate of Harris' at Kansas. "But it might have hurt Chris a 
little bit, personally." 



"I wasn't rated as a corner anymore. I was rated as a safety," Harris said. "And 
when you see my height and weight, I'm a corner in waiting." 

Before the draft, Harris' agent, Fred Lyles, said several teams were interested in his 
client. But the draft passed without Harris' name getting called — and then he had 
to endure an agonizing summer of waiting for the lockout to end so he could find 
employment. 

"When he came out of college, everything that could go wrong did go wrong," Lyles 
said. 

Lyles and Harris later heard from NFL scouts that when they asked Gill about his 
senior safety-cornerback, the Kansas coach would not provide a recommendation. 
When the lockout finally lifted and teams could finalize their rosters with undrafted 
free agents, the Broncos were the only team whose interest in Harris didn't waver. 

With no other teams bidding on Harris, the Broncos got him cheap. Gill has since 
been fired at Kansas, while Harris plays on in Denver. 

"He caught our attention through special teams," Fox said. "That's how a lot of guys 
break through. We still talk about Terrell Davis to our guys here. It's blocking and 
tackling. It's football." 

Legend has it that Davis, a sixth-round pick who went on to become a Super Bowl 
and league MVP, made the Broncos' 1995 roster as a rookie after he blew up a 
returner on kickoff coverage in the team's final preseason game. 

Harris had two tackles on punt coverage during the Broncos' second preseason 
game of his rookie year against Seattle. When it was time to set their season-
opening, 53-man roster, the Broncos kept Harris instead of Perrish Cox, a nine-
game starter as a rookie the previous season. Cox had off-the-field legal issues and 
reported to camp overweight. 

"I knew my first shot at getting on the field was with special teams," Harris said. "I 
made that a priority to show the coaches that I could play." 

Quick study at cornerback 

By the end of his rookie season, Harris, from his inside nickel position, was shutting 
down New England's star slot receiver, Wes Welker. This year, the Broncos were 2-
3 when starting right cornerback Tracy Porter couldn't make the team's trip to San 
Diego for Game 6 because of illness. 

Harris started at right cornerback and came up with his two interceptions in the 
second half to help the Broncos rally from a 24-0 deficit. The Broncos haven't lost 
since and Harris has stayed in the starting lineup. 



Last week, the Broncos were ahead 10-0 in Baltimore, but the Ravens had first-
and-goal at the 4-yard line with 30 seconds left in the first half. Flacco went up to 
the line acting as if he was going to spike the ball to kill the clock. Instead, the 
quarterback rose and threw left to receiver Anquan Boldin, who was running a 
sideline pattern in the end zone. 

"I was reading (Flacco's) eyes," Harris said. 

He stepped in front of Boldin and used those high school receiver hands to pick off 
the pass at the 2-yard line. Harris raced a Denver-record 98 yards for a touchdown 
that turned what might have been a 10-7 game at halftime into a comfortable 17-0 
lead for the Broncos. 

Only Harris, from that 2011 undrafted rookie class, has made it with the Broncos. 
Fannin is spending his second season on injured reserve. The others are long gone. 
The last shall be first. 

The Broncos have been so desperate to find a cornerback worthy of partnering with 
Champ Bailey, they once paid $16 million in guaranteed money to Dré Bly, then 
$9.8 million to André Goodman, then $4 million to Porter. 

Bailey's mate was found for $2,000. 

"It's amazing how it works out in this league sometimes," Bailey said. "Hit or miss. 
But the thing is, I think that whole story with Chris is what makes him because he's 
hungry. That's the best thing about him. Hunger. He wants it." 



Broncos' Chris Harris shows his value 

both inside, outside vs. Ravens 

Jeff Legwold 

The Denver Post 
December 18, 2012 

The shopping list for any NFL personnel executive with designs on some trophies for 
the team's mantle will always include the basic got-to-have items. Items like 

franchise quarterback, left tackle and edge rusher. 

But in an increasingly pass-happy league, with records seemingly being toppled 
each and every week, the cornerback who can play in the slot, on the inside, is 

becoming a highly-sought-after, hard-to-find player. Most offenses believe it is a 
matchup they can repeatedly win out of a three-wide receiver set, especially if they 
move one of their most productive receivers into the slot and let him work the 

middle of the field against what is usually a team's No. 3 cornerback. 

This is why Chris Harris, who the Broncos  signed as an undrafted rookie following 
the 2011 draft, has become such a valuable player in their defense. 

Harris can play on the outside, as he has done at right cornerback having started 

the last 10 games there. And then when the Bronco go to their looks with five or six 
six defensive backs, Harris often moves down inside to play in the slot. 

And Sunday he was a key part of the effort to hold the Ravens' Anquan Boldin 

without a catch. He had Boldin on the outside for much of the day. And when the 
220-pound Boldin moved down inside where he is at his play-rough best, Harris 

followed him. 

It was the first time Boldin did not have a catch in a game he played in since the 
2005 season. At one point, Boldin was so frustrated he was flagged for an 
unnecessary roughness penalty for some post-play action early in the fourth 

quarter. 

"Chris is a physical corner. Anquan likes to play that physical game and Chris loves 
that," said Broncos cornerback Champ Bailey. "The numbers speak for themselves. 

Chris is a good corner, he knows how to play in the slot, he likes going in there with 
those guys, why not let him?" 

Harris' ability to play with both power and speed allowed the Broncos to put Bailey 

on Torrey Smith, the Ravens' chief downfield threat. And without the two players he 
had targeted the most coming into the game available to him much of the time, 
Ravens quarterback Joe Flacco was often in a position to do little more than simply 

throw the ball away. 



And Harris' 98-yard interception return for a touchdown came on a play when 
Flacco was trying to force one into Boldin. 

"I'll play wherever they want me to," Harris said. "I always want to show them I 

can play inside, outside, wherever. I just want to play, keep working and keep the 
ball from the guy I'm on." 

 



Paige: Broncos DB Chris Harris 
making plays, name for himself 
 

Woody Paige 
The Denver Post 

November 18, 2012 
 

Between plays of the Broncos-Chargers game last November in San Diego, 

Chris Harris crossed paths with notorious garbage-gabber Philip Rivers. 

 

"I didn't think he had any idea who I was," a grinning Harris told me during 
the offseason. 

 

"Then he yelled at me, 'Go back to Arkansas, you (reeking) rookie.' Then I 
was sure he didn't know who I was." 

Harris grew up in Oklahoma and played college football at Kansas. Rivers 
obviously didn't think the Broncos' nickel back was worth two bits.  

 

With 2:05 remaining in the fourth quarter of the Broncos-Chargers game this 

year in San Diego, the Broncos, after a mercurial comeback, were clinging to 
a precarious 28-24 lead when Harris intercepted a Rivers pass and returned 

the ball 46 yards for the clinching touchdown. 

 

Harris picked off Rivers twice — each time right in front of former Broncos 

teammate Eddie Royal — in the fourth quarter. 

 

Rivers presumably knows who Harris is now. 

 

Since the second half of that earlier confrontation, Harris and the Broncos 
have been riding high, and Rivers and the Chargers barely are hanging on. 
The two meet Sunday.  

 

Mr. Rivers, say hello again to Mr. Harris. 

 

The Broncos have won four straight with Harris as a starter at cornerback in 

place of Tracy Porter and across from Champ Bailey. During that stretch, 
Harris has the two interceptions, one sack, 16 tackles and five deflected 

passes. 

 

In the past 14 quarters, the defense has shown 51 shades of orange — 
allowing an average of just 3.6 points per period, and playing like your 

father's Orange Crush. 

 

In the past four games, the Chargers have lost three. Rivers had seven 

touchdowns and seven interceptions. Harris became Rivers' Orange Curse. 

 



Everybody in the NFL should know Chris Harris Jr. He proved everybody in 
the NFL wrong. 

 

And Chris has been forced to prove himself twice with the Broncos. 

 

He's a quality football player and a quality young man. 

 

In his hometown of Bixby, Okla., a suburb of Tulsa, Harris earned all-state 
honors for football, basketball and academics (twice). Yet, the universities of 

Oklahoma and Tulsa and Oklahoma State were not particularly interested. 

 

So he accepted a scholarship to Kansas and started at cornerback as a 

freshman — and intercepted a pass in the Orange Bowl. 

 

But a funny thing happened on the way to Chris Harris becoming an 
honorable-mention All-American and a potential high draft choice. Before 

Harris' senior season in 2010, coach Mark Mangino was replaced by Turner 
Gill. 

 

The new staff didn't care much for Harris, and moved him to safety. Even 
though he was a team captain and an accomplished Big 12 athlete, Kansas 

coaches "told scouts I wouldn't be a pro player. I heard it from the scouts," 
Harris said. "Why would they do that? That really hurt."  

 

Harris wasn't drafted. (Meanwhile, Gill and his staff were fired.) 

 

But the Broncos' new regime led by John Elway saw Harris as a possible 
practice squad player, and signed him to a contract, if he made the team, for 

$375,000 and — get this — a bonus of $1,000. 

 

A funny thing happened on the way to the practice squad. 

 

Harris became the only undrafted and unknown player to make the Broncos' 
roster in 2011. Only 12 other free agents had been kept by the Broncos into 
the regular season since 1997. 

 

He began last season as a special-teams player and occasional dime back. 
Then, about the same time Tim Tebow took over as quarterback, Harris was 

inserted as a nickel back, making two, then nine, then 11 tackles — and an 
interception in a victory at Oakland. Chris Harris was as dependable as a 

Ford pickup, as rock-solid as a Freddie Mercury hit. 

 

With 65 tackles, Chris earned a place on the NFL all-rookie team. 

 

A funny thing happened on the way to the 2012 season. 

 

The Broncos kept bringing in more cornerbacks, which I found somewhat 
weird. It was as if they weren't sure about Harris. Porter, Drayton Florence 



and Ramzee Robinson were signed as veteran free agents, and Omar Bolden 
was drafted. I asked Harris if he felt slighted.  

 

"No, I've have to prove myself every year since I was a kid," he said. "I just 
worked harder." 

 

Florence and Robinson were released, and Porter was named a starter. 

 

Then, Porter continued to have seizure symptoms. 

 

Harris was elevated to starter. 

 

All he's done is make a name for himself. Quarterbacks keep picking on him, 

and Harris keeps making plays. 

Rivers' salary this year is $11.4 million, plus a $3.91 million bonus; Harris is 
making $465,000, plus another $1,000 bonus. 

 

But Rivers won't be trash-talking Harris on Sunday. 

 

Harris has shut up the Chargers quarterback ... and shut down the Chargers' 

receivers. 

 

And the Broncos will win again, 30-20. 

  



Vying For Time 

By Sam Davis 

DenverBroncos.com 

June 6, 2012 

Cornerback Chris Harris is continuing to improve as he enters his second season 

with the Broncos.  

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Undrafted rookie Chris Harris climbed the depth chart to 
start four games last season with a tenacious work ethic that was first noticed 

during offseason workouts. 
 
That earned him some early-season playing time with the special teams unit – but 

as he continued to raise eyebrows on the Broncos’ sideline, he found a niche during 
the second half of the season at nickel cornerback. 

 
Now entering his second year in the league, the cornerback from Kansas knows 
that despite his success in 2011, his job isn't guaranteed in 2012. 

 
"Being an undrafted free agent, you have to prove yourself every year," Harris said. 

"So I never stop working." 
 
If he's going to maintain a similar role in a deeper, more talented Broncos' 

secondary, he'll have to show the same zeal that first caught the coaches’ eyes last 
year – because experience isn't a factor the 22-year-old has in his favor. This 

offseason, the team brought in three veteran defensive backs - cornerbacks Tracy 
Porter and Drayton Florence and safety Mike Adams. Combined, the three have 
played 21 years in the league. 

 
But 2011 team captain Champ Bailey said he hasn't noticed Harris backing down 

from the competition. 
 
"He's holding his own," Bailey said, noting that Harris always has a smile on his 

face. "That's one thing about him, he's such a competitor. He feels confident about 
what he does. He's just letting his play speak for itself."  

 
As for Harris, he believes the additions to the secondary can only help him. 
 

"Its just something I can gain experience from," Harris said. "These guys have been 
in the league for a long time. They are just adding competition and just making me 

better. 
 

"We all talked as defensive backs and said we're never going to give each other bad 
advice, always try to help each other," he continued. "The competition is only going 
to make everybody better." 
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Although the unit will work together to improve as a whole, no one has lost sight of 

the fact that most slots on the depth chart might remain blank through training 
camp. 

 
"We all understand every spot is up for grabs, except Champ's,” Harris said. 
“There's competition everywhere.” 

Surrounded by proven veterans, Harris' youth may count against him in the early 
goings. But to him, his young age only means more room for improvement and 

more time to learn. 
 
"Really I just want to get faster and stronger," he said. "I'm only 22 years old. We 

drafted a guy that's older than me coming in, so I'm still young, still learning the 
game a lot more. There's a lot I can learn." 

 
The draftee that Harris is referring to could be the 26-year old center from Baylor, 
Philip Blake. Or, it could be Omar Bolden, the 23-year old cornerback from Arizona 

State. Bolden is another name who will be fighting for those second, third, and 
fourth cornerback spots. Like Harris, Bolden was a four-year starter in college. But 

what Bolden hasn't done yet is go toe-to-toe with some of the NFL's top receivers. 
That kind of experience is what Harris hopes will make him a valuable asset to the 

Broncos' defense. 
 
"Playing against top receivers like (Wes) Welker, Antonio Gates, I kind of got 

thrown in on the fly," Harris said. "Being able to go out there and play against 
those top guys definitely gives me confidence going into this season." 

 
He earned playing time in Denver's two playoff games as well, making five tackles 
against Pittsburgh in the first round and starting against the Patriots in round two.   

 
"Not a lot of undrafted rookies get that experience in the playoffs," Harris said.  

 
Regardless of the fact that nearly every defensive back -- young or old -- is trying 
to secure a spot on the depth chart, the true task at hand is the same for every 

member of the Denver Broncos.  
 

"We're all here for one common goal, and that's to win a Super Bowl," Harris said. 

http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/philip-blake/bfe4827d-f9d6-4ff1-9a21-460c8326e6b8/
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Rocking the boat: Rookies Carter and Harris 
forced themselves into Broncos' lineup 

By Lindsay H. Jones  

The Denver Post  
November 25, 2011 

When Quinton Carter and Chris Harris arrived in Denver along with the team's other 

rookies in late July, they quickly realized a couple of things. 

First, with similar college football backgrounds, shared interests and mutual friends, 
they were going to be buddies. And second, if both were going to contribute to the 
Broncos this season, they were going to need to help each other out. 

With both players buried on the Broncos' defensive depth chart in camp, they 
began their own daily competitions in practice. During every defensive session — 
even if it was with the third-stringers — and special-teams drill, Carter and Harris 

would try to outdo the other. If one made an interception, the other better get one 
too.  

If one got off his block in punt coverage, the other better be faster next time.  

"We felt like we came in here in the same boat, so we really challenge each other 
every day," said Carter, the Broncos' fourth-round draft pick from Oklahoma. 

It helped the duo earn the right to now challenge opposing offenses. Carter and 
Harris have become fixtures in the Broncos' secondary for the past five games, 

giving the team hope that in Harris, Carter and fellow rookie safety Rahim Moore, 
the Broncos have found a long-term solution in the secondary. 

"We plan on being here for a long time and making a big difference to this team," 
Carter said. 

The Broncos have had little luck with young defensive backs in recent seasons, with 
a revolving door of cornerbacks and safeties signed to play alongside veteran 
stalwarts such as Champ Bailey and Andre Goodman, both 33 years old, and 38-

year-old Brian Dawkins. 

Since 2008, the Broncos have rotated a dozen players into that third cornerback 
role, and Harris is the third player the Broncos have tried there this year, following 

Cassius Vaughn and Jonathan Wilhite. In that same 3 1/2-year span, the Broncos 
have had at least 10 other players start at least one game at safety. 

Perhaps it is no coincidence, then, that the Broncos' recent defensive turnaround 

has coincided with a switchup in the secondary, with Carter at starting free safety 
and Harris playing as the team's third corner. 
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Carter made his first career start after the bye, at Miami, and Harris got his first 
defensive snaps late in that game. He broke up two passes, including one in 

overtime, and has been the team's nickel cornerback ever since. 

"They're good football players and they worked extremely hard to get where they're 
at and earn the right to get on the field," defensive coordinator Dennis Allen said. 

"It didn't start off that way, but as we've progressed throughout, they've gotten 
better as we've gone on and they're playing pretty decent football right now." 

Harris, in particular, appears to be a quite a steal for the Broncos, who signed him 

as an undrafted rookie out of Kansas when the lockout ended in late July. 

Harris believes his willingness to switch from corner to safety to help his struggling 
college team decreased his draft stock. But as a four-year starter, with experience 
at all of the secondary positions, in the pass-happy Big 12, Harris was confident he 

could play in the NFL. He just needed a chance to get noticed. 

Harris thought about free-agent offers from several teams and decided the Broncos' 
gave him the best chance to earn a roster spot. 

Bailey, who has seen at least 15 young cornerbacks come and go during his 

Broncos' tenure, said he saw Harris' potential right away, even if it took awhile for 
Harris to leapfrog the corners ahead of him on the depth chart.  

"You noticed him start standing out," Bailey said. "I definitely watch our young 

corners, and that's one thing I noticed about him is he fights hard. One thing about 
him is he came in with really good technique. There's stuff that he can make better, 

but for a young guy, that's impressive." 

It isn't easy being the Broncos' third corner in passing situations because so many 
opposing quarterbacks choose to throw at the young guy, and not at Bailey. Harris 
has responded by making 31 total tackles in the past four games. He has broken up 

four passes and his first career interception was a game-changer in the Broncos win 
in Oakland three weeks ago. 

"My job is to try to, whoever I'm guarding or whoever I'm matched up with, win my 

battle," Harris said. "If I win that, I'm doing my job." 

Carter seems to be the natural successor to Dawkins at strong safety because of his 
size and solid tackling ability. For now, he has impressed the coaching staff enough 

with his play at free safety to keep Moore on the bench. 

"Like Coach Fox said to us, we're part of the future," Harris said. "If me, 'Q' and 
Rahim are still here playing in the secondary together and winning Super Bowls 
together, that's the ultimate dream." 



Broncos' Chris Harris: Courting an NFL career 

By Lindsay H. Jones  

The Denver Post  

November 13, 2011 

Chris Harris lived a life in limbo for more than three months, the time between his 

graduation from college and the end of the NFL lockout. 

Undrafted out of the University of Kansas, Harris believed he could make an NFL 

roster and contribute, but because of the league's labor strife, Harris made sure to 

put his backup plan in motion. 

Harris moved home to Tulsa, Okla., and started an internship at a local sports law 

firm and began preparing for the LSAT, the law school entrance exam.  

But within hours of the end of the lockout in late July, Harris had a job with the 

Broncos and was on a plane for Denver. He was the only undrafted rookie to make 
the 53-man roster, and in recent weeks, he has earned significant playing time as 

the team's nickel corner. He made his first career interception last week against 

Oakland. 

Q: I always thought undrafted players were hurt the most by the lockout. What 

were those months like for you? 

A: I didn't have a clue where I was going. I was just at home, doing an internship 

at a sports law firm. I already had gotten my degree in May, so I was just working, 

because that was what I was interested in. I was training and getting ready for 

football, but in case that didn't work out, I was already linked up with somebody. 

Q: What sort of assignments did you have at the internship? 

A: Easy tasks — paperwork, answering phones, doing errands, just a regular job. I 

was there 9 to 5, and it was a big learning experience for me, learning how to save 

money, things like that, because that's what we were doing. The NFL players were 

paying the lawyer to do all their marketing, run their camps and stuff like that. 

Q: What was it like right when the lockout ended? Did you have a lot of calls and 

choices to make about what team to join? 

A: The next day I got called. I had to be ready to go. They asked me if I was 

hungry, and the next day they flew me out. We felt like Denver was the best 

situation for me. It definitely worked out.  

Q: For you, what was the key to making the active roster as an undrafted player? 
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A: It felt like I was stuck third on the depth chart all of camp, so it was like, "How 

do I move up?" It was really confusing because you don't know how things are 

going to go until the day they picked the team. I didn't know how the coaches 

thought of me. I just knew I was trying to make plays. 

Q: Tell me about your family growing up. Who raised you? 

A: I was born into a single-parent household. My mom (Lisa Harris), she was 

always taking care of us, always making sure things were good for me and my little 
sister. She works at the post office, and she also refs basketball games — that's her 

hobby. Delivering mail, you've got to be up all day. She works a lot of hours, so I 

had to be the man of the house, make sure my sister was straight, pretty much do 

all the business till my mom got home. 

Q: You played on some really good Kansas teams (the Jayhawks beat Virginia Tech 

in the Orange Bowl in January 2008) and some that weren't so good. How did you 

manage the ups and downs? 

A: I learned to always keep fighting, always be a great teammate and try to lead by 
example. When it did get hard, I just tried to work the same way I did when we 

were winning.  

Q: Did KU's down years make it harder to get noticed by the NFL? 

A: My freshman year, we end up winning the Orange Bowl and everyone gets 
drafted. My next year, we did well again and everyone gets drafted. Then my junior 

and senior year, nobody really got drafted because we started losing. A lot of 

people thought I was slow because I moved to safety midway through the year, but 

I did that to help the team. That definitely hurt me a lot right there. 

About Chris Harris 

Position: Cornerback 

Height: 5-foot-10 

Weight: 190 pounds 

Experience: Rookie 

College: University of Kansas 

College stats: Four-year starter, played cornerback, nickel back and safety. 

2011 stats: Eight games, two starts; 30 total tackles (22 solo); one interception, 

three pass breakups; six special-teams tackles (tied for most on team). 



Rookie Harris stepping up at cornerback 

 

CBSSports.com 

Oct. 27, 2011  

One of the biggest under-the-radar stories of Denver's season is the emergence of 

cornerback Chris Harris. 

An undrafted free agent out of Kansas, Harris' deck was stacked against him doubly 

by not having an offseason to impress the coaching staff. 

But Harris did anyway this summer and beyond; so much so, that last week at 
Miami, he entered the game at nickel for veteran Jonathan Wilhite and had two key 

pass breakups. 

And with pass-happy Detroit coming to town Sunday, it's a good bet Harris will find 
a way to make his presence known again given all the sub packages Denver figures 
to employ. 

"He's one of the hungriest guys I've been around in my life," free safety Rahim 
Moore said. 

Moore added that Harris' emergence is an offshoot of practice. Leading up to the 
Miami game, Harris made plays on the scout team, then did so when it counted 

after Wilhite had been beaten one too many times. 

"At first he was bothered about being on the scout team, and I told him during 
camp, 'Every day, you better cover (2010 Pro Bowl wide receiver and now ex-

Bronco) Brandon Lloyd. Every single day. I don't ever want to see you out there 
with nobody else. And he did it and did good at it. That's why he's able to go out 

there and translate it to the field." 

Harris would come out in training camp "and every day he'd make a play on the 
show team," defensive coordinator Dennis Allen added. "And that's what happens 
when you do a great job - you find a way to get yourself on the field." 

Harris played defense for the first time vs. Green Bay. 

"He didn't bat an eye," Allen said. 

The Broncos inserted rookie Quinton Carter at free safety last week instead of 
Moore, while also benching nickel back Cassius Vaughn in favor of Wilhite, then 
Harris. Moore or David Bruton are more third safeties in a heavy dime look in an 

evolving secondary. 
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Coach John Fox spoke about Harris' "competitive nature on the field and work ethic 
to get better every day." 

"He's starting to reap some of those benefits," Fox added. 

--Cornerback Champ Bailey was remembering the old days Wednesday, when, as a 
rookie in 1999, the top-tier wide receivers loomed large but weren't giants like 
Detroit's Calvin Johnson. 

Sure, Terrell Owens had elite size and speed but wasn't yet on the top of his game. 

Amani Toomer of the Giants was physically gifted, and, so, of course, was Randy 
Moss, who was athletic and spindly. 

But over time, the league's best wideouts have gotten taller, stronger and faster 

while the 6-foot, 192-pound Bailey -- a 10-time Pro Bowl pick -- has stayed the 
same size. Megatron big. 

A week after shadowing Brandon Marshall in Miami, Bailey possibly will be asked to 

do the same with a player dominating the NFL. 

Only once this season has Johnson failed to score a TD in a game. And he's gone 
up, over and through defenders on his way to 10 end-zone trips. 

"He's special," Bailey said. "To be able to move like he does. Quick. Run with the 

ball. Guys his size can't do that." 

Bailey said it's been a steady change to players resembling Owens, Marshall and 
Johnson, to where "it's common. Every team has one." 

To combat that athletic package, Bailey seemingly would have to alter his own 

game from when he was a young pup. He's done so by improving in the mental 
aspects, not relying as heavily on his physical gifts as he'd done early in his career. 

But he said it's rules changes that have been more impactful in how he's had to 
approach the new breed of wideout. 

"You've got to be more aggressive early than late," Bailey said. "Back then, you 

could get away with stuff. Now you can't." 

The rub even with Bailey's observation, though, is that aggressiveness early within 
the five-yard legal area is made more difficult when bumping up against someone 

6-foot-5, 236 pounds. 

"A little -- if they use their strength and size," Bailey said. "A lot of them don't use 
it well. Last week, Brandon Marshall tried to do it a lot against me, but I know if I 

stay in front of you, no matter how hard you push me, it's going to alter your route, 
period. That's all I'm trying to accomplish at the end of the play -- alter his route." 

http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/players/playerpage/133217/champ-bailey


Bailey and Johnson have only matched up once -- in Johnson's rookie season in 
2007. The receiver had three catches and didn't even start the game, speaking of 

vast changes. Back then, Johnson struggled some in bump coverage but "has no 
issues now," according to Bailey. 

"I'm going to do what I do," he added. "That's the only way I look at it. And I think 

what I do is great. People are going to have problems with it." 

Bailey knows that out of 60-70 plays, he'll get beaten a few times. His mentality is 
to not let it happen while knowing it will, then coming back strong when it does. 

Bailey doesn't get a lot of safety help, though the defensive looks have to change, 

so he'll go mostly man-to-man, not exclusively. 

And leaving the comfort zone of his normal left-cornerback spot to roam the field is 
something he actually prefers. Bailey equated it somewhat to a box-and-one type 

mentality on the basketball court, where you know your job to go out and stick to 
the offensive player's jersey. 

"I do get in a rhythm. It gets you more into it," he said. "That's not to say when I'm 
just playing left I'm not into it but for some reason, I get more focused, because I 

know it's 'their guy' and the ball's coming." 

SERIES HISTORY 
11th regular-season meeting. Broncos lead series, 6-4. The teams haven't met 

since Nov. 2007, when Denver yielded the highest point total ever in a game vs. 
Detroit in a 44-7 loss. The clubs haven't played in Denver since the 2003 season. 
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